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THE MESSAGE OF THIS REPORT

I. The trnssibility of nuclear war cannot be ignored by New Zealanders
(Part 1).

Its occurrence could visit unprecedented destruction on human

civilization (part 2).

New zealand's position in the world gives it the opportunity to avoid the
worst consequences of a Northern Hemisphere nuctea (part 3).

4. The impacts on New Zealand of a Northern Hemisphere nuclear \^rar are
unlikely to result from fallout or other weapon effects (part 3).

5. The most serious impacts would result from the loss of trading partners
(part 3).

This report is available from libraries or any Government Bookshop. Any
communication on this Report should be sent to G.F. Preddey, Commission For the
Euture, p.O. Box 5053, Wellington, New Zealand. Supplementary information on
individual contingency planning prepared by N.A. Wilson and others is available
from P.O. Box 6117, Auck1and, but is not necessarily endorsed by the Study
Group. A microfiche version of this Report is also available from P.O. Box
6LL7, Auckland.
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PREF'ACB TO THE 'FUTURE CONTINGENCIESI SERIES

The nexL few decades are a period about which it is much easier to be cautious
and reserved rather than welcoming. Recent reports from a number of majorinstitutions incruding the united Nations and the world Bank have persistently
sounded a warning" The rGlobai Fut.urer Report has summed up the position as
follows:

Severe stresses on the earth!s resources and environment are apparent.with the persistence of human poverty and misery, the staggering growthof human population, and ever-increasing human demands, the possibitities
of further stress and permanenL damage to the planetrs resource base arevery real" To reverse the present trends, to restore and protect theearth's capacity to support life and meet human needs, is an enormous
challenge (I) .

The world in 2000 is depict.ed by most. futurists as being significantry more
crowded, more poli-uted, less ecological-ry stable, and more vulnerabre todisruption than the worLd we lj.ve j-n now - if present trends continue (2) . Butfuture resource j-mpoverishment, environmental degradation, and soaringpopulation growth are not a new discovery. what the recent reports have
emphasized, however, are the accelerat.ing pace and scale of the problems, andtheir interrelationships

Accumulating evidence from around Lhe world suggests that "we may be on the edgeof one of the greatest discontinuities in human history - economic, demographiJ,political" (3). The New zealand Foreign Minister has commented thaL ,,A11 of us,r think, can feel in our bones that in its economic, no less than its lnliticalcondition, the world i.s not many steps away from chaos" (4).

one of the most important- furrcLions of the emerging discipline of futuresstudj.es is to call- atLention to possible future aiiasters(S). The intention isof course to alert policy mai<ers and others so that mitigating steps can betaken.

What is a disaster? A New Zealand dict.ionary (6) def
greatly unfortunate accident or event" (DIS = rnot orra lucky starr). This is a useful starting point, but

ines a disaster as ',a
withoutr + Italian ASTRO =
more helpful is thedetailed definition in the yearbook of world problems and Human potential (7)

whieh describes a disast,er as:

an event concentrated i.n time and space, in which a society or arelatively self-sufficient subdivision of a society undergoes severe
danqer and incurs such losses to its members and physical appurtenancesthat the social st.rucLure is disrupted and the fulfillment of all or someof the essential functions of the society is prevented. Thus a disasterdisturbs the vitat functioning of a society. It affects the system ofbiological survival- (subsi"slence, shelter, health, reproduction) r the
sysLem of order (division of labour, authority patterns, cultural norms,social roJ-es), t.he system of meaning (values, shared definitions ofreality, communicatir:r: mechanism), and the motivation of the actorswithin all these systems.

A usefur distinction can be drawn between rcrisis'and rdisaster', although
Lhese terms are often t.aken as synonlmous. A crisis is "a crucial time orturning point in any series of events'u (Greek KRrsrS = decision). rt resultsfrom an unresolved serious problem. rf the crisis itself is not resolved, adisaster ensues, as illustrated belovr.
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SERIOUS PROBLEM

(resolved,^esolved)

RESOLUTION CRISIS

tresolvetl)   
_ a(unresolved)

RESOLUTION DISASTER

It is not enough that there is a range of potential disasters lying before us in
the future. There is also the trnssibility of rmegacrisis, - a number of crises
occurring simultaneously. When these crises are interrelated, Lhe potential for
megacrisis is greatly increased. Its overall impact may greatly exceed the
individual- impacts of the contributing crises. Its consequences may well be
beyond an administrationrs ability to cope. A nuclear holocaust could be an
exanple.

The taxonomy of disaster can be treated in various ways. For instance, Theodore
Gordon identified what he called rfive overarching crisest confronting mankind
(8) viz.

- nuctear war
- severe food shortage

deterioration of the biosphere
- imbalance in the distribution of weal_th

material shortages

For the rFuture Contingencies' reportsr Lhe taxonomy is derived from the
predominant discipline invoked: natural science, social science, economics. '

Nuclear war, because of the potential magnitude of its lmpact, is considered as
a separate issue. Wherever possiblel a New Zealand perspective is adopted. TherFuture Contingenciesr series includes the following reports:

I. Natural Disaster
2. Societal Disaster
3. World Economic Disaster
4. Nuclear Disaster
5. Summary Retrrcrt for wider

dissemination

rsBN-0-477-06222-9
rsBN-0-477-06225-3
under preparation*
rsBN-0-477-06226-L
under preparation*

These reports are from ad hoc study groups working under the auspices of the
Commission for the Future. The views expressed in them are those of the
contributing authors, and do not necessarily represent the views of the
Conunission, nor any other organizations with which the authors are associated.

pubrication of retrrcrts 3 and 5 may be precruded by the aborition of
Commission For the Future in 1982.

* The
the__l
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Evening Post, 4 June 1980).

(10) The first nuclear explosion took place at Alamogordo, USA, in 1945.
(11) L.S. Taylor, Proceedings of Nuclear Civil Defence Symposium (Geneva,

1958). A device seeded with (say) cobalt, designed to kill the entire
human race by long-lived fallout, would require a yield of 3r000r000Mt -
about 100 times the total yield of present vreapons stocks (D.W. Posener
in Pacific Defence Reporter, Sept 1981, p42).

(l2)rn@tersoftheworkforceunemp1oyedcou1dbe
construed as a manageable contingency, in comparison with three quarters
of the work force killed or incapacitated by a nuclear attack.

(13) L.S. Taylor, op cit.
(14) For instance, the essay 'Apocalypse 1989r, published in the collection

'Pictures of the Futurer (Mallinson Rendell, 1980) and reproduced as
Section 14 of this CFF report, was criticized along these lines by the
New Zealand Foundation for Peace Studies (Inc) in a letter sent to all
Members of Parliament in 1980.

(15) Carl Sagan, rCosmosr, (McDonald, 1980), p345.
(16) From the Preamble to the Constitution of INESCO.
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rn the Preface to the tFuture contingenciesr series, a distinction was drawn
between rcrisist and tdisastert viz. a rdisastert results from an unresorvedrcrisis' (p.9) .

rt is becorning increasingly feared, especially by Europeans, that humanity isfacing a nuclear'crisis'(9). The resolution of this crisis seems to becomemore remote as the fortieth anniversary of the first nuclear explosionapproaches(10)- While the'crisisr exists, the possibility of idisaster, alsoexists, and appears to be increasing.

Regardless of what is done, or not done, in advance of a nuclear disaster:
'rthere would be large areas of total annihilation, Iarge areas of totalsurvival, and large areas with all gradations of mixtuies between the two ...however disastrous nuclear warfare might be at its worst, there woul-d be largenumbers of survivors, and however arLered and inconvenienced, civirization wouldsurvive. The idea of the elimination of man is nonsense" (11) .

The first part of this report explores the lrcssible causes and effects of nuclearwar, and what must be done to prevent it eventuating, by a resolution of thepresent nuclear rcrisisr.

-11 -

1. .ryqLEAR DISASTER: AN INTRODUCTIoN

New zealand, being remote, relativery self-sufficient, strategicarryinsignificant, and in the southern tiemisphere, may have as much reasonother country to ponder the implications of a nuclear rdisasterr. Newzealanders, like all other populations, may experieni" gr.;i trarasnipsfrom it.

as any

resulting

the

Yet, in New zearand, hardships may result from a lack of preparedness for guitemanageable contingencies (L2) , compared with those conveyed by popular images ofdeath and destruction rained upon targeted countries in the lloitn.
The concluding parts of the report explore the contingencies New Zearand mightexperience in the aftermath of a nuclear war fought mainly in the NorthernHemisphere, and what could be done now to mitigate its effect.

'rA11 of the effort and planning that goes into our effort for survival is rearlydirected toward easing the sorry pright of those of us who survive,,(13). rn aIlprobability, 'rthose of us who survive" wilI include most New zealanders.

some may argue that to plan for nuclear war makes it more likely, and that acontinuing effort towards a resorution of the nucrear rcrisis'is the only saneoption(14). This argument must seem persuasive for those in the targetedcountries of the North. But New zealand, by circumstance of its rocation in thesouth, has another option: to plan for surviva] in case the efforts for peaceprove fruitless.

rn the present g1obal political climate, it would seem prudent to pursue bothoptions.

!

)r
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issues, and

Who speaks for Earth?

nHovr v,toul-d we explain the q7oba7 arns race to a riispa.ssionate extrater.restria-Z
observer? ... Would we argue that ten thousand target.ed nucLear warheads are
1ike7g to enhance the ptospects for our survival? What account wouTd we give
of our stewardship of the planet Earth?. We hav,e heard the rationaTes offered.
bg the nucLeat supetpowers. We know who speaks fot the nations. But who speaks
for the human species? Who spetaks fer Earth?a(15).

isince wars begin
defences of peace

in the ninds of nen, it :.s
must .be constructed, ( 76 ) .

in the minds of men that the
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no good or bad nuclear weapons: a77 are extremelg horribTe. ( f7 )
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Fig. 2.1 Effects of zi Nuclear Explosion

Eig. 2.2 Various Distance-Yj-eld Relationships

NUCLEAR EXPLOSION

yield (kt

(17)
(18)

(Ie)

(20 )

I,.Freedman,lTheneutronbombreturns',&9.@I,,March,I.98J.,p81.
Office Of Technology Assessment, tThe Effecte of Nuclear Warr,
(OTA-NAS-89, 1979) p1-5.
Joint Corunittee on Defense Production, US Congress, rEconomic and SoclaL
Consequences of Nuclear Attacks on the United Statesr, (US Govt Prlntlng
Office, 1979), F36.
National Academy of Sciences, rEffects of Multiple Nuclear weaPons
Detonations Worldwider, (NA.9, 1975) p25.
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THE IMPLEMENTS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

The effects of weapons of mass destruction are extensive in both space and time,
and are somewhat unpredictable. They discriminate very poorly between
combatants and non-combatants, and are highly disruptive of the environment.

2.1 How Nuclear !{eapons Work

An explosion occurs whenever there is a very rapid release of a large amount of
energy within a limited space. The energy release in a nuclear explosion is
produced in a different way from conventional explosions, e.g. TNT. This leads
to basic differences between nuclear and conventional weapons:

- I{uclear explosions can be thousands or millions of times more powerful
than conventional explosions: viz. I kt (kiloton), 1 Mt (megaton) devices
are equivalent to 1,000 tonnes, I,000,000 tonnes of TNT respectively.

- For the release of equivalent amounts of energy, the mass of a
conventional explosive is much greater than that of a nuclear explosive.

- Much higher temperatures are produced by nuclear explosions and a
significant proporLion of the energy is emitted as heat and light -
'thermal radiation' .

- Nuclear explosions emit highly penetrating and harmful invisible rays -
'initial nuclear radiationr .

- Radioactive substances remain after a nuclear explosion, and also emit
harmful radiation over an extended period of time - 'residual nuclear
radiationr or'falloutf .

A review of weapons physics is presented
provides a basic understanding of nuclear
for subsequent sections: (see p. 27)

as an Appendix to
weapons - useful

this section. It
but not essential,

2.2

The energy of a nuclear expiosion is released in a number of forms, illustrated
in Figrrre 2.I(18). The explosion energy received in each of these different
forms depends on the nature and yield of the weaponr and particularly on the
height of the rburst'. For a low air burst, 35t of the energy is in thermal
radiation and 508 in air b1ast. With increasing height of burst, the proportion
emitted as thermal radiation increases while the proportion converted into blast
decreases. However, regardless of the height of burst, approximately B5t of t.he
explosive energy of a nuclear fission weapon produces air blast, thermal
radiation and heat. The remaining 15t is released as various nuclear radiations
- 5t as initial nuclear radiation and 10t as residual radiation. In a
thermonuclear device, residual nuclear radiation represents 58 of the energy
release in the explosion.

The distances to which the various harmful effects of nuclear weapons extend
depend on the yield of the explosion, as shown in Figure 2.2(L9).

If large numbers of nuclear weapons were detonated there could be gtobal
impacts. The production of oxides of nitrogen in nuclear fireballs and their
injection into the stratosphere (by bombs in the Mt range) could lead to a
depletion of the ozone layer, and an increase in harmful ultraviolet radiation
reaching the earthrs surface(20).
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Tabfe 2.f Blast Effects of l- Mt Airburst at 2,400m

Distance lrom ground zero

(stat. miles) (kilometers)
Pea k

0verpre ss u re

Peak wind
velocity (mph) Typical blast ellects

8

30

4.4

qo

11.6

1.3

4.8

7.0

Y.5

18.6
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290
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95
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- .*
5 osr

3 psi
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Reinforced c0ncrete structures are leveled.

l\.,lost factories and commercial buildings are
collapsed. Small wood-lrame and brick
residences destroyed and distributed as

deb ri s

Lightly constructed commercial buildings and
typical residences are destroyed; heavier
construction is severely damaged.

Walls of typical steel-lrame buildings are
blown away, severe damage to residences.
Winds sutf icient to kill people in the open.

Damaoe to structures, pe0ple endangered by
llying glass and debris.
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BIast

Blast has one of the least variable and most damaging effects on urban areas.
It produces sudden changes in air pressure ('static overpressure') that can
crush buildings, and high winds that can blow them down. The magnitude of the
blast effect decreases with the distance from the centre of the explosion.
There is an optimum burst height for maximising blast damage. Raising the burst
height reduces the overpressure below the bomb, but widens the area in which a
Iesser over-pressure produces blast damage.

When a nuclear weapon is detonated on or near the surface of the earth, a
crater is formed and a proportion of the material returns to the earth as
fallout. If the fireball from the explosion does not touch the earthrs surface,
cratering does not occur and tirere is minimal immediate fallout.

Table 2-1 indicates the blast effects of a I Mt explosion at a burst height of
2,400 nt (optimal for damage to factories), and the vulnerability of people in
various overpressure zones (2I) .

Thermal Radiation

Thermal radiation from the firebalt can produce flashblindness, burn skin andignite combustible materials.

A I Mt explosion could cause flashblindess at a distance of 2l km on a cl-ear
day, or 85 km on a clear night. Flashblindess can last for several minutes,
after which recovery is total. The temporary blinding of motorists could cause
accidents and injury, hampering an attempted evacuation.

skin burns require higher intensities of light, and would be inflicted closer to
the explosion. For weapons in the megaton range, the thermal pulse lasts long
enough that, if a temporary refuge was reached promptly, burns woul-d be reduced.
A I l"lt explosion could cause first-degree burns (equivalent to a bad sunburn) at
a distance of 11 km, second degree burns (producing blisters and permanent
scars) at 10 km, and third-degree burns (which destroy skin tissue) at a
distance of 8 km. Third-degree burns over 248 of the body, or second-degree
burns over 308 of the body, result in serious shock and generally prove fatal,
unless prompt specialized medical aid is available. The distance at vrhich burns
are dangerous depends on the weather. Particles and moisture in the air reduce
thermal radiation, whereas snow on the ground or cloud over the fireball
increase the distance by reflection"

Fires coufd be started by thermal radiation passing through the windows of
buildings, and igniting combustible material. Blast damage could also produce
fires indirectly. Separate fires may coalesce into a mass fire, which consumes
all structures over a large area. Mass fires can be of two kinds: a rfirestormr
in whj-ch violent inrushing winds create exLremely high temperatures (but prevent
further spread), and a lconflagration'in which a fire spreads along a front.

Direct Nuclear Radiation

For larger nuclear weapons, the range of lethal direct radiation is 1ess than
Lhat of blast and thermal radiation effects. However, in the case of small
weapons, direct radiation may have the greatest lethal range. Direct radiation
did substantial injury to the people of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. There is agreat deal of uncertainty over the effects of ionising radiation on humansatlowlevels
Radiation produces both short term and rong term effects.

=T--
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(22',)

(23)

(24)

Arrem' is a measure of biological damage, a rradr measures radiation
energy absorbed by tissue, and a rroentgent is a measure of radiation
intensity. As a rough approximation, these three quantities are
numerically equal for nuclear radiation in this context.
A.H. Westing, 'Neutron Bombs and the Environmentr, Ambio, Vol 7, No.3,
1978, p95.
H. York, rThe

1975, p203.
Nuclear Balance of Terror in Europer, Ambio, VoI 4, No.5-5,

(25) Office of Technology Assessment, op cit, p25.
(26) S.A" Fetter and K. Tsipis, rCatastrophic Releases of Radioactivityr,

Scienlilrs_4nerrrgn, Vol 244, No.4, April t98l, p33.
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A prompt dose of 600 rem(22) has a 908 chance of causing death within a few
weeks. The precise shape of the curve showing the relation between death rate
and radiation dose is not known for doses between 300 and 600 rem, but a dose of
450 rem within a short time is estimated to create a fatal illness in hal-f the
people exposed to it; the other half would get very sick, but would recover. A
dose of 300 rem would kill about 10 percent of those exposed. A dose of 200 to
450 rem would cause a severe illness from which most people would recoveri
however, this illness would render people highly susceptible to other diseases
or infections. A dose of 50 to 200 rem would cause nausea and would reduce
resistance to other disease, but medical treatment would not be required. A
dose less than 50 rem would not cause noticeable effects immediately but would
nevertheless cause long-term damage.

Sublethal doses of radiation have long term effects measured in a statistical
way. Assuming that total exposure is what counts (e.g. a dose of one rem each
to a million people will produce the same effects as a dose of 10 rem each to
100,000 people), the incidence of fatal cancers has been estimated to be 50-500
per million person rem. A similar incidence of genetic effects could be
expected. A more detailed discussion is given in section 10.1.

The only weapons where the effects of direct radiation are likely to predominate
are low yield, or enhanced radiation, weapons. A low yield explosion could
result from a terrorist weapon or from the use of tactical nuclear weapons. Alkt explosion would give a dose of 500 rems out to 800 m, while the damaging
effects of blast would only extend to 450 m. The effects of a I kt enhanced
radiation weapon (neutron bomb) are illustrated in Figure 2.3(23'). To give sorne
perspective to the area involved, the population density of a residential- area
in New Zealand is about 20 persons/ha, and a typical section is 0.I ha in area.

Eallout

For local fallout to occur, the burst must be at ground level- or low enough for
the fireball to touch the ground. Radioactive material is carried up int- the
atmosphere by the rising fireball and deposited downwind in a long plume. Some
of the radioactive material rises to the troposphere, and is subsequently
distributed in a broad band (mainly confined to the latitude of the burst) and
is delayed in its arrival- at the earthts surface. Some radioactive particles
reach the stratosphere, and may not return to earth for some years. This
fallout is distributed globaIIy, but not uni-formIy, and does not present an
acute radiation hazard, since the activity has decayed considerably by the time
the fallout arrives. Significant numbers of people may nevertheless die
prematurely from the long-Lerm effects of global fallout. One estimate puts the
number of deaths at about 1000 per megaton (24).

The biolog:'.cal effects of fallout are essentially the same as those for direct
uuclear radiation. The fallout contours from a 1 Mt surface burst are shown in
Figure 2.4(25). Areas exposed to about I00 rem would become rsafet in 2 to 3
years, while l0 years would be required for areas exposed to about 100 rem. If
a nuclear weapon ruptured a nuclear power plant, the fallout would be about the
same for the firsL few days, but would remain hazardous for a considerably
longer period (26) .

Synergism

The major effects of nuclear $reapons (blast, nuclear radiation, and thermal
radiation) can individually cause death and injury to humans. In any real
situation involving the detonation of a nuclear weapon Lhese effects are like1y
to occur together, and .coul-d prove fatal even though the individual effects were
sublethal. Exposure to more than 100 rems of radiation will impair recovery
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Warheads per
lau ncher

(Mid-1980's force)

Total warheads Yield in megatons Total megalons
Iquivalent
megatons

USA

450
5s0

(ss0)
54

1,054

336
160
240

-136 -
165

165

60

390
2, 180
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1,650
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512

(825 )
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(1,s07)

.l 
,107
JJ /

660
1,122

41

1?0
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4,581

(4,894 )
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(with MK-12A)
Titanll.......

Total lCBMs. .

Poseidon.....
Poseidon C-4. . .

Tridentl.....
Tota| SLBMS .

B-s2G/H .. .

B-52CM......
FB-l11.......
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1

2

(3)
1
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282
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10

8

8

I

I

6 SRAM
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20 ALCM
2 SRAM
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ss-1 1

ss-17 .

ss-1 8

ss-1 9

ss-16....,
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ss-N-6..
ss-N-8
ss-N'1 7.
SS-N-18 ,

Total SLBMS . .

Bear,......
Bison .

(Backlire)......
Tolal bombers . .

Grand lotal.

330
200
308
500

60

1,398

600

300
_-900

100
40

(250)

140
(3s0)

2,438
( 2,688 )
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800

2,464
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60

6,654
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1J00
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40
(500)
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(640)

8,294
(8,794 )

495
480

3,696
2 ,400

60

,J31

600
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(100)

2,200
( 2,300 )

10,1 1 1

(10,21 1 )
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1
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5

(0 2)

1

1
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Tabte 2.2 Estimated Strategic Forces for 1985
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Table 2.3 Eu{gstrategic
Weapons

ss-4 1959

ss-5 196l
ss-l 2 1969
ss-20 l97T
ss-N-5 1964

Pcrshing lA 1962
Pershing IA 1962
Pcrshing II (1981)
cLCNl (1983)

Polaris A-3 1967

s-2 t97 I

M-20 t971

I\lissiles

USSR

USA

UK
France

2 000
3 700

- 800

-4 000

-l 200

- 750

-750
-l 600

2 500

4 600

3 000
5 000

lMt
I IUt
lMt
150 kt
l-2 Mt
6H00 kt
6H00 kt
l0-20 kt
200 kt

3x200kt
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lMr
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80
17

- 120
l8
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12
0
0
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l8
64
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Tu-22M
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6 500 9.1 2

9 000 8.0 4
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0.95 48

2.2 ll

t0 000
4 900

6 500

3 000

17.0
t2.'l
9.6

7.3

6

2

2
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from thermal burns. Iligher radiation doses have a similar effect when combined
with physical injuries.

Electromagnetic Pulse (E!lP)

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is an electromagnetic wave similar to radio vraves,
generated by surface bursts and by high altitude bursts in which the firebalt
is not symmetrical. It is similar to the pulse generated by lightning. Modern
devel-opments in electronic componentry is increasing vulnerability to EMp. It
is possible that a single high altitude detonation could damage or destroy
communications and eLectric power systems over the entire United States (27). It
is also trrossible that EMP could cause meltdown accidents in nuclear po$rer
plants(28). EMP has serious implications for the command, corununication, and
control structures needed to fight a nuclear war. f'hese are vulnerable to its
effects and may not be easy to protect against it.

2.3 Weapons and Delivery Systens

'strategict nuclear weapons are defined as nuclear warheads delivered by ICBMs
(Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles), SLBMs (Submarine taunched Ballistic
Missiles), long-range heavy bombers, fractional-orbital space-borne systems, and
ABMS (Anti-Ballistic Missiles). rTacLicalr nuclear $reapons include all other
nuclear weapons and are often thought of as nuclear weapons for battlefield use.rEurostrategicr nuclear vreapons are located in Europe, but are capable of
hitting targets located a significant distance inside the Soviet Union.

No absolute criteria distinguish between rtactical' and rstrategicr nuclear
weapons. Criteria such as weapon yield and range, location of delivery systems
and target, and 'alertt (or readiness) status reveal much overlap(29).

Strategic Nuclear Weapons System

There have been cont,inual rimprovementsr in range and accuracy of strategic
weapons. The introduction of MIRVs (Multiple Independently targetable Re-entry
Vehicles) allowed multiple warheads to be fitted to individual missiles. The
further development of MARVs (MAnoeverable Re-entry Vehicles) will make possible
the destruction of blast-resistant (hardened) targets such as missile silos.
Missile accuracy is measured in terms of the CEP (Circu1ar Error probability),
which is the radius within which half the shots will fall. CEP may not provide
an adeguate indicator of accuracy because of a systematic rbiasr error(30).

The United States is upgrading Minuteman IfI missites by improved guidance and
the Mark-I2A warhead with a yield of 350 kt. The Soviet Union is depJ-oying SS-18
and SS-I9 ICBI'{s with similar capabilities to Minuteman III. Strategic nuclear
submarines are also being upgraded with the introduction of new missiles and
submarines by both sides. The most rnodern Soviet SLBM is the 7400 km range
SS-N-18, with three 200 kt MIRVs. The Trident I SLBM has a similar range, and
carries eight 100 kt MIRVs. The US strategic bomber force is to be upgraded
with the introduction of air launched cruise missiles (ALCMs) and new Bl and
Stealth bombers.

Estimates of present strategic nuclear forces are contained in the SIPRI
yearbook(31). Estimated strategic forces for 1985 are given in TabLe 2.2(32').
The total rmegatonnager (10,211) is equivalent to 5tofTNTforeachpersonon earth.
Table 2.3 gives the characteristicsof the major Eurostrategic weapons. New
systems including the Soviet SS-20 missile and Backfire bomber are already
operational. The ground launched cruise missiles (GLCMs) and Pershing II
missiles are to be deployed by NATO in the mid 1980s.

!
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Tab1e 2.4 US Taetical- Nuclear Weapons in Europe
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Tactical Nuclear Weapons

Nur:lear weapons have been inteErated with conventional forces at all levels,
and include nuclear artillery, torpedoes, and depth charges. Table 2.4 lists
some of the tactical nuclear weapons deployed with US forces in Europe (33) .
Nuclear weapons are also stationed in the ehilippines and in South Korea(34).
The US Navy is equipped with tactical nuclear weapons (see page26(35)). Some
other developments inclLrde enhanced*radiation weapons(36) and weapons with
selectable yields.

Euture Developments

Enhanced radiation weapons or neutron bombs have been discussed on pl-9(see also
(37) ) . Precision-guided weapons, r*hich actively seek Lheir targeLsr rndy provide
an effective counter to massed Lanks, ttrus undermining the rationale for (nuclear)
enhanced radiation weapons, and ntay give the military advantage to defensive
forces(38) , without requiring a nuclear response.

Chemical and biological weapons are difficult to assess but may provide
non-nuclear nations with weapons of mass destruction" Table 2.5 compares the
damaging effects of chemical, bi-oJ-ogical and nuclear weapons(39). It is Iikely
that many chemical warfare agenl-s have long term teratogenic and carcinogenic
effects which may be exploited(40)" Genetic engineering may enable the
manipulation of the virulence anel toxiciLy of pathogens (41) . This has already
been used to increase the resistarlce of pl-ague bact.eria to antibiotics.

The modificaLion of the environrnent as an effecti.ve weapon of war seems
unlikely (42) . (Geophysical modif icatj.ern posslbJ-y could involve weather and
climate, eart.hquakes, and electrornagiret.ic radiation reaching the earth).

Outer space has increasingly import.ant. mi"litary uses, including reconnaissance,
communication, navigat.ion, meteorological, and hunter ki1ler satellites(43).
Lasers have received attention as a Elossibl-e defence against ICBMs. They could
also be used in the atmosphere aEainst missiles and aircraft. However, the
technological obstacles Lo a space*hrased anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systemusing
lasers appear insurmountable (44) , and such weapons are vulnerable to simple
countermeasures" Laser weapons operaLed in the atmosphere are technically
feasible buL offer Iittle advanLage over existing defensive weapons.

Charged-particle beam weapons ha\,ze been suggested as a means of destroying
missiles. There has been concern ex;:ressed that the Soviet Union is close to
deploying an effective particl-e l:earn "4BM system. Such a weapon faces major
technical dif f iculties and woul,d i:e vu-X-neraLr1e to simple countermeasures (45) .
Nevertheless, military planners in bot.h the United States and the Soviet Union
continue to authorize large blldgets for the development of ineffective ABM
weapon systems (45) .

2.4 fllustrative Attack Scenarios for New Zealand

The primary purp,ese of these scenariqs is to put the effects of nuclear weapons
into a New Zealand perspeqtive. ."1'he att-ae}<s described are considered unlikely
(bul not implausible) at the present t.irne. Over the 30 year time horizon
adopted for this CFF report, changes in lrtrew Zealandrs strategic significance,
and improvements in delivery syst.ems, rnay change this assessment. (New Zealand
is presently out of range of Sovi-et land-based systerns).

c

l
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I-kt Tactical Warhead onto Nuclear Powered Vessel

A guided missile cruiser (eg. US "Long Beach") berthed at the Devonport Naval
Base, is attacked by ahostile vessel using a I kt tactical nuclear weapon.
Lethal nuclear radiation (600 rem) reaches out to a distance of 800m, while
extensive blast damage (5psi) occurs out to 450m(47). The core of the 430 MW

reactor is vaporised and combines with the radiactivity derived from the v/eapon
itself; both rise with the fireball and return to earth in the manner
characteristic of fallout from the explosion of a weapon alone. The plutonium
from the nuclear weapons carried on board adds to strike weapon and reactor
fission products.

The areas covered by prompt initial nuclear radiation and fallout (for the
weapon alone) are shown in Figure 2.5. Reactor fission products enlarge the
Iethal zone for fallout considerably, and also increase the long term hazard.
The short-lived isotopes in the reactor core are equivalent to the amount
released by a 5 kt bomb, while the long-lived components after one month of
reactor operation are the equivalent of I50 kt. The small area inside which the
dose rate is unacceptably high one week after detonation (due to bomb debris
alone) remains uninhabitable for another 25 years, due to the contamination by
reactor fission products(48). The attack causes thousands, or a few tens of
thousands, of civilian casualties.

1-Mt Air Burst

A submarine-launched ballistic missile (e-9. SS-N-5)- with a single l-Mt warhead
is detonated 2r400m above the Devonport Naval Base - an unlikely target, but
assumed for purposes of comparison with the 1 ktrtacticalr attack above. The
target area (about 7r200 ha) which receives 10 psi or more of overpressure is
maximized for this altitude. The fireball does not touch the ground, even at
its maxiumum radius of 1000m and there is consequently no significant fallout.
An air burst increaes the number of fatalities from blast and thermal effects to
about double those that would result from an equivalent ground burst.

Figure 2.5 also shows the outer limits of the 5 psi overpressure zone for this
detonation. This can be interpreted in terms of damage to people and structures
by reference to Table 2.1. For a visibitity of 16 km, burns are experienced by
survivors of the blast effect at the 2 psi contour.

Flashblindness is experienced at 21 km distance on a clear day, (approximately
the 1 psi contour) and at 85 km distance on a clear night (over an area
including most of the Coromandel Peninsula).

The attack results in extensive damage to the urban area, and causes 1001000-
300r000 prompt deaths, with a similar number of significant injuries. with
greater visibility, Lhe range for thermal effects is increased by as much as 50t;
correspondingly, the number of people exposed and the extent of bare skin are
also increased. These factors would cause a substantial- increase in burn
casualties.

Contamination by radioactive material would not be a long-term problem, apart
from induced radioactivity directly under the burst point. However, if the
explosion had occurred on the ground, extensive fallout would have resuLted.
The region receiving a Iethal dose (500 rem) in 24 hours would represent an area
of approximately 1000 sq km.

Lt lJtirti
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2

U.S. Attrcl Alrcrrft Crrrlcn. 14 U.S. carricrs carry fighter
bombers configured for attack roles and capable of launching
nuclear air-to-surface missiles or dropping nuclear bombs. An cs-
timated lm nuclear weapons are aboard each U.S. carrier.

Forward-baied aircraft. Fighter-bombers, nuclear capablc, are
dcploled at bases in Europe and Asia and aboard 14 U.S.
Curriers. Conrbat rudiuses vary between 40O and I100 miles. U.S,
uircraft include F.ls, Fllls, A4s, A6s, A7s, F8s, and Fl4s.

Terrier Surfrc+{o-Alr Mlssilc. Yicld of warhead is abour one
kiloton. Found aboard U.S. destroyers and cruisers to defend
aguinst uir altack Rrnge of 25 miles.

Merl I rnd Mr?k l0l Nudcrr Dcprt Boobc. Uscd in anti-
submarine warfare (ASW) and delivered by P-3 and S-3 aircraft
and ASW helicopters. Estimated yield of 5-10 kilotons.

Talos Suilrco.rc.Aar l\tissllc. yicld of , warhcad is 5 kilotons
Found ubourd U.S. cruisers to defend against air attaci. i.ng" o,70 ntiles.

Anti-Submerinc Rocklt. ASROC scapons carry an cxplosivc of I
kiloron rnd are aboard U.S. cruisers, destroycrs, and distroycrcs_
corrs. ASROCs are fired by E-celled ..peppcrbox" 

launchcrs.
Rangc o[ 6 nriles.
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2.5 Appendix

A review of weapons physics is presented here to provide a basic understanding
of nuclear weapons - useful, but not essential, for subsequent sections.

A11 substances are made from relementsr. The'atomr is the smallest part of any
element retaining the characteristics of that element. Every atom consists of a
relatively heavy central region, or tnucleus', surrounded by a number of very
light particles called'electrons'.

The atomic nucleus consists of particles called 'protons' and rneutronsr,
collectively referred to as Inucleons'. ALoms of different elements differ in
the number of protons (positive charges) they contain in the nucleus. The
nuclei of a given element all contain the same number of protons, but the number
of neutrons can differ, the resulting atoms being called risotopest of that
element. They have different masses due to their different numbers of
neutrons. For example, uranium consists of two isotopes with mass numbers of
235 and 238(49), referred to respectivley as U 235 and U 238.

Nuclear radiation consists of 'gamma rayst viz. electromagnetic radiation of
high energy, and various particles moving at high speeds. The particles consist
of alpha particles (i.e. helium nuclei), beta particles (i.e. electrons), and
high energy neutrons, while residual nuclear radiation involves the spontaneous
emission of beta particles and gamma rays from radioactive substances. The
residual radiation decays over a period of time, with a steadily decreasing rate
of emission.

Energy and mass are equivalent - a decrease in mass is accompanied by an
emission of energy. A small decrease in mass produces an enormous release of
energy. In a conventional explosion the energy release arises from a
rearrangement of the electronic structure, with an unobservably smalI change in
mass. In a nuclear explosion the energy release arises from a rearrangement of
the nuclear structure, which involves such tremendous forces that the mass
differences are observable.

There are two kinds of nuclear interaction that lead to an overall decrease in
mass and therefore an energy release. These are tfissionr (splitting) of heavy
nuclei and'fusion' (joining together) of light nuclei. Both of these processes
can be made to produce an explosive release of energy.

The materials used to produce nuclear explosions by fission are certain isotopes
of the elements uranium and plutonium. Natural uranium consists mainly of two
isotopes. The readily-fissionable one commonly used in nuclear weapons is U 235
which represents about 0.78 of naturally occurring uranium. U 233 is also
fi.ssile and can be made artificially from thorium 232. Plutonium 239 is another
fissile material suitable for nuclear weapons, and is made artificialty in
nuclear reactors from U 238, the most abundant isotope of naturally occurring
ur an i um.

When a neutron enters the nucleus of a fissile atom, it causes it to split into
two smaller nuclei, v/ith the release of a large amount of energy. The process
is accompanied by the instantaneous emission of two or m-ore neutrons which can
induce fission in further nuclei, creating a chain reaction in which the
liberated energy increases rapidly. The complete fission of 57 grams of fissile
material releases the energy equivalent of 1000 tonnes of TNT (1 kt). A bomb
relying on the fission of U 235 is about 5t efficient, and thus contains about
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1.14 kg per kt of fission yield, whereas one reJ-ying on pu 239 is about I5t
efficient, and so contains 380 gr.rns per kt of fission yield,

To produce a self-sustainlng fission chain reaction, at least one neutron must
be avaiLable to cause further fission for each neutron absorbed. As the mass of
the fissile material is increased (or the volume decreased by compression), the
loss of neutrons at its surface is decreased and a point is reached at which the
chain reaction can proceed. This represents the rcritical masst under the
existing conditions, and depends on the shape of the fissiLe material, its
composition and density, and the presence of impurities. The critical mass can
be decreased by surrounding the fissile material with a suitabLe neutronrreflectorr or rtamperr whieh reduces the loss of neutrons and provides inertla,
thereby delaying the expansion of the exploding materiaL. The rtamperr also
maintains t'he chain reaction until an appreciable fraction of the fissile
material has undergone fission.

Wlth pure fissile material surrounded by a reflector of natural uraniun 15 crnthick, the critical masses are 5.8 kg for u 235, and 4.4 kg for pu 239(50).
This nass of Pu 239 could be contalned in a sphere 7.5 qn in diameteri at the
higher density achieved by imploslon the critical mass for plutonium might be
Less than 2 kg. The time interval between successive fissions in a chaln
reaction is known as the rgeneration timer and is approximately
one-hundred-millionth of a second. For U 235 it requires about 54 and 5g
generations to release 2 kt and 100 kt of energy respectively; therefore (9gt of
the energy of a 100 kt expLosion is released during the last four generations.

A quantity of fissile material exceeding the critical mass would melt or
explode spontaneously. It is therefore necessary that nuclear weapons contain
subcrlticaL assemblies of fissile material which can be quickly madersupercriticalr. rlro types of weatrnn are used to rapidJ-y convert a subcritical
assembly into a critical one. The first is known as the 'gun' type and uses an
expLosive propellent to blow one subcritlcal mass into another subcritical
mass. The second is known as the timplosiont type and attains a supercritical
mass by compression of a subcritical mass. This is achieved by surrounding a
subcritical sphere of fissionable naterial with high explosive capable of
producing an inwardly directed implosion wave which compresses the sphere to a
supercritica} condition.

The fission reaction products of a nuclear bomb constitute a considerable
radiation hazard. Most are short lived and their comblned radioactivity
reduces from the level one hour after detonation by 908 after 7 hours, by 99$after two days, and by 99.9t after two weeks.

Thermonuclear (fusion) weapons or }t-bombs can also be construcLed, There is no
theoretieal limit to the yield whi.ch can be achieved with these, but it is
generally in the megaton (Mt) range (compared with fission bombs which have
yields in the kiloton (kt) range) " The developmenL of thermonculear bombs has
enabled a 1000-fold increase in yield over fission bombs, which in turn
represent a 1000-fo1d increase over the largest conventional bombs.

Energy production in the sun and stars is due to fusion reactions involving the
nuclei of various light atoms. The fusion reactions of int,erest in the design
of thermonuclear weapons involve the isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium (H 2) and
tritium (H 3) " The high energy reguirecl for these reactions to proceed is
supplied by raising the temperature to several tens of millions of degrees. A
nuclear fission bomb can achieve the required temperatures and acts as a trigger
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The principal reactions are
tritium + deuterium
lithium 6 * neutron

helium + neutron + energy
helium + tritium + energy
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for thermonuclear reactions. Another reaction utilised in thermonuclear weapons
involves Lithium 6, an isotope which makes up 7.4t of naturally occurring
lithium. Lithium 6 is incorporated in the weapon as lithiun deuteride. These
reactions are self sustaining and can be propagated rapidly through the
thermonuclear fuel (51) .

The neutrons produced in thermonuclear reactions can cause fission in U 238
nuclei. It is possible to make use of the thermonuclear neutrons by surrounding
the fusion weapon with a rblanketr of ordinary uranium. When this is done the
vreapon is a fission/fusion/fission bomb.

In rboostetlr fission weapons, thermonuclear neutrons serve to enhance the
fission processi energy released in the thermonuclear reaction is then a smaII
fraction of the total yield.

In enhanced radiation weapons (neutron bombs) the fusion yield is maximised
(along with fast neutron emission) and the fission yield is minimised (along
with blast and thermal effects). This is achieved by elirninating Lhe U 238
blanket, and by using a small fission trigger in a configuration which minimises
the boosting of the fission process by thermonuclear neutrons.
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EuJfetjn's existence, been extremeTg
ffiapontr(54).
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nThe search for a poTiticaTTg stabTe countrg that cor:'7d survive a nuclear

hoTocaust, prompted the inventor of a computer Tanguage translation setvice to
base his -busjness in Nevt ZeaTand ' ' '' ( 55 ) '

NOSTRADAMJS(66) (Sixteenth centulrg prediction of Worl-d Wat 3)

ilThegodswiTTnakeitappeartonat*indthatthegaretheauthorsofagreat
vlar. Before the skg *r, "Z* 

to be free of weapons anil tockets: the greatesx

damage wil-l ne infTicted' on the Teft'n(t'97)

NostradamusilecTaresthatwewilTnotknanwhichsidestartsthenextworTdwar
aTthough in Tater guatraii he pTaces b7.ane for the start of xle war upon china'

After a peaceful inxetlud.e fi-'Asl the air wi77 be fu77 of weapons and fighting'

rocketspointingTikeTance,stotneskjes.TheTefthanilsideoftheworTdona
map is Americaznd the .ourrrg-*il7 suffer great 'zosses ' Ilqtevet in IV'95' he

states tlut- t';" victor wi77 be botn in America'

ilAtsunriseagteatfirewiTTbeseen,noiseand.Tightextendedtanardsthe
North. wixhin the globe a-eitn and cr'ies ur. i.ua, death awaiting xhen through

wea1ons, fire and famin"'d (fi'97)

Thisisafright,eningguatrainifoneappTiesittothefuture.Itseemsto'
inpTrJ that a Northern couitig, Russia or ti u's'A' wi77 be bonbed suddenTg at

sunrise, and this wili be rollovrea bg a period of great devastation' rn r '92

Nostradanus states that ierica wi77 suffer t?rc greatest destruction' rf we

Tink this quatrain witn t.g1r-it.s, 47 and 46, we aJle facing a verg gToomg

ProsPect'

,==, :, ' oo[ lO8Ii; pZ72 (Go;e;;me;; ;;r;;;;; ;;;;; :

---Tf ;::-.ffi}i:: :::'Sr"ressor Beinard Feld, Generar secretarv or the.Puswash

International Conter"rr.. o.t Science "na'p"Ufi" 
Affairs' in New Scigntist

vol78,(Lg74);also(Australian)officeofNationalAssessment,citedin
The Nationat TimesT -July 

26'^-L98L' 
.-

(54)a.T.Feltl,lThellandslaoveClosertoMidnight|,BulletinoftheAtomic
Scientists, JanuarY' 1980' PI' -(55) riffiage, thl'nve{ting EgEg' 23 Januarv' 1982

(5G) Robert uann in 'Nr-74file76'6T' (ed' George Brvant) p52 (Cassell'

1981) .
L.R. Beres, rApocalypse : Ntlclear Catastrophe in World Politicsr' pl

(University of Chicago Press, f-?89) "

John Hinchcliff, lr"i." is Possibl-e" PI (Pacific Publishers' 1976) '
Heinemann New zealand Dictionary (tteinemann Educational Boolts, 1979) "

John Ilinchcliff, oP cit'
iiu.a in Richard r-ipes, commentaryT July L977, p2L.

L.R. Beresr oP cLL, P1 '
John llinchcliff, oP cit, Pl'

intervention will- follow, not prevent' this great

that will be World War 3. But I rePeat' you can,escape all
,iir prot.ct His own from it.'"" (qhe-ql-gin Truth' vol 47r

(57)

(58)
(5e)
(50)
(61)
(62)
(53)
(64)
(6s )

rbid.
"God r s final
tr ibulation
this... God

No.1, 1982).
(65) Erika Cheetham' tThe ?rophecies of Nostradarntrs!'t (corgi' 1980) '
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3. THE PROGNOSIS FOR PEACE

3.1 The Neglected ExPectation

During the seventies, the more visible environmental hazards such as pollution
and resource depletion were foci of public concern. New Zealand estEblished a

Comrnission For the Environment in L972. One of its major reponsibilities is to
audit environmental impact reports (52) - written appraisals of the environmental
conseguences expected from new developments and policies. But the prime threat
to the human environment is presented by nucleqr war. It dwarfs all other
threats in the 5ntential magnitude of its destructive consequences, and its
likelihood is greater than most of us care to admit. According to some informed
opinion overseas, there is an even chance of a devastating nuclear war in the
next two decades (53) . That this judgement is not an issue for most New

Zealanders seems to be a case of "ostrichisn by a whole society" (55).

The point has been reached "vrhere the catastrophic possibilities that lie latent
in nuclear weapons are very likely to be exploited, either by design or by
accident, by misinformation or miscalculation, by states or by subnational
groups, by lapse from rational decision or by unauthorized decision" (57). The
Norwegian Academy of Science has calculated that there have been 1656 major arms
races since 500 BC. Sixteen of these ended in economic collapse and the rest
were ended by wars (5S) . The outcome of the present arms race is unknown, but
has historical precedents.

rWart has been variously defined as "the use of armed forces in conflict,
especially between countries'(59) and "the struggle to achieve victory through
the force of arms" (60). To Clauswitz, war is "nothing more than the continuation
of politics by other means" (5I). But what the nuclear powers are arming for
today is a thermonuclear holocaust. It is not war, because a victory cannot be

won. Weapons of mass desLruction reduce Clauswitz's rcontinuationr to
annihilation for the participants.

The argument that a nuclear war is simply too terrible ever to be fought is not
supported by past events. In previous wars, "the only constraints on human

barbarism have been the available impLements needed for the task .... Auschwitz
and Hiroshima provide vivid exampLes of manrs ability to perpetrate savagery
upon his fellow men. ft would be the height of folly to believe that this could
not happen again and on an even larger scale" (62).

,peace,, too, can be defined in different ways. A useful distinction can be

drawn between tpeacet as "the absence of organized violence... the state of
non-war" and rpeacer as "the achievement of justice, co-operation, and harmony
in a societyr'(63). Both definitions are crucial. The achievement of a peaceful
society where there is no war reguires "peace where there is justice, freedom,
and a harmonious society. The concerns are interdependent" (64) -

Although nuclear war might be the neglected expectation of contemporary society,
strong images of a final apocalypse - rArmageddonr - are found in much prophetic
ana retigious wriUings and traditions (65) . These imaged are significant in a

secular age, if only for the recognized potential of propheeies to become

self-fulfilIing. Thus the threat of nuclear war could be more acceptable to a

society familiar with the admonishment of "wars and rumours of wars: see that ye

I
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'According to both precedent and prophecA, the Hopis wouTd l-ctse their Tand bg
secul-ar l-aw. Then the higher forces would inexorabTg mete out justice. WorLd
Wat fII would break out. The United States woul-d be destroged bg a foreiqn
nation just as it, as a foreign nation, had destroged the Hopi nation. Land and.
peopTe woul-d be contaminated and destroged bg atomic bombs. OnTg the Hopis, on
the honeTand granted then bg the Creator, would be saved to make an emergence to
the future Fifth Wor7d"(67).

nYou hear the Christian neo-fascjsts and madmen talking of the Armageddon, the
anti-Clrist in Rr:ssia and the need to rise again. f Xhink the od.d.s are about
90-70 in favour of nuclear war during Reagan,s administrationr(6g)

A ?irst Strike?

ilWhat sha77 make thee to understand hovt terribie the strjke ng sha71 be? On thatdag, men shaTL be Tike moths scattered abroad., and the mountains shall become
Tike carded wooT of various colours d.riven bg the wind.."(71)

nllankind is confronted with a choice : we must halt the arms
disarnament, or face annihil_ation., (73 )

race and proceed to
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(611 Frank Waters, "Book of the Hopi" (penguin, 1963).
(68) Madalyn O'Hair (founder of Anerican Atheists) quoted in The Listener,

13 February, 1982, pL2.
(69) Matthew 24 z v 6.
(70) Galatians5:v15.
(71) The Koran, stanza 588.
(72) Frank Barnaby, rProspects for Peacer (pergamon, 1980).

From the Final Document, First Special Session of the United Nations
General Assembly on Disarmament, para 18 (30 June, 1978).
Frank Barnaby, op cit, p75.
For instance, Theodore Gordon, in his important review paper
rAnticipating World Crises : Five Overarching Crises in prospectr
(Current, no. 158, L974, p48), rated the probability of nuclear war as

tt very lowt' .
(76) Reported in The Evening Post, 4 June, 1980.
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be not troubled for all these things must come to pass'(69). Yet, St Paul might
have been expounding upon mutually assured destruction when he wrote - "If you
go on fighting one another, tooth and nail-r all you can expect is mutual
destruction. " (70)

'Ihe world arsenals contain tens of thousands of nuclear weapons, perhaps as many
as 60,000. Eveqt city in the Northern Hemisphere could be targeted to receive
the equivalent of 2t000 Hiroshima-type bombs. The escalation of a regional
conftict to a nuclear world war is perhaps more likely than a first st-rike by
one superpower on Lhe other, although the danger of superpower conflict hry

accident or miscalculation is ever present. Given the frequency of confl-icts in
Third World countries - a new outbreak every three months, 140 since 1945 - the
chance for escalation is very real. Another concern is the thrust of technc,l,oEy
towards new weapons more suited for fighting rather than deterring nuclear wars.
Two fifths of global research and development expenditure (about $50,000
million) and two fifths of all scientists are committed to military purposes"
In the next thirty years, technological revolutions in space warfare, in
anti-submarine warfare, ballistic missile defence systems and other fields will
contribute to perceptions that a nuclear war can be fought and won, and that a
first strike is feasible and even essential (72) .

Nuclear weapons proliferation is a growing threat. rVerticaf' proliferation is
represented by an accelerating arms race. The superpowers are beginning t-he
process of the deployment of cruise and SS-20 missiles, Bl and Backfire bombers,
trident and Typhoon ballistic missile submarines and other advanced weapons
systems Lo maintain deterrence. rHorizontal' proliferation becomes nore 1ikeI"y
with the widening opportunities for diversion of weapons materiaL from
'civilianr power reactor programmes in Third World countries. By t-he tu n of the
century, the production of plutonj.um is projected to be sufficient for the
fabrication of 30,000 Nagasaki-type bombs every year.

n'Awareness of the catastrophic destructiveness of nuclear war seems to have
become so deep in mants consciousness that he no longer actively worries about
the ever-present danger that nuclear war'couId, in an instant, end our lives and
our society ".. Can we ... really believe that these weapons, with their almost.
incomprehensible destructive power, will never be used?"(74)

3.2 Public Perceptions

In the proliferation of books and articles on the rfuture'which began
late 1960s and continued through the 1970s, most studies of the period
ahead give little space and less sophistication to assessments of the
possibilities for nuclear war. Reflecting Western public opinion that
war was'unthinkabler, the general conclusion at Lhat time was that the
Iikelihood was stight(75) .

in the
Iying

nuclear

More recently, with the decline of rdetenter in the wake of the Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan, and the non-ratification of the SALT 2 treaty by the
United States, there has been a dramatic shift in public opinion. Europeans in
particular are moving increasingly towards the belief that the globe will be
plunged into a Third World War within the next few decades. A major public
opinion survey conducted in 1980 by the Brussels-based EEC Comnission showed
that more than a third of Europeans believed nucl-ear war within the next 10
years is either certain or probable(75). These concerns have been given
emphasis by unprecedented 'peacer demonstrations in many cities in late 1981.
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Table 3.1 opinion Surveys * 36*

A. leading 'futurists' (11 responses)
(i) full-scale nuclear war
(ii) limited nuclear war
(iii) nuclear terrorism

B. CFF Secretariat (B responses)
(i) ful1-scale nuclear war
(ii) limited nuclear war
(iii) nuclear terrorism

Probability
0"01 0.1

4

I
I

in Next
0.s

7

4

2

20 Years
0.9 0.99

6

7

1
5

7

Table 3.2 Synopsis of Results of Public Opinion Survey conducted in
Auckland, February, 1982.

number sent out - 45I
replies - 142 (31t)

male - 568 female - 44t

L5-24 25-34 35-44 4s-54 55-64 65-74 75+
68 L3r 27* r7t 18r 16t 3t

Close relatives overseas - 558 (Australia 35t, Europe

1.

2.

Questionnaire

Respondents

29tr North America 148)
Close friends overseas - 348

The likelihood of a nuclear war within the next 20 years

almost impossible unlikely even chance likely almost

3.

4.

7.

8.

288 24* 24*

is:

certain donrt know
lot 8t38

The effect on NZ of

- on health
- on lifestyle

a Northern Hemisphere war would be:

none slight severe catastrophic dontt know
68 358 27* 98 23*
31 23r 40r 148 208

5. In a nuclear war between the US and the
USSR, is it likely Auckland will be
attacked with nuclear weapons? yes

138
no donr t know

58r 19r

6" Do vessels carrying nuclear weapons in
NZ ports:
- increase New Zealandts security
- increase the likelihood of, nuclear

attack?

Do you approve of such visits?

Does New Zealandts membership in ANZUS
improve its security against nuclear
attack?

Shou1d New Zealand remain in ANZUS

Should New Zealand be making pre-
parations to reduce the effects of a
nuclear war?

no donr t know
35r 2rr

13* 2r*

no donr t know
308 6r

yes
37r

42*

49t

no
50t

40t

4Lt

donrt know
l_3 t

17r

8t

yes
44r

558

yes
64t

Do you want further informaLion
may help protect yourself?

that
658 30S 5$

(77 )
(78 )

Reported in NewsweeE, 5 Oct, 1981, P9.
This work, by T.E. Kjellstr6m and N.A"
elective study of medicJal implications

Wilson, was part of the l-atter's
of nuclear war.
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A 1981 Gallup poll conducted in the United States indicated(77)
658 of Americans were "frequently worried" or "concerned" about the
chances of nuclear war.

- 508 of Americans believe uriy ,u, between the superpovrers would escalate
to an trall-out nuclear wartt.
308 of Americans believe there was certainty or a "good chance" of an
'raIl-out nuclear warrr with the Soviet Union.

Three different surveys of opinion taken for this CFF report are consistent with
the pessimism implicit above. Table 3.1 (facing page) gives some estimates of
the tikelihood in the next 20 VEais of

(i) full-scale nuclear war (10,000 Mt exchange)
(ii) Iimited nuclear war

(iii) nuclear terrorism (single 1 kt 'devicer)
probabilities are expressed using an incremental scale viz.

Responses were el-icited from two groups:

A. A panel of leading rfuturisLsr viz.

Clement Bezold
Edward Cornish
Johan Galtung
Edward Goldsmith
Theodore Gordon
John Harris

probabitity
0.0r
0.1
0.5
0.9
0 .99

interpretation
almost impossibJe

unIikeJ.y
even chance

likely
almost certain

Ilughes de Jouvenal
Eleonore Masini
Magda McHale
Burt Nanus
Murray Turoff

B. CEF' Secretariat (professionals with various skills in rfutures,studies).

The two sets of responses are reasonably consistent, and reinforce Lhe public
concerns outlinedabove.

In February, L982 New Zealand public opinion was tested by a quasi-random survey
conducted in Auckland for this CFF report(7S). Significant results are set out
in Sable 3.2 (facing page) r and further reinforce the concerns expressed above
- 588 considered there was at least an even chance of nuclear war within the next
20 years (638 of those witrrffi-opinion). The sample was evenly divided over
issues relating to visits by vessels carrying nuclear weapons, and,on security
afforded by ANZUS, but favoured continuing membership, and preparation for
mitigation of a nuclear war. (Al-though the samp1e was (necessariXy) smaIl, the
indicated support for AIIZUS (662) is consistent with results of a l-arger L979
survey (612" support) indicating this 1982 survey is reasonably reliable
(see ref (2LIl, pp. 66-57)).
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One of EhrTich, s coTTeagues had returned from a meeting with scientists at the
Livermore weapons Taboratorg in Cal-ifornia and tol-d Ehrlich: nlt's worse than we

think. Thegtre jnsane., EhrLich paused in his recounting of the storg. nThis
friend, he's a verg high-teclnoTogg person himself, and he'd gone thete
expecting to meet rea77g inteTTigent scjentists. But thegtre not. Theg'te
crazg - and that means we, te in deep, deep troubl.e". " ff we manage to keep the
nuclear genie in the bottTe, then I think we've got 10 to 15 gears to turn the
other things around - popuTation, the defofiation of the ttopics, the
perturbation of the weather sgstems, the f,ouling up of the food chains. But the
nucTear tlveax has to be acted on right novt. Otherr,rise , we' re unLikeTg to get
through...'(79)

rThe global baTance of terror, pianeered bg the United States and the Soviet
'tlnion, hoTds hostage the citizens of the Earth" Each side draws Tinits on the
pernissible behaviour of the othet. The potential enemg :s assured Xhat if the
linit is transgressed, nucTear war wifL foTLul" Hq,,/evet, the def inition of the
Tinit changes from time to tine" Each side nust he quite confident that the
other understands the new Linits. Each sjde js tempted to increase jts niTitarg
ailvantage, but not in so striking a wag as .serjou.s 79 to aTarm the othet " Each

side continualTg explores the l-inits of the other's tolerance' as .in flights of
nuelear bomlters over the Arctic wastes; the Cuban mjssil.e crisis; tIrc testinq of
anti-satelTite weapons; the Vietnan ancl Afghan-istan wars - a few entries ftom a

Tong and. doTorous Ljst. The gTobal baTance of Xertor is a very delicate
bafance. ft depends on thinqs not going wrong, on ntistakes not being made, on

the reptiTian passions not being seriousTg arausectro(83)'

"After some qears of surveging the no nan' s Land of strategic theorg I have get
to find a better (fox) hoTe than our present bal.ance of powet'(q4).
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(7e) New Scientist, voI 92,1981, p481.

(80) L.R. Beres, rA;rccal-ypse: Nuclear Catastrophe in Wor1d Politicsr
(University of Chicago Press, 1980).

(8I) A 1980 Delphi study "of 32 leading authori-tiesrt suggested that the first
nuclear war will most probably be Arab-Israeli, that a nuclear war
between India and Pakistan is almost as J-ikely, but that a surprise
attack by one superpower on the other is one of the least probable c .ses
in the next 10 years (Next, Septr/Oct 1980, p291.

(82) Information on global military expenditure is contained in rWorld
Arnanents and Disarmamentr, the Yearbook of the Stockholm fnternational
Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) 

"(83) Carl- Sagan, rCosmosr, (McDona1"d, 1980) , p325.
(84) Professor Lawrence Martin, 1981 BCC Reith Lecture.
(85) P.H. Nitze, Foreign Affairs, vol 54j L976, p211.
(86) This outcome was envisaged by General Sir John Hackett in 'The Third

World War: August 1985r (McMillan, 1978).
(87) In rThe Strategy of Peace' (Harper and Row, L960, pl85), president

Kennedy wrote "inevitably the use of small nuclear armaments will lead to
larger and larger nucl-ear armaments on. both sides, until the worldwide
holocaust has begun." President Carter, on 7 April, L978, for this
reason chose to defer (temporarily) the production of enhanced radiation
weapons.

(88) The Wa,shington Post, August 30, 1981.
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4. THE PATHS TO NUCLEAR WAR

In this age there are a number of poLential paths to nuclear disaster. Each of
them must be recognised if it is to be obstructed. Following Professor Louis
Beres(80), this CFF report divides the potential paths into three categories:
nuclear war between the superpowers, nuclear war through proliferation, and
nuclear Lerrorism.

4.1 Nuclear War Between the Superpowers

The first patho perhaps the most obvious but not necessarily the most Iikely(81),
is nuclear war between Russia and the United States, or between the two alliances
associated with them - the Warsaw and NATO pacts.

Since 1945, the United States and the Soviet Union together have spent more than
$41000,000r000r000 on defence, and yet neither is secure against an attack by
the other. Offensive nuclear-weapon technologies continue to outdistance
defensive nuelear-weapon technologies. This expenditure, which has failed Lo
produce a reliable defence for either side, is about equal to the total national
income for the same period of the poorer half of humanity(82).

The defence strategies of the superpowers have, until recently, been based on
nuclear deterrence - the tlelief that the costs of nuclear retaliation are so
great that neither superpower would (rationally) strike first - aptly given the
acronym MAD (for rmutr"rally assured destructiont ) . There may, however, be
deficiencies in this reasoning. Nuclear deterrence requires that a potential
aggressor actually believesthat nuclear retaliation wiIl take place. In the
current world situation, this belief cannot necessarity be assumed. For
instance, one side, having accepted a limited nuclear'first strikeron
vulnerable elements of its own missile force, Rdy ch@seto forego retaliation to
save further damage to its cities and civilian populations from the aggressor's
'second striker" The plausibility of this scenario is underscored by the
significant superiority of Soviet civil defence capability over its American
counterpart (85) .

Another deficiency might be the reluctance of one of the superpowers to
retaliate j.n response to an attack by the other on its allies. For instance, in
the event of a Warsav, pact invasion of Western Europe, the United States might
choosenot to engage in a strategic nuclear war with the Soviet Union, if the
anticipated costs could include an overwhelmingly destructive counter-retaliation
against itself(86). This realization has lead the United States to develop
enhanced radiation weapons (the so-caIled Ineutron bomb') , to bolster nuclear
war fighting capabilities short of the massive retaliation required by [4AD" But
NATO use of neutron weapons, designed to reduce collateral damage to friendly
forces and territories, could initiate Soviet escalation to all-out (strategic)
nuclear war. Presidents Kennedy and, initially, Carter appreciaLed this
possibility(87) .

An alternative stance is that the use of rtheatrer (tactical) nuclear weapons in
response to aggression carries a lower risk of escalation to strategic nuclear
war, because their use does not threaten the aggressor's homeland. The
controversial 'Presidential Directive 59r, enunciated by President Carter,
visualizes nuclear exchanges between the superpowers short of Mutually Assured
Destruction (MAD), which hitherto "had calmed the population of the world by its
unthinkability" (8I).
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'NATO use of neutron uteapons deveToped for Tinited depTognent, discrete fjre
tecfutiques, and pinpoint accuracg jn defense of NATO is going to dravt a Soviet
response with tacticaf nuclear weaporri,i there shouTd be no fuzzg thinking on
that gnint. The asgnmettg between Soyjet nucTear weapons and the neutron bomb
wouTd .be so great that the Tatger and J,ess accurate Soviet weapons would be
devastating to NATO forces using the sma77 weaponsr(g?).

.Once tl:e nucTear threshaTd has Deen broken, jt js highTg 7ike79 that the
nucTear exchanges would esca-Z.ate. Radio, radar, and other conmunications wouLd
be disrupted or cut. The pressures to destroy the adversary, s nucTear force
before theg Tand a kiTTing bTour would Tead to pre-emptive attacks. In the
confusion, subtfe peacetime distinctions .between Tqrer Tevel tacxicaT nuclear
war and higher Tevel tacticaT nuclear war, and a77-out spasm nucTear war wouTd
vanjsh. Ance the tlveshoTd is crossed, from canventionaT warfare to nuclear
watfare, the clearest'firebreak, on the path to complete nucf.ear hoTocaust wi77
have been crossed" .( 97)

Asked whether angone could win a nucTear war, I4r Weinherger replied: ,f just
don)t knout. I don't know whether angone car ansr/er a guestion Tike that. The
course awar of that kind would taJre .r don't think angone can possiblg sag,(551.
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(8S1 See The Defense Monitor, vol 4, No.2, L97r,
Atomic Scientistsr vol 32, No.5, 1976, p8.

p3; also Bulletin of the
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Deputy Conunander in chief, US Army in Europe, General A.S. Collins in
Arms Control Today, vol 8, No.6, 1978, p5.
The Defense Monitor, vol 4, No.Z, L975, p3.
L.R. Beres, op cit, p23.
New York Times, 4 November, 1981.
rbid.
See, for exampler rThe computer that keeps
vol 87, 1980, p375).
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in Time, 31 Aug, 1981, p18.
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The fult impact of 'counterforce strategy' (viz. limited nuclear exchranges
ilirected at military targets, followed by an agreed stand-off) is only now being
fe-tt in Europe - on both sides of the border. Only in the context of a nuclear
exchange confined to Western Europe (an engagement for which the enhanced
radiation weapon is specifically designed) does counterforce strategy make sense
- and then only to the Russians and the Americans.

The unease of the Europeans is understandable. The use of one tenth of the
7,000 tactical nuclear weapons deployed by the United States in Western Europe
would destroy the entire area where such exchanges took place - "a policy tc
destroy Europe in order to save it'(89). A similar concern must relate to t-he
Soviet deployment of the MIRVed 'intermediate ranger SS-20 missile (which
threatens Western Europe) - and the NATO response to its deployment. Presideni.
Reagan is pushing ahead with the deployrment of Pershing 2 and ground-launched
cruise missiles. UnIike present tactical nuclear weapons, these new weapons
present a threat to the Soviet Union itself, and so carry a much greater risk of
escalation, perhaps equal to that of intercontinental (strategic) nuclear
missiles. In spite of this risk, American NATO policy continues to emphasize
the special role of theatre nuclear forces as a deterrent to conventional" as
well as to I theatre nuclear' attacks (92) .

This policy for the defence of Western Europe is based on an "awesome bluff" (94)
Any significant attack, even if non-nuclearr Illay be countered with nuclear
weapons. But this would set in motion events leading to Lhe destruction of most
European cities and their populations. No sane European leader would willingly
initiate such events, but to so admit, publicly, would undermine the credibility
of the deterrent-

"Nevertheless there doubtless are some irrational political and military leaders
who actually would destroy Europe in order to save it. .. NATO! s bluff could be
cal1ed and Europe could be utt-erly destroyed" (95).

Ivlany US strategists are concerned that their main land-based intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM) - rMinutemanr - has become vulnerable. These advocates
of the current US defence build-up argue that the Soviets, by a combination of
high yield warheads and highly accurate missiles, have the capabiJ-ity to destroy
all of the rMinuteman' missiles, while retaining sufficient reserve warheads Lo
discourage retaliation by US nuclear bombers and submarine-launchedbrall-j,stic
missiles (SLBMs). This eventuatrity would leave the US President with limiteelo
and unpalatable, options.

One would be to'launch on warningr viz. fire a retaliatory ICBM strike, relying
on the absolute fidelity of radar early warning systems. There have been
numerous false alarms, but no Russian ICBM attacks, in the past(96). Another
would be to wait for confirmation of the attack (announced by the destruction of,

't4inutemanr silos), and then retaliate with the two surviving legs of the
'strategic triad'- the nuclear bombers and the SLBMs. But the targets for
these nuclear weapons could only be the Soviet cities, since'Minutemanr a-lone
is accurate enough for I silobusting' . This would ensure a Soviet second strike
directed against the American cities.

If a Russian thrusL into l{estern Europe was accompanied _by an ICBM strike
against US land-based missiles (and nothing else), the US would then be reduced
to defending Europe by threatening Soviet cities with its surviving nuclear
bombers and SLBt"ls. "That threat is not credible, for neither the Soviets nor
the Western Europeans are likely to believe that the US would sacrifice its
civilian populati.on for the sake of Europe" (97).
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r{hen the defence of Europe js seen to entaiT its nuclear destruction, the
European incentive to petmit the use of nucTear weapons on its soil dininjshes
rapidTg'( 99 ) .

.The triad of forces which both states possess came about because the three
Servjces had vjed with each othet in the buiTd-up of nucTeat atmanents, and not
because of the fuTfilnent of some pTan worked a prioti on behaTf of the
presjdent of the United States, ot the head of the PoTitburo'(107).

a... decades of niTitatg thinking have so far faiTed to show han nuclear
weapons could.be used successfu-Z.7g in the actuaT operations of waz'(102).
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(98) rbid.
iggi Helmut Schmidt, rDefence or Retaliation', (Oliver and Boyd, 1962)'
(100) Frank Barnaby, oP cit, P29.
ifOfi Lord Zuckerman (Cntef Sclentlfic Advisor to (UK) Ministry of Defence) in

New Scientist, 14 Januar'y1 L982, P95'
( 102) Ibicl.
(IO3) Frank Barnabyr oP cit, P32.
(104) $!, SePt/oct 1980, P29.
(105) L.R. Beresr oP cit, P25.
(106) Ibid, P31.
iiOZi See illuclear War by 1999?r, Harvard Magazine, Nov 1975' p22.
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President Reaganrs response to the rwindow of optrrcrtunity' has been to proceed
with a new land-based mobile nissile of high accuracy (MX), along wittr other new
weapons systems including two new bombers (B1, Stealth) and a new SLBM (Trident2). President Carter had originally envisaged a 'desert shell game' of
concealing 200 MX missiles among 4500 missile shelters in Utah and Nevada. rnthe less-ambitious Reagan plan, 100 MXs will be dispersed among 1000 existing
Minuteman silos - the same siros, somewhat rhardenedr, whose supposea
vurnerability was mooted as the justification for lvtx in the first case. withthis new (Mx) option, the uS response to an attack on its rCBM force would notnecessarily have to be directed against the Soviet cities - thus, in the
American view, reducing the risk of a devastating second strike on uscities (98) .

Advocates of MX base their case on the perceived vulnerabitity of present USland-based IcBMs. An alternative response, not adopted, coula be to relyinstead on improved SLBMs - such as TridenL 2 - deployed on essentiallyinvulnerable submarines. The maintenance of an expensive (at least $30r000mirlion for MX) land-based missile system may originate as much frominterservice rivalry as from strategic considerations(I00). without SALT 2, iLsnett effect is likely to be an open-ended arms race between the number of MXmissiles deployed by the Americans, and the number of warheads deployed by theRussians to counter them.

Notwithstanding us concerns, the rationale for new weapons systems to replacevulnerable land-based rCBMs seems, if anything, more compelling from a Sovietperspective. Because land-basedmissiles represent by far the major component ofsoviet strategic forces, the threat posed by a first strike on Lhese is far moreserious for the Russians than it is for the Americans(103). This fact is often
overlooked by Western strategists

The possession of nuclear retaliatory forces does not guarantee a nuclearcapability unless these forces are rsecurer against " p..-"*ptive first strikeattack. This security is subject to a technological reversai at any time.
rndeed, such a reversal is a major goal of both superpowers. rn a recent Delphistudy of ways of averting nuclear war, the only suggestion strongly supported byall respondents was a treaty designed to prevent either side from gaining a
sudden military advantage over the other (104). Should either side succ""a in
undermining the nuclear deterrent of the other (a major goar of both
superpowers), the likelihood of a first strike by either side is increased(I05).
Each side presently fears that the oLher is pursuin! aTirst strike capability.
Although it has always been American trrclicy not to initiate a war by a nuclearfirst strike, the first use of nuclear weapons, in response to a soviet attack,
has never been aisaffi. rhis strategy ii essentiarry destabilizing, becauseit offers an incentive for a Soviet first strike(106). In similar vein, thesoviet union has never disavowed the first use option, and furthermore continuesto strive for nuclear superiority, augmented by a major nuclear civil defence
programme.

The efforts to retain secure nuclear retaliatory forces generate fear and
uncertainty on both sides, which could culminate in a pre-emptive strike or theaccidental breakdown of ever more complex command and controi systems. ',Thereare no cases in history of absolutely insane arms races ending peacefulty...
arms races usually end up in wars" (107).
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"figures fron the London-based InternationaT fnstitute for Strategic Studies
sltow that although the Sovjet Union outspends the United States, NAIO outspends
the warsaut pact bg $780 bilTion to $750 hi7Lion. Furthermore about one guarter
of the Soviet defence effort js djrected at China. ?hus wjth China factared in,
the NA?O advantage is roughTg three to *to. Moreover, some anaTgsts c-Zajm that
the f.ISS figures, which are based on CentraL lnteTTigence Agencg data,
exaggerate Soviet spending. Qne expert recently gruessed tiat the CIA estinates
mag exagqetate Soviet spending bg as much as 40 per cent and that Soviet and US
spending nag be roughTg eq'uaJ. ff so, NATA or:tspends the pact bg about five to
three. If Soviet forces facing China are deducted the NAIO advantage is mare
than two to one. This advantage does not mean that the Unjted States and NATO
are without defence problems, but it casts doubt on the assumption that nore
defence spending is the solutiona ( 772 ) .
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of the arms race has probabTg been faster since the end of the Second

than it has ever been in aTL human histotg'( 717 )

;:ace can bankrupt the superpoe,ters without adding angxhing to their
niTitarg strengths' ( 118 ) .

rAt base, the momentum of the arms race is undoubtedTg fuelTed bg the
technicians in governmental- faboratories and in the industries which ptoduce the
armaments .. . jt is aiL .but impossrlJ,e to beLieve that the proce.ss of defence
research and. deveToStmer:t is under rationai control-a(179)'

nrhe rnen in the nuc-Iealweapans Taboratories of both side.s have succeeded in
creating a worLal with an irrational foundatian, an which a new set of poTiticaT
rea-litjes has in turn had to be buiTt"(720),

(I0g) See rsoviet Military Power', US Defense Department reportr 29 Septr 1981-

ifOSt pimitri K. Simes in International geggr:L!f, Winter 1980-81, P80"
(110) rbid.
(111) The Defense llonitor, vol 5, No.4, 19?7, pl"
(112)ffiit,p11.ThequotationaboveisfromB.R"Posenand

S.W. Van Evera in Foreign policy No.40, 1"980, P99"
(113) The Defense I'lonitor, vol 9, No. 2, 1980, p2.
(114) Frank Barnaby, oP cit, P12.
(115) Ibid, P7.
( 116 ) rbid, P37 .

iffZl Lord Zuckerman, Chief Scientific Advisor to (UK) I'{inistry of Defence in
New Scientistr 21 January, L982r p170"

(118) rbid.
(119) rbid.
(120) rbid.
(121) See 'The Cruise Missile : a Weapon in Search of a Missionr in The Defence

Irlonitor, vol 5, No.7r 1976, PI .
(123) frank Sarnaby, op cit, p52. Cruise nissiles offer emerglng nuclear

powers a cheap alternative to ballistic misslle delivery systems.
(L24t From B.J. Bernstein, rThe Week We Almost Went to Vlarr, Bulletin of the

Atomic Scientistsr vo} 32, L976, PI3. The crisis was caused by the
@ietmiesl1esinCuba7andAmericaninslstenceontheir
withdrawal, backed up by a naval blockade. The missiles lvere withdrawn.
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US leaders are concerned over the growth of Soviet military forces(108). Many
Russians have the same fear of American intentions. Both sides accuse each
other of being unwilling to live with nuclear parityr of seeking unilateral
advantages, and of trying to develop capabilities to fight and win a nuclear
war (109) . It is futile to try to determine the legitimate defence requirements
for another state. Because of different traditions and images of threats,
Soviet decision-makers are bound to have a markedly different view from their US

counterparts of how much is enough(U0). Viewed through Soviet eyes pnd in
historical context (of enormous suffering during World War 2) much of their
military effort is aimed at overcoming vulnerabilities and matching American,
NATO, and Chinese capabilities. The Russian obsession with national defence has
deep historical rootsr and permeates Soviet society(1I1).

It is reasonable to assume that NATO and Warsaw pact forces are in general about
equivalent now, in the sense that in a war it is difficult to predict whj,ch
side, if either, would gain an advantage. Moreover, there is now so much
military power on both sides that quite large differences (even if these did
exist) would be meaningless in military terms(112). Military spending by NA113

has in fact exceeded that of the Warsaw pact every year throughout the
1970s (113) .

There is thus little reason for increases in military spending by either side,
at least from a military point of view. The projected increases in military
spending by NATO countries will do little to increase their security. Indeed,
it has even been suggested that the West would be more secure if it spent. .less_
on weapons and more on facing the forthcoming economic crises (of zero growth,
rising unemployment, and high inflation flowing on from the energy crisis),
which are perceived as a greater threat than even the Warsaw pact forces(114).
This is particularly so, because the EasLern European countries, including the
USSR, will be as preoccupied with energy problems as will the West. But the
arms race today appears out of the control of political leaders. Vast
bureaucracies have grown to deal with military maLters. Academics and
bureaucrats have joined with the military and defence industries of both sides
to create an 'academic-brrreaucratic-military-industrial-complexr intent on
maintaining and increasing military budgets, and agitating for the use of eyerli
conceivable technological advance for military purposes. This complex has so
much political power as to be almost politically irresistible. This is as true
today in the Soviet Union as it is in the United States(lls).

Military technology is providing a major thrust towards a nuclear war. The Eeal
reason why new weapons systems are being deployed in Europe by both sides is
that military technology has made them availabte. "Once available, v/eapons are
most often deployed. Policies are then modified to rationalize this
deplolzment." (116). There is, for instance, "no persuasive rationale for the
long-range cruise missile" (12I). This weapon will offer little additional
security to an already grossly-militarized Europe. But if they proliferate into
'rhird World countries, as seems likely given the NATO example, they could have
even more serious implications for world peace (I23) .

"During the week of October 22-28, L962, the two superpor.rers stood near the
abyss of nuclear vrar. It was a fearsome week.... as Premier Nikita Khrushchev
later said, "when the sme1l of burning hung in the airtr._ President Kennedy
placed the likelihood of disaster at somewhere between one out of three and
even" (L241. The decision to resort to nuclear weapons is not like1y to be made
under normal circumstances. Rather the decision is likely to be taken during an
international crisis, as the culmination of risk-taking. During the Cuban

_7_ --l
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(125) Corunent attributed to Dean Rusk, US Secretary of State.
(I25) The question is posed by professor L.R. Beres, op cit, p33.
(L27) The US Department of Defense has acknowledged thirty-two serious

accidents involving US nuclear vreapons. These are cited,in The Defenae
Ir{onitor, vol 10, No.5, 1981. None involved a nuclear aetonaffii-fla-Iffiugh
the 196I Goldsboro (North Carolina) event came close to this.

(I28) In the United States there have been at least five major incidents,
involving false warnings, that have been publicly reported. See L.R.
Beres, op cit, p47; also New Scientist vol 87, I9BO, p375.

(L29) "It seems that King Arthur's son, Mordred, revolted against his father.
After some fighting, the two contenders met, with all their troops, on
the field of Carnian to negotiate. Both sides were fully armed and
desperately suspicious that the other side was going to try some ruse or
stratagem. The negotiations were going along smoothly until one of the
knights was stung by an asp and drew his sword to kill the reptile. The
others saw the sword being drawn and immediately fell upon each other. A
tremendous slaughter ensued.'r (Cited in Herman Kahn, rOn Thermonuclear
Warr (Princeton University press, 1950) p525).

(130) Newsweek, 5 October 1981, p12.
(131) It has been acknowledged (CBS TV Documentary, rThe Defense of the United

Statesr screened on NZ television 14 Dec 1981) that submarine comnanders
have the capability, and the delegated authority, to launch their
missiles if conununications are lost, presumed due to a nuclear attack on
the United States.
t.R. Beresr op cit, p60.
Ibid, p70.
J.D. Frank, rSanity and Survival : psychological Aspects of War and
Peacer (Random House | 1967) p57 (cited in L.R. Beres, op cit).
L.R. Beresr op cit, p73.
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missile crisis alluded to above, the avoidance of escalation lay with Khrushchev

and Kennedy. The two superpowers were "eyeball to eyeball" when "the other
fetlow blinked" (f25). Can superpower leaders today and in the future be counted
on to choosehumiliation rather than war? (L26) .

While the arms race continues unrestrained, the numbers of weapons and the
complexity of their command and control systems must increase. No system,
however carefully devised and maintained, and the human beings who have custody
of it, can be presumed to be infallible. BallisLic missile submarines can, and
have, collided. Nuclear bombers can, and have, crashed or inadvertently or
deliberately dropped nuclear bombs (Lz'l) . ICBMs could be launched because of a

mistaken belief that a disabling first strike was on the way(128). Even if
American safety systems are presumed infal-Iible, security from accidental
nuclear war is contingent ulpon the reliability of Soviet (British, French,
Chinese, Indian"..) safety systems. The notion that a false alarm can set off a

catastrophic chain reaction is as old as the legend of King Arthur himself(129).

Nuclear war is not so much unt-hinkable as it is unknowable. Real wars take
place in the world of bad weather, technical failures, and unpredictable
personalities. Soviet intentions towards the United States are murky, and to
the Soviets the reverse is doubtless trLle as well(130).

Under these conditions, a secondary nuclear power could catalyse a war between
the superpowers, deliberately or by accident. It could be almost impossible to
identify the country-of-origin of a SLBt"l attack in the decades ahead.

Unauthorized use of nuclear weapons, like accidental use, cannot be absolutely
precluded. I'or a credible deterrence, there appears to be no alternative to some

system of delegated authority for the use of nuclear weapons. (Otherwise, for
instance, a single blow against the top command could incapacitate a nuclear
retaliation) " It may be presumed that field commanders under great duress, for
example, can fire the nuclear weapons in their custody, without authority from
above(13l). Tens of thousands of nuclear weapons imply a very large number of
personnel with access to them. Another related concern is the seizure of nuclear
weapons. The United States has 7r000 tactical weapons stockpiled in Europe
alone. The mere presence of such weapons creates a risk of seizure - not only
by crirninal and terrorist groups, but aJ-so by allies. There was, for instance,
some concern over the security of US nuclear weapons stored in both Greece and
Turkey when these two countries were aL war (132).

A basic dilemma of nuclear deterrence is that procedures implemented to improve
the safeguards against accidental or unauthorized use weaken the deterrence
function, and vice versa. It cannot be in the interests of deterrence by
nuclear retatiation to impede the due process of retaliation, Yet rsafeguards'
do just this.

The safeguards problem is perhaps most acute at top decision-making 1eveI. "We

Iive in a world in which security... rests on the continuing rationality of
relatively few national 1ea<1ers, equi-pped with nuclear weapons responsibility"(133).
"At least 75 chiefs of state in the last four centuries led their countries
while suffering from severe mental disturbances" (I34). The present system of
nuclear deterrence requires rational leadership. Were P-resident Kennedyrs
decisions during the Cuban missile crisis rrational'given his own assessment of
the odds of nuclear disaster ttbetween one out of three and even"? Even given
its satisfactory outcome for the West, the Cuban missile crisis points to the
precarious nature of presidential judgement in such instances(135). US Secretary
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1. Argentina
2. Brazil
3. Egypt
4. Iraq*
5. Israel
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Top len Potential Nuclear Weapon powers(144)
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rNuclear 'demo' claim by Haig hotly disputed', The Evening Postr 6 Nov

r98 1.
PauI Rogers in Futures, October 1981, p431.
The New York Times, l-4 JulY, 1981.
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L.R. Beres, oP cit, P74.
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of State llaigrs recent suggestion(135) of a rdemonstraLionl
Eastern Europe suggests the lessons of the 1962 crisis have
absorbed.

nuclear warhead into
not entirely been

those of a
Even if rrationalt

remains intolerably
is irrational?

Kennedyrs decisions were careful, calculated judgements, not
deranged President. This is the most sobering point of aII.
leaders make rsaner decisions, the risk of nuclear disaster
high. Is it that the strategy of nuclear deterrence itself

4.2 Nuclear War through Proliferation

Since the end of the Second World War, there have been more than 140 regional
wars, mainly involving Third Wor1d countries. The likelihood of a regional war
escalating to a nuclear disaster is greaLly increased if one or more of the
combatants have their own nuclear weapons.

In 1981, five major powers had nuclear weapons (United States, Soviet Union,
United Kingdom, France, China). Another (India) exploded a nuclear 'devicer in
1974. Israel is widely assumed to have had a nuclear capability for nearly a
decade(137), or, in the words of one United States intelligence specialist, is
only "a screwdriver's turn away" from completing 10 to 20 atomic bombs(I38).
Similarly, it is believed South Africa already has nuclear weapons, or could
assemble them with little difficulty.

A recent Delphi study rather optimistically concluded that 10 countries witl
possess nuclear weapons by 1990r and 13 by the year 2000 (139) . A more
pessimistic assessment suggests that 50 countries will have the potential to
manufacture nuclear weapons by 1985, although not all will chose to do so(140).
The Brandt Commission chose a middle course: 30 to 40 countries wiII have
nuclear weapons by the year 2000 (14I). "The challenge of the I970s was whether
we could timit the number and spread of nuclear weapons. The answer was that we
could not. The challenge of the 1980s is whether we can prevent their use"(142).

Countries may acquire nuclear weapons for a variety of reasons, the important
ones being prestige and a desire to solve real or perceived security needs. A
regional arms raee is likely to be a strong inducement - for example for
Pakistan to counter the Indian bomb. Brazil is likely to acquire nuclear
h/eapons for prestige, to reinforce its pre-eminence in South America. Argentina
is thus under pressure to follow suit, although recent reports suggest it could
in fact pre-empt a Brazilian bomb by acquiring its own first(143).

Thirty years ago there was a widespread fear of nuclear proliferation. This
fear was not realized, but there is now evidence that the kind of proliferation
then envisaged will take place during the 1980s. Table 4.1 (facing page) is a
ranked list of potential nuclear weapon powers, deduced from perceived or real
security needs, prestige, and technological capabilities(I44) .

The situation seems ominous. As 'peaceful' nuclear power technology spreads
across the planet, so too does the capacity for dozens of countries to produce
nuclear weapons.Nuclear reactors designed for the generation of electricity also
produce the element plutonium, the fissile material used in the Nagasaki bomb.
After chemical separation from other reacLor producLs, plutonium can be
fashioned into nuclear warheads. Countries engaged in lcivilianr nuclear
programnes can achieve a nuclear weapon capability, without originally intending
to do so(145) .

Commercial 'reprocessing' (the extraction of plutonium from other reactor
products) will soon be trrcssible in many countries. Regrettably, a few countries,
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New-tgpe Chinese fighter

nlmagine fot a moment a somewhat different nucleat-atmed wotTd from the one at
present.

Fortg nations have nucTear weapons jnstead of the handful of todag. To stop
these 40 countties from using their weapons, an intetnational armg of
inspectors, undet the auspices of the United Nationst pags a weekTg visit to
each nuclear weapons site to check the devices haye not been readied fot fiting
that the watheads are being kept sepazatelg, under lock and seal, awag from th.e
rnissif es.

ft js a Tudicrous idea of course. It would take onTg a fs houts fot an
expetienced mjssi-le ctqrl to break the seal on the warhead, fix it on the
missiTe, and fire it. A singTe inspection a week, oz even a dag, would not
suffice and the inspectors could not be sure of giving the United Nations tinelg
warning of a counttg's nucleat jntentjons.

Yet in the teal worTd of todag, nuclear safeguards inspectors at the
Intetnational Atomic Energg Agencg face exactlg the same probTem. Theg carutot
provide tinelg warning of the theft or diversion of bonb-grade materiaT - eithet
plutonium ot highTg enriched utanium - ftom a nuclear poutet zeactot
programme'(750).
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(146) Ibid, p98.
(147) Ibid, p76.
(148) Frank Barnaby, oP cit, P20.
(I49) L.R. Beresr op cit, p96.

(150) Peter Pring1e, writing for the
by The Evening,Post, 3 December

(151) Frank Barnaby, op ciL, p22.

London rObservert News Service, reproduced
1981.
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notably West Germany and France, are actively exporting rreprocessing'
technology. Since the interests of these states seem strongly oriented in the
direction of profits and saIes, other prospective suppliers are likely to enter
the lucrative nuclear market(146). An important technological development is
the plutonium-fuelled 'breederr reactor, which in addition to providing
electricity actually produces more plutonium than it consumes. Although
President Carter prolrcsed in L977 that Lhe US Government defer commercial
reprocessing and recyling of domestically produced plutonium, this lead may not
be followed by President Reagan, and certainly not by other countries, notably
France. "Clearly the development of worldwide breeder-energy economies could
nake large inventories of weapons-grade plutonium available to any country with
appropriate reprocessing facilities'r (I47) .

A typical reprocessing plant extracts about 121000 kg of plutonium a year. At
any particular time, perhaps 3r000 kg of plutonium will be in transit through the
plant. It would take only a few kilograms (0.It of the inventory) to make a
Nagasaki-type bomb. The present systems of 'safeguards', as administ.ered by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, are simply not adequate to provide an
unqualified assuranee that plutonium has not been removed clandestinely from a
reprocessing plant. Complete protection is technically imtrnssible, even with
the best technology feasible(148) .

erojections for the year 2000 suggest that nuclear reactors generating 600 cw(e)
will be operational, and will be producing about I50 tonnes of plutonium each
year, a quantity sufficient for 30r000 Nagasaki-type bombs.

The concerns expressed above may appear to ignore the existence of the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), negotiated in 1970. Today, 115
nations have signed Lhe treaty but 46, including Israel, India, Pakistan, and
South Africa have not. The NPT binds nuclear weapons states not to transfer
nuclear weapons to any other counLry, and commits non-nuclear states not to
acquire nuclear weapons by any means. Six of the ten potential nuclear weapons
states listed in Table 4.I have not ratified the NPT. The other four (Iraq,
Libya, South Korea and Taiwan) could well decide to abrogate it if, at any time,
they considered the NPT to be "contrary to their own immediate judgements of
self-interest" (149). (Israel, in carrying out a pre-emptive strike against an
Iraqi reactor in 1981 was not reassured by Iraqr s ratification of the NPT) .

But the greatest weakness of the NPT, at least for the non-nuclear countries,
has been the total failure of the nuclear weapons powers, notably the Soviet
Union and the United States, to pursue effective negotiations for nuclear
disarmament. The treaty is 1I years old, yet the world still has neither a

SALT 2 treaty nor a comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty. "Worse still, the
nuclear arms race is about to accelerate again in a most dangerous direction,
with the development and deplolment of Soviet and American strategic and
tactical nuclear war fighting weapons... Vertical proliferation is essentially
out of political control" (151).

The superpowers realize, of course, that the spread of nuclear weapons to other
counLries - horizontal proliferation - is exceedingly dangerous for them, and
for the world as a whole. But they can hardly expect other countries not to
strive for nuclear capabilities, when through their own- obsessions with the
rstrengtheningr of their own nuclear arsenals, they forcibly denonstrate that
nuclear weapons have an immense political and military va1ue. Many Third World
countries, impressed by Chinese and Indian accomplishments, can only conclude
that nuclear weapons - like the rsixshooterr in the American west - are
effective 'equalizers' in the trnliLics of 5rcwer.
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A Scenario

rft is 7985. Sone fiftg counXries have nuclear energg progranmes, each
producing severa-Z dozen nuclear expTosives everg geaz. A crjsis exjsts in the
ItiddTe East between -Israe-Z and her Arab neigttbours, ECCpt and Saudi Arabia.' In
the nidst of a77 the sa.bre rattTing, a deadTg serjes of nucTear-tippeit missi-Z.es
strjkes deepTg into Eggpt and Saudi Arabia. The victin states, betieving this
to be the first wave of an Israeli assauJt, un-Leash a retaTiatorg strike aqainst
fsrael-... which js start-Zed bg the speed and destructiyeness of these events.
fsraef has no choice but to respnnd in kind. After the IsraeLi strike, which
the Arab states view as a counter-retaliation and the Israelis see as a
retaTiation, Sgria, Jotdon, Libga, Lebanon, and lraq join in a finaT concerted
assau-Zt on IstaeT. When the smoke has cTeared, onTg one major pqter ja tlre area
remains unscathed and in undisputed controT - fran - the counttg responsible fot
the originaT, anongmous strjke against ECtlpt and Saudi Arabia,(153).
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(Is4)

(15s)
( r.s5 )

(1s7 )

L.R. Beresr oP cit, p84-
The scenario is given by L.R. Beres, op cit, p85'

Sean MacBridge (1974) Nobe1 Peace Prize winner) in Bulletin of the Atomic

Scientists, vol 33, No.lt L977, P23'
L.R. Beresr oP cit, P99.
Mason Willrich and rheodore Taylor in rNuclear Theft : Rlsks and

Safeguards' (Ballinger, 1974), PI.
'Nuciear proliferatlon and Safeguards' (US Office of Technology

Assessment, L9771, P140.
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The spread of nuclear weapons into areas of regional conflict can hardly improvematters. Their influence on longstanding disputes - for instance, betweenrsrael and the Arab states, or rndia and Pakistan, or Brazil and Argentina, orNorth and South Korea, or China and Taiwan, or south and alack Africa - isunpredictable. The involvement of the superpovrers is possible, perhaps likely,with the potential for dangerous escalation especiarly where strategic interests(for example, access to lt{iddle Eastern oil) u.L thruutened.

Efforts by Third world states to create and maintain secure nucrear retaliatoryforces are rikery to stimulate regional arms races, which can onry divert scarceresources from other areas of human need. The emerging nuclear countries aremost likely to adopt rhair triggert launch-on-warning systems to reduce thevulnerability of their ftedgling nuclear forces to a pre-emptive first strike byan opponent" These systems can only increase the chances ror u""ia"ni.i;--"" ""
miscalcurated, or unauthorized use of nuclear weapons(152). rt may proveincreasingry difficurt, in a world of many nuclear weapon states, positively toidentify the country-of-origin of a nucrear first strike, as the scenario on thefacing page illustrates(153).

The proriferation of nuclear weapons increases the prospects for irrationar use.rn 1981, democracies are greatly outnumbered by diclatoiships, which often havethe most rudimentary safeguards on abuses of authority and wtrict may be red byrecklessr and occasionally deranged, strongmen. "Have we reasons to hope thatthe Governments and men who now wierd por"i are more responsibre than those inthe past? Can we berieve that there ,itt be no more Hitlers in the world? rthas been said that there are thirty governments in the world today that are notdictatorships, and that enjoy democratic processes in the true sense of theword' since, however, there are a hundred or so dictatorships around the world,do we really believe that there is no danger that some dictator.will . . . usenuclear weapons?" (154),

4" 3 Nuclear Terrorism

Todayts nucrear technology provides future opportunit.ies for terrorist groups toexploit its destructive potentiar, either thiough the use of nucleir exprosiveor radiorogicar weapons, or through the sabotage of nuclear power reactors orreprocessing plants. Five principar reasons hive been "rgg"!t"d for the growingt.hreat of nuclear terrorism(I55) :

- expanding stockpiles of nuclear vreapons present opSrcrtunites for theft.
- terrorists are showing a penchant for indiscrininate violence.

terrorists are often insensitive to the deterrence provided by orthodoxsecurity procedures.

- international co-operation is deveJ-oping between terrorist groups.

- some states support terrorist groups as their surrogate agents.

A determined, organized, and adequately funded terrorist group could make acrude bomb' Declassification and pubric dissemination of information about thedesign of fission weapons has been extensive. "The design and construction of acrude nuclear explosive is no longer a difficult task teichnically,, (I55). ,,Theterrorist group would reguire modest machine-shop facilities, persons capabreof understanding and imprementing the open technicar literaturi, ana sufficientquantities of fissile material" (157) . a t.rrorist bomb, with a yield of perhaps
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Nucl-ear weapons in transit

'lle, the nucTear hostages - a7l- the peopTes of the Earth - must educate
ourse-Z,ves about conventional and nuclear warfare. Then we must educate our
govetnments. We must Tearn the science and technoTogg that provide the onTg
conceivabTe tooTs fot our survivaT. we must be wiTTing to chaTTenge
coutageouslg the conventionaT sociaT, politicaT, economic and religious wisdom.
We nust make evetg effort to understand that our feLTovt humans, a77 over the
wot7d, are human. Of course, such steps are difficuTt. But as E':nstein mang
tines repTied when his suggestions were rejected as impractical or asjnconsjstent with 'human nature,: What is the aTternative?(765)."

(1s8)
(rse)
(160)
(161)

The Defense Monitor,
Willrich ar',d Taylor,
L.R. Beres, op cit,
Ibid, pll2.

vol 4, No.2, L975, p8.
op cit, p24.

p110.
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L kt, srould cause on\r slightly less dest,ruction in
at ltiroshima and Nagasaki

Terrorist access to fissile naterial is linked wiLh
programmes which are expanding in many countries.
similar to that for proliferation, except that the
material by a terrorist group might be achieved by
clandestine means.

an urban area than occurred

the rcivilian' nuclear power
The rsafeguardsr problem is
acquisition of weapons
vi.olent rather than

Alternatively, a group intent on nuclear terrorism might seize a functional
nuclear weaPon. "US Army Special Forces exercises have shown that nuclear
vreapons storage areas can be penetrated successfully without detection despite
guards, fences, and sensors. Their example could obviously be followed by a
daring and well-organized terrorist organization" (158) .

Less understood than nuclear explosives, but egually ominous, are radiological
weapons. In principle, these could be fashioned from any radioactive material,
but' most likely, terrorists would resort to plutonium, which in the form of an
aerosol is extraordinarily toxic. Terrorists could, by dispersing a few tens of
grams of plutonium, contaminate an area of tens of square kilometers to an
extent that evacuation and decontamination wourd be required(r59).

A nuclear povrer reactor or a reprocessing plant might prove to be an attractive
target for terrorist attack. Sabotage of either could cause widespread death
and injury through the release of their radioactive inventories. However the
worst-conceivable consequences (of a reactor core meltdown resulting from a
terrorist attack) would still be less than the consequences of a Iow-yield
nuclear bomb detonated in an urban area. The most serious health effects of
nuclear sabotage would be latent cancers.

Terrorism is mainly a propagandist activity. Through indiscriminate violence,
the terrorisL group seeks to publicize or achieve its demands. Nuclear terrorism
offers a significant escalation of the level of violence. Because the terrorist
groups are ideologically motivated, often to the point of nihilism, they are
unlikely to be responsive to the threats of retaliation which are the
traditional- mainstay of order between states(150). Their activities are likely
to be destabilizing for international relations.

A disturbing trend has been the developing international liaison between
terrorist groups as diverse as the Japanese Red Army and the popular Eront for
the Liberation of Palestine -jointly responsible for the Lydda Airport
i{assacre(161). Another is the active supp,ort of terrorism by many countries -
notably Libya and most Arab states, the Soviet bloc, and Cuba - often under the
guise of rliberation movementst. This support allows the sponsoring state to
exercise influence from a safe distance. It is possible that such practices
could spark major wars between staEes, involving terrorist surrogates on one or
both sides, with the potential for nuclear escalation especially if the
terrorists resort to nuclear tdevicesr.

If nuclear terrorism does finally become a realityr any counter-nuclear-terrorist
measures are likely to be extremely repressive, since the consequences of their
failure are so drastic. However these countermeasures, -while necessarily
eroding civil liberties, are likely to provoke even greater excesses by those
terrorists who survive them.
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;If we face reality sq'uareigt, eveJ? the rnost hapefuT of us m)st concede tltat our
worTd todag stands -{n great darzger * greater Clanger, periaps, than at, any t:1me
since 1945" ?he need to satre t.he wor-Zd fron ,the scouxge of war, is c-learJg
mote utgent n*t than it was when the chartex ffrst ptaniseil xo meet that need.;
the human condition which tfte crjsls in deveTopment and the gTobal ec,onomg jloses
is mote pressing tlran it was then" For ,gast-west, and. ,Nortl>south, jt js a
tine of temsion, uncertajntg and agong, if not despairg(t67)

Fig. 5.1

World Arms Trade

Fig" 5.2

World Mi 1 i tary Ex_penditure
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(f62) See for example Erank Barnaby, Director of the Stockholn Internatlonal
Peace Research rnstit,ute, in rprospects for peacer (pergamon, 1gg0) pL"

(163) See f,or example l"ouis R. Beres, Professor of political Sclence at purdue
university, in rApogarlpse: Nucrear catastrophe in world politicst
(University of Chicago presa, 1980), pl3.
Probabirity of nuclear rdar + probabiri.ty of nuclear peace = 1 (exactry)
Carl Saganl rCosmosr, (McDonald, 1980), p330.

(164)
(165)
(156) George Ignatieff, Toronto Unlverslty Chancellor, at the

Arms Control Conf,erence (Banff, Canada, I9BL), retrnrted
31st Sclentlfic
in New Scientj.slE

vol 92, 1981-, p58.
(157) Shridath Ramphal, Commonwealth Secretary-Genera!,

International Review vol 6r No.5, 198Ir p2.
(168) New Sc_ientist, vol 92, L98I, p58.
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5. PREVENTING NUCLEAR WAR

This CFF report has two major theses:

- The world may be heading towards a nuclear l,ar, presently because of the
uncontrolLed arns race between the United States and the Soviet

, Union (I52) . In the decades ahead, nuclear proliferation and nuclear
terrorism are likely to increase the danger of nuclear war (163).

- New Zealand, being remote, relatively self-sufficient, strategic.Ily Iinsignificant, and in the Southern Ilemisphere may esqape many, but noi
all; of the apalling consequences of a major nuclear war. Further
mitigation could derive from anticipatory planning. i

Some have argued forcibly (see section 1, ref (14) ) that to plan for nuclear war
makes it nore likely, and that a continuing effort towards a resolution of the
present nuclear rcrisisr is the only sane course. The argument may make less
sense for New Zealand than it undoubtedly does for the targeted countries of
the North.

In previous sections 3 and 4 respectively, perceptions of the likelihood of
nuclear war, and the ways nuclear war might eventuate, are anarysed. The
analysis is inverted for this section 5, which examines the problems which
be solved as necessary and sufficient conditions for a lasting peace. This
approach is pertinent because there is a simple relationship between the
probabilities of nuclear war and of nuclear peace(1G4).

must,

It is imperative that the efforts for peace continue, and in no sense does this
CEF report denigrate them. However an appraisal of Ehe obstacles to peace is
useful - in this reportp to exptain the inclusion of contingency planning for
post-war survival in spite of the arguments outlined above.

5.1 The Arms Race

"Negotiation as an approach to arms control and disarmament, is the real
alternative to the illusory hypothesis that security can be achieved by an a{ms
race" (165) . This statement from the 31st Pugwash conference exemplifies the I
frustrations of "men of science (calIed) to assemble in conference to appraiJe
the threats trnsed by the development of weapons of mass destruction". The
conference caIled for a nuclear freeze by the superpowers. It also expresseci
deep concern over the destabilizing systems now being developed, including
cruise missiles, strateEic anti-submarine warfare, anti-satellite weapons, and
"Euro-strategic systems with counterforce capability including Soviet SS20, (and
Anerican) Pershing 2 and cruise missiles". The previous (1980) pugwash
Conference had scientists from both East and West agreeing that "four nuclear
fallacies persist in the trnlitical arena:

nuclear lrar can be limited, or even lron.
civil defence can provide a chance of survival for the community. I
a first strike counterforce strategy can destroy the retaliatory capacity
of the other side.
parity in nuclear weapons is essential for effective deterrence" (158).

These four rfallaciesr form part of the current strategic thinking of both
superpovrer s.

-_
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'rt stands to the everTasting credit of ... bioTogists that (theg), with rare
exceptions, nevet pusred t/le deveTopment of bioTogicaT weapons ... rf ang ot
these weapons were ever used on a Targe sca7e, theg wouTd probabJg cause as much
death and human miserg as a war fought with hydrogen bambs ... Also bioTogists
persuaded the govetnments of those countries that had started bioTogicaT weapons
programs to abandon (these) and to destrog their stockpiles ... The bioTogists,
unTike the phgsicists, came through ... wjth cTean hands ... Matthelrr MeseTson,
professor of bioToqg at flarvard, came to the (US) arns ConttoL and Disarmament
Agenca in l96i to see what he could do for peace... Ee talked with armg
officers who specialized in bioTogicaT warfare, and read their wtitings... The
nost frightening of a77 the things which Uese-Lson discovered at ACDA was Armg
FieTdl4anual 3'10... a booklet issued to combat units to instruct them inthe
detaifs of bioTogicaT warefare... (lfieseTson) worked indefatigablg, in private
and public, to expose the idiocA of... pnlicies concerninq bioTogical- warfare.
His arguments rested on ttvee main pnints. First, bioTogicaT weapons... proviile
opportunities fot a smalT and poor countrg or .. terrorists to do qrave anil
widesptead damage to a Targe countrg such as the United States. Second, the
chief factor increasing (this) risk js (the US) deveTopment of (bioTogical)
agents... Third, bioTogicaT weapons are uniqueTg unreTiabTe and therefore
inappropriate to any niTitarg mission ... eyen incTuding retaTiation in kind for
a bioTogicaT attack... ltlese-l,son (persuaded) niTitarg anit gnlitical Teailers to
agree with his fitst two pnints... For retaTiation in kind, the a-Zternative of
nuclear weapons was avaiTabTe and would.be preferred. After Tistening to
llese-Z.son's q'uestions and to the generals' answers, tlle (tlS) congtessmel? Decame
convinceil ... that even from the nariqtest mi-Iitarg pnint of vi*t, (us)
bioTogiaal weapons pnTicg made no sense. In 7968, I(issinger became right-hanit
man to Presjdent lVjxon. MeseTson urqed l(issinger to move fast. In 7969 ...
Nixon announced the uniTateral abandonment bg the United States of a77
deveTopment of biologicaT weapons (and) stwkpiTes ... Nixon invited the Sorrjet
union to negotiate a canvention to make the action mu-ltiJatera-Z .. . According
to arthodox dipTomatic d.octrine, to negotiate fram a trnsition of reakness is a
nistake. But ... Brezhnev signed the convention in 7972, just nine gears after
Itfese-Z,son arrived aX ACDAr ( 759 ) .
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(l-69) Recounted by Freeman Dyson in 'Dlsturbing the Universer (Harper and Row,
1981), p173.

(170) Frank Barnaby, op cit, p79.
(171) Of the L271 riuclear explosions retrrcrted between 1945 and 1980, 783 (52t)

were carried out after the PTB Treaty was ratified, almost a1l of those
by parties to the Treaty.

(L72) Pierre Trudeaurs address to the United Nations, 26 May 1978 (reported ln
New Zealand International Review vol 7, No.I, 1982, p18. See also Frank
Barnaby, op cit,, p74 for updated (but consistent) figures. (Casualties
now exceed 30 million).

(173) Stockholm Inter,natlonal Peace Research Instltute, Brochure, rArmaments or
Disarmamentr, (SIPRI , 198I) pl-3.

(174) rNorth-South I a Program for Survivalt, Report of the Independent
Commission on International DeveloSment Issues, WiIIy Brandt, Chairman
(Pan, 1980), p14.

(175) SIPRI Brochure, op cit, p7.
(176) L.R. Beres, op clt, p213.
lJ.77) Even if the Unlted States loEt 90t of its strategic forces, the surviVing

IOt could destroy all 219 major Soviet cities, four tlmes over (Beres,
op cit, p214).
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But the 31st rugwash conference is just one of literally hundreds of
international meetinEs held since 1945 in an effort. to controi t.he nuclear armsrace. The record to date is dismal . The onl-y di-sarmament that iras taken placein the last 25 years has been the destruction of stockpiles of bioloqi.ca)-
weapons by the united states, and possibly by the soviet unj.on. The history ofthis achievement is outlined on the facins pis"(159). rt was prssih,-l-e becausethe military were persuaded "of the idiocy rr-pori.ies concerning kriol-oqicarwarfare". Apart from this single achievement, not a single weapon iras i:eendestroyed as the result of an international agreement(170). rnsteario vastnumbers of weapons - conventional, chemical, nucJ-ear - have been developeci anddeployed at a rate determined only by technorogical I advancement E .

Apologists for arms control regard the Part.ial- Test Ban Treaty (l_963) as asuccess' However Lhis has functioned mainly as an antipollution measure (initserf meritworthy), but has not sl-owed down the arms race betvreen thesuperlrcwers (171)

Not only has there been no progress towards disarmament, but the world l-lasbecome increasingJ-y viorent. rn the 36 years since 194i, scant progress hasbeen made towards restricting the transfer of major weapons to the Third worrd.rn this time, 133 wars have been fought by'conventionai, wea;rcns, involving B0countries, and kilring 25 million people (L72J. Dr:ring trre past decade, notsurprisingry, the internationar trade in 'conventional' armaments has growndramatically. As shown in Figure 5.1, t.he major suppriers are the united states(43'3t) and the soviet union (27.4*'), and the major-iecipients are the ThirdI'lor1d (69t) (173). "rt is a terribre irony that the most dynamic and rapidtransfer of highly sophisticated equipment and technology from rich t-o;rcorcountries has been in the machinery of death,'(l-74).

But ib is the sriperpower brocs themserves which conLribute firost Lo t.he armsrace, with 69t of totar worrd miJ-itary expenditure in 1980 - 438 by NATO(including 24* by the united states) ana iet by the warsaw pact (248 by theSoviet Un5.on) - see Figure 5"2(175). This expenditure will increasedramaticarly in the next few years as the united states, and undoubted.ly bheSoviet Union, in response I rearmr .

The strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT 2) , negotiated between 1969 and Lglg,viould have set ceilings on the aggregate numbers of us and soviet st,rategicnuclear missile launchers and bombers, and irnposes sub-rimits on certaincategories of strategic weapons. rt would not slow, much less halt or reverse,the quaritative arms race. SALT 2 wourd have had onry a minor impact on themilitary proErammes of both sides. currenL weapons can be modernized under itsterms' An optimistic view is that sAr,T 2 vatidated the present inventories ofnucrear weapons of both sides- rlowe\r'er, in resS:onse to the soviet interventionin Afghanistan, the united states has refused to ratif,y it, and indeed hasinitiated another surge in the arms race.
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The present balance of terror cannot rast forever. what is to be done?Professor Beres suggests four minimum crj.teria for meaningful arms control(I75):
(1) the united states and the soviet union must ret.urn to strategies based onminimum deterrence (i.e. the minimunn ability to inflict unacceptabre

damage on an aggressor after absorbing a nuclear first strike). Bothsides already have far more than is required for minimum deterrence (177) .SALT 2 wourd stabilize strategic forces at a level grossly in excess ofthese requirements, i.f it. were ratified.
a comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty (i.e. the rentrnciation of allnuclear tests by all nucrear powers - china and France are notsignatoriestothePartia1TestBanTreatyof1963).

(2)

t--- ----I
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Table 5.1 Nuclear Power Reactors in 1980 (185)

Operating Under conslruction

(:

Number
units

Share of
nuclear in
total

Total Number Total eleciricity
MW(el units MW (el (per cent)

Argentina
Eelgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Finland
France
German Democralic Republic
Germany, Federal Republic o{
Hungary
lndia
Italy
Japan
Korea, South
Mexico
Nelherlands
Pakistan
Philippines
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
UK
USA
USSR
Yugoslavia

Total

1

3

2
1l

2
3

t8
5

14

3
4
x

1

2

l

I
4
3
2

14

1

6
1

31

4
10

2
E

2
9
6

:
1

2
7
5
1

1

6
88
t5

1

m

335
1 665

816
5 495

80r
174o
I 983
I 695
I 607

ffi2
r 382

,4 466

564

49!,
,r_t

r 073
3 700
1 940
2 158

6 982
so 900
11 616

127 14

609
3 807
3 r16

8?8
9 751

408
2 520

420
30 950
I 632

l0 636
816

r 087
1 930
7 274
4 954,,7

621
r 843
6 259
4 686

gt2
9s0

3 714
96 254
r3 680

632

211 618

7.5
22

l9
11

-3
-20
-20
-10
-10

2.5

-2
l0
8

6

0.3

;
23
26
17

13

12

-5

I

t
a

(

;
6
4
3'

33
70

=24

'construction in Austria and lran has been inlerrupred and the plants are not inaluded.

(178) See for example Scientiflc Anerlcan vol
guided anti-tank weapons may nullify the
tanks helcl by the Warsaw pact in Central

(179) L.R. Beres, op cit, p22L.
(180) rWorld Arsenals in 1980r, Annual Report of

Peace Research Institute in The Bulletin of
1980, p9.

(I81) See for example rBombg awayt I

Nuclear Safeguards Ever Work?r

245, No.2, pZL. Ereciglon-
present nunerical advantage in
Europe.

the Stockholm Internatlonal
lbe Alorlic Scienti6ts Sept

in New Scientist,
in The New York

vol 91,
Times, 13

1981, p202t rCan

JuIy, 198I.

to do just thls.
(182) SIPRI Annual Report, op clt.
(183) Article 6 of the Non-Prollferation Treaty requires them

Neither has complled.
(I-84) L.R. Beres, op cit, p232.
(I85) SIPRI Brochure, op cit, p23.
(186) L.R. Beres, op cit, p240.
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(3) renunciation of the first use of nuclear weapons (conLrary to the most
basic elements of US nuclear deterrence strategy viz" stopping a
'conventionalI attack with tact,ical nuclear weapons). A compensat.ing
increase in defensive 'conventionalr weaponry would be required: this is
not implausible given current rapid improvements in defensive precision-
guided munitions, which are shifting the balance between offensive and
defensive conventional weapons in favour of the latter (l7B).

expansion of nuclear-weapon-free zones, leading eventually to worlclwiile
'denuclearizationr. such an expansion offers a promising means of
reducing the opportunity for superpower nucrear confrontation and,
conflict. Superpower support for this notion is problematic. Boti:r the
United States and Russia opposed a 197I General Assembly declaration
which designat.ed the Indian Ocean as a rzone of peace,.

These four pro5rcsals arnount to a redefinition of super;rcwer interests" Bt11h
superpowers would have to recoEnize that "the will to survive must take
precedence over the wish to prevaiJ", and this entail-s new forms of compromise
and inLerdependence" (179). There is littl-e evidence that either superpower is
even remotely so inclined.

5.2 Nuclear Proliferation

By the year 2000, rcivilianr nuclear power reactors generating about 600 GW(electrical) are projected to be operational, and producing about I50 tonnes of
plutonium every year - enough for 30r000 Nagasaki-type bombs. ',The spread of
reactor-grade plutonium is the most immediate threat to the non-proliferation
regime" (180). Governments now recognize that there is no technical way to
preventthespreadofnucIearweaponsbydiversionoffffifrom
'civiliant nuclear power reactors. India (and shortly pakistan, Argentina,
Brazil..") demonstrate this fact. The Israeli attack on an lraqi reactor in
June 19Bl underlines it. (Saudi Ardbia has said it will pay for rebuilding the
rraqi reactor that Israel bombed" Other Arab states are keen to acquire nuclear
technology and reactors - in spite of their energy abundances(l8I)). ,'If any
solution to the problem of nuclear proliferation is to be found, it must be
political" (182) .

The obstacles are forrnidable. Before the worldr s non-nuclear porrers begin to
take non-proliferation seriously, the United States and the Soviet Union will
have to sustain a meaningful new SALT agreement (183) . Similar restraint wiII be
required from other nuclear-weapon states, yet two (China and France) have shown
remarkable intransigence over their own weapons programmes.

The strengthening and expansion of the International Atomic Energy Authority
safeguards and functions is vital for a non-proliferation regime. Another
option eould be the location of sensitive fuel-cycle activities, such as
reprocessing, in international renclaves' under aSrpropriate multinational
supervision (184)

The export of nuclear technology is a related issue. The heart of the problem
is that nuclear exports - wh,ile they contribute to the spread of nuclear weapons
- are a lucrative market for suppLier states. Table 5.1 (facing page) lists
power reactors, either operational or under construction, in 29 countries in
1980 (185) . "Some supplier states are apt to pay closer attention to their
balance of payments problems than to their long-term security interest, a
situation which would have enormously corrosive effects on the non-proliferation
regime" (186) .

-_

-l
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Exports

nThe United States mag bug itseTf two things with its gl triTTion d.efence budget
of 7987 to 7985. The first is an economic deciine of the sort that comes about
once or twice in a centurg. The second is a nuclear waz"(lgg).

(187) Ibid, p245.
(188) Ibid, p248.
(189) Eruna Rothschild in 'Protest and Surviver, ed. E.P. Thompson and Dan Smith

(Penguin, 1980).
(190) UNCTAD I - 1964 United Nations Conference on Trade and Developnent.
(191) Australia and New Zealand are included in the rNorthr, along with North

America, Europe, Russia and Japan.
(192) rNorth - South : a Program for Survivalr (Brandt
(193) Philippe le Prestre, 'The North-South Conflict -

Journal of Southern African Affairs, vol 3, L978,

Report), op cit, pll.
From Game to Debater in

p99.
vol 7, No.I, L982, pI8.(194) Phillip Hay in New Zealand International Review,
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A non-proliferation regime will be in doubt as long as it depends on voluntary
compliance by individual st,ates which expect reciprocal compliance by all othlr
stattes. It may prove necessary for the United States and the Soviet Union to
exert "bipolar political pressure" on issues concerned with the spread of
nuclear vreapons. 'rVilhat is required is a nuclear regime which extends the
principles of superpo\.rer war avoidance to the rest of international society ...
individual states, howgver much they may dislike each other, are tied togeiher
in the sLruggle for survival'r (I87).

Finally, should non-proliferation fail, the superpowers may then be forced to
assist the new nuclear states to develop rsafer weapons and reliable command,
control, and communication procedures. "Only a desperate intervention... would
be able to prevent disaster" (188).

5.3 A New Internat.ional Economic Order

In the longer term, a rNorth-Southr nuclear war over resources (see below) may
present a greater threat than an rEast-Westr nuclear war over political
ideology.

The rNew International Economic Orderr (NIEO) emerged officially at the Sixth
Special Session of the United Nations in 1974, but concern for it can be traced
back to UNCTAD 1(190) at which the rGroup of 77 t ldas formed (viz; an association
of ress developed countries, collectively the rsouthr). The process of
decolonization had given the South a majority in the United Nations, where they
had begun to press their claims for reform. The 1973 OpEC embargo, and first
oil shock, gave a new impetus to their determination, and provoked a strong
reaction from the industrial-ized countries (collectively the rNorthr (I9I) ) . yet
many peopl-e accepted that n'the existing system of international institutions was
esLablished at the end of the Second glorld War, 35 years ago, and that the South
- mostly as latecomers on the international scene - faces numerous disadvantages
which need fundamental correcLion', (192)

The North, stunE by the first oil shoek, overreacted. NIEO was "in many minds,
another avatar of the larger ideological struggle between capitalism and
socialisn, democracy and authoritarianism... What is striking in the North-South
conflict is the short-sightedness of the (North). Their neglect, their refusal
to acknowledge that a problen exisled, and finally their reliance upon the
structural violence they had built (the existing system) entailed a more and
more aggressive attitude on the part of the (South) r who felt frustration andinjustice in not sharing the fruits of Western expansion" (L93). progress since
towards NIEO has been meagre.

Last-ditch talks aimed at restarting a dialogue on NIEO took place at the
North-South summit at Cancun, Mexico in October 1981. Many developing states,
burdened with a combined current account deficit of 9100r000 million were hoping
that Cancun night break the deadlock. "Developing states identify a correlation
between the huge annual sum spent by industrialized states on armaments, and the
widespread poverty and disability experienced by.their own peoples... They
stress that even minimal reductions in the nuclear powersr annual defence
procurements could have a dramatic effect in helping poor countries weather
crises of food, shelterr dnd energy,, (194).

"Not only are the worldr s poor effectively required to subsidise the 1iving
standards of the worldrs rich, but they must also now bear the brunt of the costof the arms race in Lhe coinage of human misery. rn terms of hunger,
wretchedness, deprivation and death, intimations of the rThird Wor1d Warr have

T ---l
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Pierre Trudeau (on Cancun) - ,There have been
high 7eve7, ( 202 ).

fTops before, but none at suc.lr a

a
t
c
S

n
m

,The decTine from detente is dangerous for the worTd;is caLanitous. When East anil West are each enlarging
destruction and justifging it in terms of the other,s
indeed in a time of peril,(203).

but for the Third Worid it
theit arsena-Zs of
offensive intent, we aze

(19s)
(1e6)

(re7)
(1e8)

(1e9)
(200)
(201)
(2021
(203)

Shridath Rampha1, op cit.
Philip Hay, op cit. To be farr, the united states has c.ontributed morein developnent aid than erny other country, incruding the soviet union,(but relatively poorly as a fraction of cNp).lNorth-South : a program for Survivalr (Brandt Report), op cit, pll7.rstrategic survey 1979' (London, rnternationar rnstitui. io, sirlt"gi.Studies, 1978).
Paul Rogers in Futures, October l9gl, p42g.rNorth-Souttr : i-nrogram for Survival' (Brandt Report), op cit, p21.Ibid, pf17.
Quoted by phillip Hay, op cit.
Shridath Ramphal, op cit.
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already claimed thousands of casualties; a toll that increases daily and which
those who argue that the nucl.ear arms race has maintained a balance of peace
conveniently ignore... The facts are ugly and shameful and searing. It nov,
seems that the number of people in absolute poverty... at present 780 nillion...
may increase during the 1980s... Many developing countries will find it hard to
maintain political stability.
nWhat is needed is not an act of intervention but an act of will to carry
perceptions of social and econornic justice, of balanced growth, beyond the
frontiers of the'industrialised countries. The record of persistent failure to
advance development through the Nort,h-South dialogue represents one of the most
damaging blows struck against human rights in recent times... AI1 the dictators
and all the aggressors throughout history, however ruthless, have not succeeded
in creating as much misery and suffering as the disparities between (North) and
(South)' (195) .

The proposed disarmament-development linkagel like NIEO, does not work because
the North refuses to make the sacrifices necessary to starl the process. ,,One

of the disappointments at Cancun was President Reaganrs call for developing
countries to get their own economies in order rather than depend on the West for
cash handouts. He stressed that rmarket-place magict was the key to their
prosperitY...' and three days later showed the (South) his kind of 'market-place
magicr - the sale of five AWAC aircraft and ".. missiles to Saudi Arabia ...
(costing) $8.5 bilIion. That the United States could spurn the plight of
developing countries at Cancun, yet turn around and sell them weapons worth
billions of dollars less than a week later is an irony in emphasis that one
encounters often in the 1980 Brandt Report" (196). For exampl-e - "Total military
expenditures are approaching $450 billion a year, of which over half is spent by
the Soviet Union and the United States, while annual spending on official
development aid is SeO billion. If only a fraction of the money, manpovrer, and
researeh presently devoted to military uses rdere diverted to development, the
future prospects for the Third World would look entirely different'(197).

According to the London-based International Institute for Strategic Studies,
the most serious challenge facing the West in the 1980s is not the Soviet Union,
but "how to assure the supply, from an unstable Third World, of the raw
materials on which its economic well-being, domestic stability and political
cohesion has come to depend" (198). The resource-consuming nations of the North
could elect to folIow a path of co-operation with the South along the lines
proposed in the Brandt Report, or "they could seek to ensure the integrity of
their resource base by other means, including military intervention. The
indications are that they are tending in the second direction, the proposals for
a rapid deployment -force being part of this response. In the final analysis,
this night be self-defeating"..rr (199) .

"A steady and secure supply of raw materials can only be obtained if the (South)
still want to supply them, free from compulsion and at their own discretion,
because they get fair and stable prices and substantially better opportunities
for processing at home... Development means interdependence, and both are
preconditions of human survival" (200).

'rMore arms do not make mankind saferl only poorer" (201).

l-7_
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'As a countrg with no obuious geographic or security
ZeaLand has remained oditTy reliant upon great p;;;"
even the vetg perceptions it has anoit tie nat'ure-or
pTace in it" ( 209) .

rea.sons for depenClencg, Newfar guidance, protection orthe outside worLd and its

(204)

(20s)
(206)
(207')

(208)
(20e)

Commission For t,he Future, rInt.,
Zealand in the Future ryoria,, iCor."rr*ent printer, 1979), p9"1978 Defence Review (Mj.nistry of Defencer l97g) "Corunission For the F.uture, ol cit, p7.
see for example Ann ?rot'ter, !New'zearand and Japan: buirding the peacertIg_IIrt:__Re%- VoI 6, No.Gr l9g1a pI7).
Conunission For the.Future, op citl pfa.J.C. Clad, lSmall 

_is Outi.fuli aup."t" of New gs::Iand Foreign policy and
;ffir?:il$i:""' 

or small Powers','thesis, n.r,r.r-a-uiiversiryr usA 1to u"
(210) The National Party f,irmly supports a c'ntinuing Nelv zealand associationwith A*zus. so too does the New zealand r,abour party, with somequarifications, al-though its Annuar- conference in r_gg0 did not. Thesociar credit Politicai League in.rgzi aJ"p"t"a a policy of ,'responsibleneutrarity" for New zealand, but in 1gg1 rlsorvea to suplrcrt the ANZUSalliance nas the best defence option for the time beingtr (Bruce BeethamMp, reported in Nz fnt. nev. voi G, No.S, tggL, plg).(211) See s. Levine in*r,rzE:t. ffi. Vot 5, No1:2; 1980, pI9; also S. Levine andP' spoonley' 'wagTiffilEil A st,udy of pubric and parriamentary AttitudesTowards peace and security rssuesr (New zear.and Foundation for peacestudies, 1g7g). rn a survey conducted for thi.s cFF Report, 66g ofrespondents r,vere in favour Lf remaini"g-i; orru, (see Table 3.2).(2L21 1978 Defence Review, op cit, pI6.
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6. FRIENDS AND ENEMIES

New Zealand is caught up in a web of associations, obligations, and activities
that is exceptional for a country of its size (204) . Its international ties have
been shaped in three regions (Europe, the Pacific, and Asia); in three forums of
international association (the Commonwealth, the United Nationsr and collective
regional arrangements); and in dealings with three close allies (Britain, the
United States, and Australia)

riThe stark fact of the vast power deployed by the united States and the Soviet
Union remains the over-riding and vital strategic factor in the world Loday ...
the key element in the strategic equation remains - each side retains the
capacity to destroy the otherr €v€r after a nucrear attack ... The other
criticaL factor in the globa} balance is relations between the Soviet Union and
China ... Roughly a quarter of the Soviet Unionrs forces are deployed in the
East: this in itseLf is a factor in the global balance,,(205).

How does New Zealand stand with respect to international tension and the
possibility of war? Our possibLe involvement in wars will continue to be shaped
by our foreign policy. It may be prudent to continue alignment with one of
the major po$rers, or alternativeJ-y to take advantage of our distance from the
likely centre of war, and deveJ-op an independent, non-aligned stance(205).

6.1 The ANZUS AlLiance

After L945, the New Zealand Government, reflecting public fear of a nilitary
resurgence in Japan, argued for a punitive peace. By 1948, it was clear that
the United States was thinking of ilapan no longer as a potential enemy, but
rather as a potential aIly against Russia. The Security Treaty between
Australia, New zealand and the United States (AI{zUS), signed in I95Ir made a
peace treaty with Japan more acceptable to New Zealand (207).

By 1959, Prime }linister Nash vras able to describe ilapan as a pacific neighbourr:f 'tgreat and ever increasing importance to the Free worldr'. rn t962, the
United KingdonT which took 53t of New Zealandrs eicports at the time, announced
that it would apply for membership of the European Economic Community, further
underlining the importance of Japan for New Zealand, not as an adversary buL as
a trading partner. By L970, Japan was Nerd Zealandrs third largest export
market.

The AI{ZUS alliance, however, has conLinued as the basis of New Zealandts defence
policy. It has reflected a common strategic interest on the part of the United
States, Australia, and New Zealand, and a common sense of Snlitical- purpose.
Militarily, the united states replaced Britain as our major arly in the
Pacific(208).

A continui.ng New Zealand commitment to ANZUS is suptrtorted by the three major
political parties, with some reservations(210). Public support for AI{ZUS is
unequivocal only among National voters according to a 1979 surveyi Labour and
Social Credit voters are evenly divided on the issue, although, overall, a
majority of New Zealanders (51t) favours continuation with the alliance(2IL).

The ANZUS alLiance has been accepted by successive New Zealand governments as
the ultimate guarantee of security in the pacific (2LZl, The importance of ANZUS
to New Zealand refLects the role of the United States as the leader of the West.
It underlines the value of New Zealand access to the administration in

-
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;The rabour conference was probably nqthere at greater odd.s with the canvictionof the countrg than in its ad.vocaca of a go-it-ilotre d.efence roLe for NewzeaTand. DeTegates ruTed that we shou-Zd break with Anzus; that is to sag theaTTiance with AustraTia and the tlnited ^states, which lras .been respected bgNationaT and Labour Gavernments a-Zjke as the cornerstone of defence, shou1il beended.

To accede to that is to abantlon a77 pretence at defence. New zeaTand obviouslycouLd not defend itself without he1p. Such a poTica represents the height offo77y in a wotLd as danqerous as ours. Labour poli.cg-nakers slrou-Zd exercjsetheir option to reject the nonsense ,(221_)

rrhe Pentagon and the state Department are gratefuT for New zeal_and, sparticipation in ANZUS.because it demonstrates such tota-l support and
conmitment to Ametica's idea-Zs and. interests that we are prepared to accept, inthe event of nucTear war, a proportion of the nucLear deyastation that wouldotherwise be concenLrated on the united. States ,(225).

(213)
(214)
( 21s)

(2r5 )
(2t7t
(218)
(21e)
(220t
(22LI
(222l.

(223',)

Ibid, p17.
Ibid, pp5-8.
The Prirne Minister (Rt- Hon. R.D. Muldoon), interviewed in NZ rnt. Rev.Vol 5, No.lr 1980, p2.
Mr Muldoon interviewed in NZ Int. Rev. Vol G, No.5, I9gl, plA.R. Norrhey in.llz tnt. nev.-T6Er.l5;, 1980, p2.
g:_I"ld:r"on in ryz rnr. Rev. VoI 5, No.3, 19801 p2.
19?8 Defence Review, op cit, pg.
Ibid, plt.
The Dominion, Il June 1990.
D. Ball (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, AIiIU)Reporter, Sept 1981, p25. A similar point is being
Europeans.
R. Northey, op cit. New Zealand is presently out ofland-based ICBMs.

in Pacific Defence
nade by the

range of Soviet

iii1i iili":UgTi';rU Disarmanent Asencvr cited by n. Norrhey, op cir. I(227' 
;Y:.i;: ;::ii ll Xilrilrirlf;. ir rishtins breaks out in Gurrr (rhe 
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Washington, particularly in matters of t.rade, pacific affai-rs, defencer dnd
political consultaton and intelligence {213) "

The world is dangerous, unpredictable, and likely to become more so. For the
time being, however, there is no obvious threat to New Zea1and,s security. The
problems this country is now facing are economic rather than military. We are
caughL "in a pincer movement between inflati.on and agricultural protectionism',
(214). Accordingly, New Zealand has adopted a low profile stance in foreign
policy. "Our foreign policy is trade" We are not interested in the normal
foreign policy matters to any great extento, (215).

There is evidence that ANZUS has assisted New zealand's trade with the united
States - for instance, President Reagan's blocking of congressional moves
against casein imports from New Zealand(215). However, critics of ANZUS have
suggested that non-aligned countries may, in general, receive better treatment
because "their di.plomatic support. cannot be counted on and must be won" (217).
New Zealand trading interests have noh al-ways parallelled those of the United
States, particularly over Iran {during the hostage crisis) and the Soviet Union(after the Afghanistan intervention) (2lg) 

"

Differences of perception also exist over the relevance of ANzus to New
Zealand's actual security. Although there is no obvious threat for the time
being, "no government can afford to assume that New Zealandrs security will
never be threatened" (2L9), Five recent developments are suggested as reasons for
becoming more security-conscious: the continuing decline of British interest,
the lrithdrawal of American ground forces f,rom South East Asia, the emergence of
China after decades of isolation, political unrest in the South pacific, and the
new responsibility for policing an Exclusive Economic zone. New Zealand's
industrial base provides an inadequate platform for defence production.
consequently, "go-it-alone policies wourd not only be unsettling to the
development of continued relationships across the fulI range of our interests but
would . . " be quite unreal-j.stic for New zealand ... tr'or these reasons the theme
of collect.ive security as reflected in ANZUS will continue to be fundamental to
Nevr Zealand defence policy', (220\ 

"

An Australian commentator has sugEest.ed t.hat ANZIJS may in fact,,be quite
peripheral to the essence of, the re"l".ationship (between Australia and the United
States). Whether or not the United States would come to Australiars (or New
zealandrs) assisLance in any particurar si.tuation, the nature of that
assistance, and the conditions under which it would be forthcoming would depend
essentially on the calculations of interests made by ttre United States
Government at the time" (2221. The same point could be made about any treaty
with the Soviet Union.

New Zealand critics of ANZUS currently perceive the onty realistic threat to
this country to be nuclear-tippecl missiles, presumably launched by Russian Delta
class submarines(223). The only justification for the use of such weapons would
be "to attack significant strategic targets or to crush us.because we
remained allied to the United States at a time of conflict ... In other words,
our participation in ANZUS makes us a likely nuclear target and greatly
decreases our security" (224)

Another concern relates to the extension of the area of operation of the Treaty
to cover the Indian Ocean, "very remote geographically from New Zealand and
containing no conceivable compensat,ory benefLt" (226). This expansion has been
underscored by expressions of New Zea-land suptrnrt for the United States in any
conflict with the sovieL union in the persian Gulf region(227).

F=Y -----...-l
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"Do you agree that New zealand should seek to establish a
nuclear-weapon-free zone in the South Pacific?tr 1232)

National Labour Social CreditVoting affiliation

Agree
Disagree
Undecided

s7r
37r
5t

79t
18t
3r

84r
9t
7*

. Soviet'Kara' -c7ass cruiser

(2281 1978 Defence Revieyrr op cit, p17.
(229) D. BalI, op cit.
(230) (Australian) Defence Department, r1975 Strategic Basisr (Defence

Department 1975), cited in D. BaII, op cit. Despite optrrcsition from its
AIIZUS partners, New Zealand raised the issue at the I975 South Pacific
Forum meeting in Tonga. In December 1975, the United Nations General
Assembly endorsed the esLablishment of a nuclear-free zone in the South
pacific.

(231) In Eebruary 1975, Mr l,Iuldoon told the United Nations Secretary General
(Kurt Waldheim) "there is little point in making a gesture which canrt be
translated into rea1ity".

(232) S. Levine in NZ Int. Rev. Vol 5, No.2, 1980, p19.
(233) Newsweek, 5 October, 1981, p, 12,
(234) "USSR wonrt use N-weapons against countries free from themr,

27 Nov, 198I (publishecl by the UssR Embassy, wellington).
(235) International Affairs: soviet views, 5 April 1981 (published

Soviet News,

by the USSR

EmbassY, Wellington).
(236) Vladimir Sazanov, Novosti Press Agency observer, reported in The Evening

Post, 28 August, 1980.
(237\ ffi Uisyuchenko, First SecretarY USSR Embassy (pers. com.).
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Proponents of ANZUS cite important political consultations and intelj-igence
information which accrue from membership. The Treaty provides a framework for..i int,engified co-operati'on in ... joint planning and doctrine, standardization
and rationalization of equipment, logistic planning, operations, research, anddefence production(228). Critics, while conceding Ausiralasia is dependent onthe united states for much of its intelligence, question how much of this is
needed (229).

A more substantive objection may relate to recent, New zealand pro;rcsals for anuclear-free zone in the South Pacific,. "The United states has pecently madeclear its objections to New Zealandrs nuclear-free zone proposal and itsdissatisfa'ction that an ANzuS aIly should persist on a course which the unitedstates has declared harmfur to its interests, (230). with the change ofgovernment in New Zealand in 19?5, support for the proposal has waned(231),
although New zearand public opinion remains strongly in favour of it - see Table5,1 (facing page)

6.2 _Bombs on Australasia?

Whether New Zealand would be attacked
has been q matter for speculaton, and
in Lhe world of bad weather, technical
personalities (233) .

in a nuclear war between the superpowers
can be little else. ,,Real wars take place
failures, and unpredictable

stated soviet poricy is reasonably clear. PresidenL Brezhnev, in his speech tothg 26th Congress of the communist Party of the soviet union, paid particularattention to efforts to achieve a relaxation of international lension (234). IIeIater declared, "The soviet union has said more than once that it will never usenuclear weapons against countries which refuse, to manufacture and acguire
nuclear weapons and do not.have them on their territories. Even this is asufficiently firm guarantee. But we are prepared to go furLher and to concludeat any time a special agreement with any of the non-nuclear states (which)
predges not to have nuclear rrreapons on (its) territory" (235). As suggestedearlier, whether such an agreement was honoured may depend on the calculationsof interests made by the soviet Government at the iir".
The 1978 Defence Review does not consider at any point the lnssibility of anuclear attack on New Zea1and. orthodox defence analysis aiaws a distinction
between rstrategicr nuclear weapons {which threaten Lhe Soviet union) andItacticalr nuclear lrreapons (which do not). Thus, since there are no rstrategicr
targetq in New Zealand (visiting warships carry rtacticaltr or no, nuclear
weapo4s), this country would not attract a nuclear strike from the Soviet Union.

This anaLysis may, or may not, be shared by the soviets. Concerning ANZUS, ,,itgoes without saying that neither Neril zealand nor Austratia is to pray the mainrole in this alliance. Even now, it is clear the two countries are to become
iust basing areas- rt should be bornein mind that a basing area becomes anobvious target for a response attack in case of conflict, ind the possibility ofconfllct Lncreases with the formation of this military conglomerate,, (236). Thesubject of rtargettngt in this quote arises "not in corrrr.ciion with N.*'
Zealandts membership in ANZUST but rather with a (however tVp"tt"ti."flpossibllity for this country to become a sort of permanent site to host foreign
nuclear vreapons either in the form of nuclear-missiled battleships or some
otherrr (2371 .

The anarys{s above is not accepted by critics of AITIZUS,
because Russia has 'ra vast surplus of strategic nucrear

who believe that,
weapons at (its)

l-7

-
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Table 6.2 Some United States defence and scientific installations in
Australia (242).

Naval Communications Station rHarold E. Holtr, North West Cape.

Joint Defence Space Research Facility, Alice Springs, commonly known
as Pine Gap.

Joint Defence Space Communj.cations Station, Woomera, commonly known
as Nurrungar.

Joint Geological and Geophysi-cal Research Station, Alice Springs,
commonly known as USAF Detachment 42I.

TRANET Station l_12, Smithfield, SA.

Portable geodetic satellite observation posts, currently at Perth
and Townsville.

Table 6.3 An Australian Attack Scenario (13 Mt)

i
1^

r
C

'il

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(5)

Pr ior i ty Nuclear Detonation Target

lst

2nd

3rd

1Mr
lMt

lMt

lMr

airburstx 2
groundbur st

groundbur st

airburst

Pine Gap, Nurrungar) US bases
North West Cape )

Australian military instaltations
(e.g. 452 airfields, Darwin)

Cities i.e. Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide, Perth, Brisbane

(238)
(2391
(2401

R. Northey, op cit.
"us nilitary installation, group claims", The Evening post, 20 Decr 19g1.rnformation supplied by carter observatoryl wEr-ffiton. rn any case,
current trends in warhead guidance are towards rpattern recognitionr inthe target area. It makes no sense to use faint stars of
accurately-known position, when bright stars of accurately-known position
are available.

(24L) D. BaII, op cit.
(242',) rbid.
(243) Newsweek, op cit. The same rogic applies to the Nev, zealand attack

scenarios (p.23).
(244) Carl Sagan, rCosmos', (McDonald, IggO), p31g.
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disposal, we would be taught a totally unforgettable lesson by those in conflictwith the United States" (238). This view is held even although llew Zealand does
noi: harbour any rstrategicr targets. (visiting warships and submarines carryonly rtacticalr weapons - tstrategicr submarines, by the nature of their
nissions, do not make harbour visits).

Some fears are undoubtedly overstated. For example the group calling itself
"Campaign against Foreign Control in New Zealand" claims that the United Stateswil spend $1.25 mill-ion on a 'military observatoryt on Black Birch MounLain,
near Blenheim ... to improve the accuracy of submarine-based Trident
missiles --- to give nthe United States a first-strike capability in New
zealandr'(239). The rmilitary observatoryr will in fact refine the celestialpositions of fairly faint (ninth magnitude) stars, a programme in rpure'
positional astronomy conducted by the US Naval observatory under the auspiciesof the International Astronomical Union, with the approval of the Soviet
Union (240) .

The issues identified above are perhaps more clear-cut for Australia. ,'There is
now a widespread acceptance within the defence community of the argument that
Australiars hosting of US defence and intelligence installations is likely to
involve Australia in a nuclear war in which not just the installations bul
perhaps also Australiars rnilitary bases and facilities, and even cities, might
be targets"(241). The installations in question are listed in Table 6.2. Thefirst three appear important enough to be targets in their own right:

North West Cdpe is one of three global communication links with United
States rstrategic' submarines.

Nurrungar provides a real-time data link between North American Air
Defence Command (NORAD), Strategic air Command (SAC), National Military
Command System and the satellite early warning system.

- Pine Gap is the centre for a wide range of inteltigence activities carried
out by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (242).

tJndoubtedly, communications systems, especially those providing links withrstrategicr submarines and aircraft, are rikery to be rhigh-priority
time-urgent' targets, and their destruction can be assumed in a nuclear war.
Lower priority targets are more conjectural, but the attack scenario in Table6-3 (assuming the source is a Soviet De1ta class submarine carrying 13 x I Mtmissiles) seems plausible. Targets are ranked in descen<iing order of
probability(242) .

Third priority strikes on Australian cities do not make military sense. But at
the time these. rnight be launched, the Soviet Union most likely would be in a
state of utter devastation. Blast and E!,lP (see p.2l-) would have reduced
command, control, and communication systems to chaos. The leadership may have
been rdecapitatedr. In a losing situation, the motivation for the strikes may
be simple, irrational vengeance. 'tNuclear war is not so much unthinkable u" itis unknowable" (243).

--
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rThere are lzot get an1 obvious signs of extrat",makes us wonder whethzr .iuiiirztrons -zrke-rrrJ^"rrays rush implacab,g,
:"r::rZ;2,;":fi-:irl:1::..;;;;;". Nationat. boundarias are nor pr.;anh+ .., -view the Earth rrom space. ,ur"ir""')":;";x: :ii:i|;r;,:':,T: ,;;:"r;L when wechauvinisms are a Littie aiffi"ur, to naintain w"rrasiTe D-Zue crescent radins to become ", ;;;;;i?:":;r";Zr}ir"lrrl1lir"ZrZrr",
L" 

t::""'-j itadet- ii -'rn"- 

"r";;: 
- 

;;";;1"';z' broadenins, ( 244 ) .
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Countries destroved or severely incapacitated
(acccording to Scenario 81)

(a)

(b)

Directly attacked:

OT;CD

Asia

Middle
East

Eastern
Bloc

Others

Aust,ralia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norwayl Spain,
Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, West Gernany

China, fhilippines, Taiwan, Vietnam

Arab Rep Yemen, Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Irag, Israel, Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Oman, euatarr Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Unj.ted Arab Emirates, yemen

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, poland,
Romania, Soviet Union

Cuba, Dijbouti, Ethiopia, Diego Garcia, Guam

Indirectly incapacitated by fallout, trade disruption, etc.:

Albania, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Greenland, Hong Kong,
Korea N, Korea S, Liedrterstein, Luxembourg, Macau, Malta,
Mongolia, Portugal., Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland

(245) A quarter of present Soviet forces are deployed on the Chinese frontier.
China would present a major strategie threat during Soviet post-war
t recctnstr uction I 

"(245) The united states will repel "by any means necessary, including militaryforce, any atternpt by an outside force to gain control of the persian
Gulf region" (president carter reported in The Evening post, 22 April,
1980).

1247) Anerican aircraft shot down two Libyare aircraft over the Mediterranean in
1981.

(248) Targeting strategy has been considered in section 6.2. Russia may have
reason to fear an unscathed Japan during a post-war rreconstructionl
per iod.

(249) The distribution of remaining known oil reserves is Europe
Americas I3t, Asia + USSR + Oceania I7t, persian Gulf 57g
Vo1.5, No.3, 1981).

4$, Africa 9t,
(Opec Review,

I
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7. DEVASTATION OF THE NORTTI

rn thj-s section, the consequences of a nuclear aLtack on a tarEeted country aredescribed" Reference i.s made in it., and in subsequent sect.ions, to four nuclearwar scenarios which may be sumrnarized as follows:

Scenario A (gJ-obaJ- war)

New Zealarld is subjected to a nuclear attack, and is teft in a similar conditionto the targeted count.ries of the Nort.hern Hemisphere. (The l-j-kelihood of this
coi-}r:se oll events has been assessed in section 6.2). As a consequence, the New
zeal-and st.ate ceases Lo exiet as a functioninE entity, atttrough t.here arescattered pockeLs of sr"lrvivors"

Scenario B1_ (global war, NZ survives)

A major nuclear war breaks out for one or more of the reasons outi-ined in
sect'ion 4" As a direct consequence, aII NAT0 and warsaw pact countries, many
Midd1e Hastern counLries, plus China, Japan, and Auskaliaare essentiallydestroyed. other countries suffer varying degrees of colLateral damage.Different courses of events Lead to this same outcorne. A fully-fledged nuclearChina (aligned r*ith the united States) may exploit a NATo-wars-aw pact war bystrikJ'ng hard-pressed Russi.a, which would respond in kind. Russii may have good
reasons to pre-elnpt'ively strikeChina wj.th SS-20 missiles deployed along the
easLern f,ront,ier (245) . Escalat,ion of a Sino-Soviet war into central Europe isconceivable, espeeially if the subjr-lgated East European states attempt toexploit the destructi.on of Russia. Alt,ernatively, a crash of superpower
i-nteresLs in the Middte East could escalate (e.g. by miscalculation of aresponse) into a major conflict t246). A covert nuclear strike or act of nuclearterrorisnn try a fanati.cal" Third world country against one, or both, superpowers
would be e:cceedingly dangerotrs {247'). trnvolvement of Middle Eastern countries
mighb resul-t frorn exploiLation of supertrnwer preoccupation elsewhere by one of
them (e"g, by a first strike against rsrael), or through soviet strikes designedto rnaximize economic dislocation for the west through the destruction of persian
Gulf oil instatlations. Table 7.1 lists countries destroyed or severely
incapacitabed by blast, radiation, EMP, fallout, subsequent social unrest and/orreliance on tradinE partners. New zealand escapes the initialr but. not ther:ltimate consequences.

Egen4rtq 82 (NAT0-Sino-soviet war)

This scenarj"cr is j.dentical- to 81, except that Australia and Japan emerge intact
{except for strategic t.argets, which are destroyed(248)). Major industrial anduri:an areas j"n these two countrj_essurvive, and imports,/exports remain sufficientfor rriabtr-e, I:ut truncated, economies. New Zealand avoids direct attack.

.:tir?:-+-qggq_-q (Mj.ddle East war )

A rruclear war, li,keJ-y to (but not necessaritr-y) involve Israel, results in the
destrr-lct"ion of rnost product.ion wells, pipeli.nes, tank farms, ref ineries, tankers
and wharf facilities in the Fersian culf (249) . worrd oir suppries are
dislocated.

t,-'F-

-l
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Fiq. 7,1 Lethal Local p.116s1 (250)

(250) This rnap shows potentially te+-hatr- faliout zones according to scenario B1.
(251-) These facilities are particularl"y nunerous in the United SLahes (158

reacLor$ clperating or under construction), Europe (178), SovieL Union
(47), and Japan (31). A major breach of a German reactor, for example,
worrld reguire the evacuation of 750r000 peoglle from an area of J-0r000 sq
km (see B. Ramberg, rDestruction of Nuclear Energy Facil-ities in Warl
(Lexington Books, 1980, p.82).

(252) Chemical weapons are no less devastating than tact.ical nuclear weapons,
and are stockpiled try both superpowers. They are more likely to be used
by a non-nuclear power as a cheap, effect weapon of mass destruction. A
continuing ban on biological- $reapons appears to be in some doubt, in the
light of (inconclusive) evidence that the Soviet Union has been using
sLrch weapons (N_ew Scientiltr VoI 92, L98Lt p737).

(253) A shelter would be of no use if the air entering it. was unfilt.ered, or if
it was located in a rfirestormr area, (see id. Caidin, tThe Night Hamburg
Diedr {Ballantine, 1960) ). Malnutrition, infectious disease, radiation
sickness, and psychological trauma could be devastating even before
people attempted to emerge (J. Smith and T. Smith, rAttitudes towards
Civil Defence and the Psychological Effects of Nuclear War t ,
!Irt._s$-:__{:r VoI 283, 1981, p963; H"L. Abrams and w.E" von Kaenel,
'f,tredical- Problems of Survivors of Nuclear Warr New Eng. -,1. Med. Vol 302,
No.20, 1981, pL226.

(254J Huge firestorms could occur ln forested or urban areas where sufficient
combusLibles were present. The United States, for example, might
experience "a holocaust of firestorms from which recovery would be
delayed for decades or centuries" (W.S. Osborne in rEcological Aspects of
the Nuclear Age' (ed. V. Schultz and F.W. Whicker), (UCL press,J-9721,
p 89). Dresden and Tokyo experienced firestorms followinE rconventionalr
attacks.

(255) Examples of dangerous materiatrs include dioxin (c"f. Seveso incident),
LNG and LPc. See SIPRI, rWarfare in a Fragile World' {Tay}or and Francis,
1980) for amplification.
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The extent of human survival,
nuclear attack will depend on

- extent of blast damage

- extent of Local fallout

- extent of contamination
storage facilities(251)

-79-

and the quality of llfe, in a country subject to
many factors (some acting in synergism):

(refer section 2.3)

(refer Figure 7.1, facing page)

from damaged nuclear [rcwer, reprocesslng, and

use of chemical or biological weapons(252)

availability, and quality, of fallout shglter{253)

extent of fires(254)

release of toxic chemicals from industrial plants(255)

extent of flooding from burst reservoirs and hydroelectric dams

damage to water supply and sewerage systems

damage to electrical grid and communicatlon systems

spread of infectious diseases(255)*

extent of psychological trauma(257)r'

extent.of climate change (possible coollng)*

effect of increased ultraviolet 1i9ht (U\rB) on crops, and on human
activities (2S41 *

- decline in food production resulting from climate change,
fuel and fertilizer shortages, and plagues of insects and
destruction of birds and other predators(2SS11*"

- movement, and behaviour, of refugees*

(* Life in non-targeted countries nay also be altered by one
these last six factors).

increased u\IB,
rats (from

or more of

(256) Malaria (presentJ-y 300 million cases and 3 mlllion deaths per year) could
return to previous endemic areas such as Southern United States, Brazil,
Africar Middle East, Southern Soviet Union, China and Indonesla. llany
other diseases, such as influenza, plague, tuberculosis or yellory fever
could resurge: the latter is particularly virulent in new areas (e.9. 15
million deaths in the Ethiopian epidemic of 1960-52). See SIPRI, op cit;
also H.L. Abrams et al, op cit.

(2571 Japanese bomb survivors still feel a sense of impairment, and carry
psychological burdens of 'death imageryrr.all !death guiltr over having
survived. They were also victimized by the rest of Japaneae society
(R.J. Lifton, rThe prevention of nuclear ldtsrr7 The Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists October 1980, P38).

(258) ffiffi;nd ultra violet radiation effects are considered in section 8.
(259) Insects and rodents are less susceptible than birds to radiation, and

could respond to the decLine of thelr predators by a phenomenql
population increase - causing famine and disease (e.9. plague) among

human survivors (see W.S. Osborn, op clt (ref (254) ) '

I
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Fig 7.2 G1obal Population After Nuclear War
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(i) Present population - 4,415 billion
(ii) Estimates from OTA Report.

(iii) shaded area represents uncertainties introduced by
synergisms between the effeets of radiation, epidemics,
mal-nutrition, and continuing confl_ict.(iv) The poputation could increase again if food production
was restored, disease was control-red, and birth control
was not wideJ_y used (e.g. the World in 1982). Continuing
confl-ict, and pandemics, could result in a further decline.

(250) Portugal is, most of the time, upwind of Europe and makes a minimal
contribution (one naritime reconnaissance air squadron) to NATO so is
unlikely to be heavily targeted. Oregon (alone with Arizona and West
Virginia among the Unlted States) has no nuclear weapons facilitiesr but
isa1soupwindof11ke1ytargets(see@,Vo14,No.2,
1975 for US vreapons deployment).

(251) Office of Technology Assessment, rThe Effects of Nuclear l{arr (OTA, 1979).
(2621 rbid.
(263) A.M. Kat, rLife after Nuclear Warr (Ballinger, 1981).
(264t An earthquake in Tang Shan province in 1975 killed 5501000 people, but

passed almost unnoticed outside China (rFuture Contingencies 1: Natural
Disasterr, (CFF, 1980). Russian casualties durinq World War 2 were 20
million.
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A ful1-scale nuclear attack on the united States, Europe, and (to a lesser
extent) the Soviet Union could culminate in the alnost total absence of (hurnan)
survivors over regions the size of, say, west Germany. scattered rural
communities could have the potential for l-ong term survival, especially in areas
in which the direct effect of weapons r^ras reduced (e,g. oregon state,
Portugal(260)). Even a less extensive attack restricted to military targets
could reduce the United States economy to trthe equivalent of the Irliddle
Ages" (251). Both superpovrers could equally face the prospect of being unable to
rebuild an industrial society at aLL1262l. Recovery may not be feasible. The
qualitative and quantitative effects of both rlimitedr and rfull-scalet nuclear
attack on the entire fabric of a society include "a virtual dismemberment of
life as we know it, with grave and lasting damage to our social, psychological,
and political- institutions" (263)

In these worst-case scenarios (A, B1, 82), the Chinese could fare better than
Americans, Russians, and Europeans. China has fewer military and industrial
targets, no nucLear po$rer stations, and a predominantry dispersed rural
population. The Chinese economy is basically self-sufficient, and food
production has little dependence on fossil fuels or an electrical grid system.
The heaLth system is also seLf-sufficient, technologically unsophisticated and
organized at a primary care and ruraL level. Living standards and lifestyle
might change relativeLy little for Chinese survivors. Both the Chinese and the
Russians are likely to be less traumatized than Americans and Europeans, being
more accustomed to food shortages, austerity, and disasters 1264').

_T ---!



Table 7.3

Table 7.2

Continuing Violence (258 )
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(a)

Food Requirements

Nations in the present world with a significant food trade deficit(266)

(Greater than $l- billion)
United Kingdonn, West Germany, Italyr Po1and, Czechoslovakia, Sovie
Union, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Algeria, China, South Korea, ilapan, Hon
Kong

(Others)
Egypt, Libya, Iraq, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Vietnam, North Korea,
Singaporer Venezuela

Nations in the present worLd in which significant starvation occurs (267)

(208+ additional calories per head required):
Bolivia, I'lali, Niger, Upper Vo1ta

(10-208 r'equired):
El Salvadore, Algeria, Mauritania, Guinea, Benin, Nigeria, Zaire,
Angola, Zambia, Sudan, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania, Ethiopia,
Somalia, Yemen, Afghanistanr Indiar Bangladesh, nhllippines

(0-108 required):
Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Burma, Laos, Nepal, Pakistan, Iran,
Iraq, Jordan, Tunisia, Namibia, Kenya, Uganda, Congo, Gabon,
Cameroonsr Chad, Togo, Sierra teone, Senegal, Peru, Equador,
Colombia, Venezuela, Dominican Rep, Honduras, Guatemala, China

(b)

some states at war in the 1970s (excluding countries bombed in scenar
A, B1, 82):

EI Salvado-Honduras
Morocco-Alger ia
Libya-Egypt
Libya-Chad

Zambia-South Africa
Pakistan-India
N Yemen-S Yemen
Greece-Turkey

Ethiopa-Somalia
Vietnam-Campuchea
Cyprus-Turkey
Indonesia-Timor

Major disputes:

Argentina-Chile Argentina-Brazil India-China

Some governments in conflict with separatist movements:

Indonesia
Philippines
Pakistan

India
Iran, Iraq
Canada

Northern Ireland
Spain
China

(255) P. Ehrlich, A. Ehrlich, J. Holdren, rEcosciencer, (Freeman, 1975) p590.
(266) Food and Agricultural Organization Trade Yearbook (United Nations, 19771.
(2671 Food and Agricultural Organization Fourth Food Survey (United Nations,

1980).
(258) M. Kidron and R. Segal, rThe State of the World Atlasr (Pan, 1981),

pp 12, 61.
(259\ rbid, p62.
(270) In an OTA scenario (ref (26I) ) , Iawless bands of teenage refugees rampage

in a trrcst-war united States.
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The death of tens or hundreds of millions of people, destruction of wholeeconomies, and a dislocation of international trade would terminate aid to thedeveloping countries- The abrupt end of shipments of grain, fertilizers, seeds,tractors, irrigation eguipment, trucks, oil drilring ana refinery technology,mining and excavating equipnent, pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and othermanufactured products or machines could be traumatic for the Third world(265).setbacks to agriculture courd place countries listed in Table 7.2 aL risk offamtne.

surviving governments may direct resources into a continuation of the war, albeitat a reduced scare, resurting in more human misery. rn an unstabre, post-warsituation' some of the simmeiing confricts risted in Table 7.3 might erupt, aswars between non-targeted countries with rongstanding disputes, orwars within countries in which strong separatist movements exist.popurations in the soviet union may deci-e upon 'derussificationla continuation of violence(269). Bandit" .rd pirates are likerythroughout the world (270).
,
to

as civil
Surviving
probably wirh

resurEe

The outcome for global population of Scenarios BI, 82, and C is shownschematically in Figure 7.2 (scenario A is essentiarly identicar with Brr in aglobal context.)
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(27LI NAs (National Academy of sciences), rLong-tern worrdwide Effects of
Mu1tiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonationsr, (NAS, 1975) p7.(272t K.R. Peterson, rAn empirical model for estimating world-wide detrrcsition
from atmospheric nuclear detonationsr, Ilealth physics, vol tg, p350.(273) rHalf-residencer time refers to the timE-f6fniEFthe original
material to be removed (transferred). rResldence timer refeis to tnetine taken for a decrease to L/e (about 0.368) of the orlginal quantity.(274) Glasstone and Do1an (eds), rThe Effects of Nuclear weaporr"r, 3rd ed, (us
Department of Defence and us Department of Energy, Lg77l, p442.(275) NAS, op c|t, p27.
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GLOBAL ENVIRONIT{ENTAL CONS ENCES OF NUCLEAR WAR

The detonation of a large number of nucrear weapons is likery to have rong-terrnglobal consequences. These couLd incrude l-ong-term somatic and genetic aariagefron radiation, possible changes in the physicar environment (including thepossibllity of damage to the ozone layer oi tt" upper atmosphere), and changesin the ecological systems of which humans are a part.

8.I Atmospheric Transport

To understand the global impact of nucrear weapons, it is usefur to know some ofthe characteristic features of the atmosphere. The vertical structure of theatmosphere can be subdivided according to ttre variation of tenperature withaltitude' Ascending from the earthrs surface, the region of farling temperatureis the rtropospherer, and its top is the rtropopauser. Above the tropopause isthe rstratospherer, in which temperature is constant or increases with height.Most visible phenomena associated with weather occur in the troposphere,whereas'the stratosphere is exceptional-ly stable(zl]-). Figure g.1 shows theatmosphere partitioned into compartments, usefur for understanding the transportof nuclear debris (272r.

Nuorear debris which enter the Lroposphere wirr rfarl outr on a time scale ofdays to a month or two. Trop,ospheric debris tends to farl out in a band alongthe latitude of injection, after encircling the globe several times. rfinjection occurs in the rower stratosphere, the major influx of debris into thetroposphere begins during the following winter or ipring. winds-il-;"-iJi.r-"-stratosphere are predominantly in the same direction, aia so transfer betweenthe hemispheres takes place slowly. For injection in trre upper stratosphere,rapid trensfer between the hemi.spheres take! prace. The debris begins to arrivein the lower stratosphere during winter or 
"piirrg in both hemispheres after adelay of a year or so.

rn the lower stratosphere, the rhalf-residence timet (273,t for transfer betweenhemispheres is roughly 60 months (5 years), whereas the half-residence time fortransfer to the trotrrcpause is about 10 months. rn the troposphere, interactionbetween hemispheres takes a year or so. since the harf-resiaence time in thetropopause is only a month, it is apparent that nucLear debris entering thetroposphere or l-ower stratosphere will tend to fall out in the hemisphere inwhich it is produced 1274).

The fireball resul-ting fron the detonation of a nuclear weapon rises rapidlyinto the upper atmosphere, and with high yierd vreapons is cipabre of penetratingthe stratosphere. unlike the lower part of the atmospherel Lhe stratosphereracks the moisture needed to quickly remove injected materials. since suchmateriars remain in the stratosphere for a ton! timer their effects becomediluted and widely dispersed, and they last toiger.
Three possible mechanisms have been recognised which could have adverseworldwide impacts 1275) z

- The oxides of n-itrogen produced in nuclear explosions, if raised tostratospheric artitudes in sufficient quantitt, could cause significantdepretion of the earthfs naturar ozone rayer through chemicar-
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(276) R.J. Sullivan et aI, rsurvlval during the
attackr, (System Planning Corp Arlington,

first week after a nuclear
vA, Dec L979r, pI-62.

(277)
(2781
(279',)

(280)

Glasstone and Dolan, op cit, p447.
K.R. Petersonl op cit, p359.
NAS, op cit, p5.
A curie (Ci) is defined as the activity (or quantity) of any radioactive
substance undergoing 3.7 x tdo aistntegratlons per second.

(281) NAS, op cit, p155.
(2821 A.W. Klement, Jr, rRadioactive fallout phenomena and mechanismsr' ES:gflE

physics tl(12). V. Schultz and F. Wlcker (eds), rEcologlca). Aspects of
the Nuclear Age! Selected Readings in Radiatlon Ecologyr, (1972), p480.
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interactions. This could increase the amount of biotogicati"y harmfui
ultraviolet radiation (UVB) that reaches the earttrrs surface, and couLd
also have adverse climatic impacts.

- Hazardous radioactive isotopes (e.9. strontium 90) which do not decay
rapidly could be dispersed through the stratosphere, falling out s]-owly
on a global scale.

- The injection of large amounts of dust in the upper atomosphere,
resulting from surface bursLs, could alter the amount of sol-ar radiation
arriving at the earth's surface.

While a surface or near surface detonat,ion is neccessary for the production ofdust,it would reduce Lhe production of n:i.trogen oxides by half (276). Surface
bursts also result in loca1 fallout, thereby reducing the global component by
approximately half (277). For a given latitude, the degree of penetration of the
nuclear debris cloud into the stratosphere (above the trotrrcpause) depends on
weapon yield (see E igure 8. 2 (278)') .

8.3 Effects on the Environment

Radioactive Fallout

In estimating delayed fallout, it is useful- for several reasons to determine
amoupt of strontium 90. It has a half life of 27.7 years, much longer than
residence time in the stratosphere, and so does not decay appreciabiy before
deposition on the earth. It is produced in large quantiiie--uy rission, anddeposition after nuclear testing has been monitored.

A National- Academy of Sciences (NAS) study(279) estimated that a 10,000 Mt
nuclear war, confined to the Northern llemisphere, would produce average
cumulative fallout of strontiun 90 of about 1 Ci/sq.km(280) in the middle
latitudes of the Northern llemisphere.

the
the

its

'i'hj"s estirnate was obtained h4z sealing fromthe total stront.ium 90soil of the united sLates in 1964 viz. about 50 mci/sq,km fromyi.eld" A fission/fusion ratio of 0"4 was assumed for a total_
strontium 90 falrout for the southern Hemisphere was estimated
third of that for the Northern Hemisphere.

content of the
r 200 Mt of fission
yield of 500 Mt.
, to be roughly one

As a result of 530 Mt of nixed
toresultover the three decades
rdm in the Northern llemisphere,

fission and fusion yields prior to 1970, the doserikely
following a 101000 ltt war uras estimated to be 4
and I.25 rem in the Southern Henisphere (see
half of this doseuouldbedeliveredin the firstsection 2.2, ref (18)). Roughly

year following injection(281) .

Simpj-e extrapolation may not provide a realistic estimate of global fallout from
a war, because the mix of weapons used is likely to differ from that of bombtests- Furthermore, scaling from a total fission yield injected into the
atmosphere by 1952 of 16G ML (viz. 139 Mt airburst and half of 54 Mt
groundburst), increases the predicted fallout by 20t, on the assumption that a1l
weapons are airburst(282) .

Atmospheric nuclear test sites during the years of peak testing (196I-62) were
located either in equatorial latitudes (United states tests) oi in polar
latitudes (Soviet Union tests). In a nuclear war, the bulk of the megatonnage
would be detonated in the middle latitudes of the Northern llemisphere. Fallout
reaching the Southern Hemisphere from Northern middle latitudes would be
substantially less than that from eq'uatorial latitudes. As a result of this

-

__--|
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(283)
(284)
(285)

K.R. Peterson, op cit.
B.R. Williamson, unpublished, 1982.
R.o. chester, IBiological- Dose and Radiorogicar Activity from Nuclear
Reactor or Nuclear Weapon Fission productsr, (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory ORNL-4996, Dec L974), p4.

(286) II. Johnston et al, rEffect of Nuclear Explosions on Stratospheric Nitric
oxide and ozoner, Journal of Geophysical Research, vol 7g, No.27, Lg73.

(287) P. Goldsmith et aI, tNitrogen oxides, Nuclear weapon Testing, Concorde
and Stratospheric Ozonet, Nature, VoL 224, L973, p545.

(2BB) E. Bauer and F.R. Gilmore, 'Effect of Atmospheric Nuclear Explosions on
Total ozonet, Reviews of Geophysics and space physics, voI 13, No.4, Aug
1975.

(289) NAS, op cit, p5.
(290) J. Hampson, rPhotochemical r.rar on the atmospheret, lilatule, VoI 250, Lg74,

p189.
(29I) A.L. Hammond and T.H. Maugh, rstratospheric Pollution: Multiple Threats

to Earthrs Ozonet, Science, Vol 186, L974, p335.
(292\ W.H. Duewer et al, rThe Effects of a Massive Pulse Injection of NOx into

the Stratospherer, (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, preprint UCRL-8o397,
epril 1978), cited in R.J. Sullivan et aI, op cit, pl6l.
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factor, the NAS study tras overestimated fallout in the southern Hemispherer €lndunderestimated fal-lout in t.he Northern Hemisphere.

As a result of these deficiencies in the NAS methodology, global fallouttherefore been recarculated for this cFF re;rcrt using i-moier(2g3) whichinto account type, yierd, ratitude, and season for each bursl. Derair_edcalculations are given in an Appendix(2g4) on p97. predicted falLout incase is 4"4 Ci/sq.km for the middle latitud"" or the Northern llemisphereci,zsq-km if delayed tropospheric fatlout is incruded), and 0.24 ci,zsq"krnmiddle latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere.

has
takes

thi.s
(or 5.6
for the

Additional radiclactive contamination wourd result if nucrear reactors aretargeted. From Tabre 5.1 (p.50), a prausibre estimate of the capacity ofreactors that might he targeted is 100_200 GW(electrical). Scaling from weaponand reactor activities given in reference tzadl for 100 GW(electrical), overalractivity is increasd by a negligible amount auring the first few months, by 40tafter one yearr lr0g after 3 years, and r30g after ten years (assuming a 10,000i,It nuclear war with 50t fission). Since groundbursts would be reguired boinject t'his activity into the stratosphere, approximately half wourd farl_ out1-ocally.

A two-fold
if nuclear
in a 10r000
ecosystems
nonetheless

Ozone Depletion and trncreased Ultraviolet Radiation

increase in the J-ong term dose from grobal falrout wourd be expectedreactors equivarent to 200 Gw(e) were destroyed by high yierd weaponsMt nuclear war- However, fa110ut wourd not be expected to damageappreciably. rncreased cancer deaths and genetic effects wouldbe expected among surviving human and animal populations.

The injecti_on of a large quantity of
many high-yielcl rruclear weapons may
wor:ld aLl-ow more harmful ultraviolet
surface of the Earth, where it could
dangerous ecotr"ogieal effects"

The NAS estimated that 30-70t depletion
Ilemisphere, and 20-409 depletion in the
time of two to four years) could result
the Northern Hernisphere.

ni.tric oxide (NO) into the stratosphere by
cause a depletion of the ozone layer. Thisradiation (UVB) from the sun to reach theproduce skin burns and trntenLially

Nuclear exi:losions in the lower atmosphere produced about 5000 tonnes of nitricoxide per Mt r:f, yield(286-288). Detonations eguivalent to 10r000 Mt wour<lproduce 5 to 50 times more nitric oxide than niturarry occLlrs in thestratosphere(289)" since nitric oxide has a controrling infruence on the
rtr d, rdI ge

?::t:::::^:t,lf*?-r:":.1:I::. Detonation oi nu.r"u, weapons ar hish arrirudes
S:":"i:::Lll::Tlns missiLes or ro proauce EMp) ""rri-il;;; il#n:';;'X;:ozone layer (290-291) .

of the ozone layer in the Northern
Southern Hemisphere (with a recovery
from a 101000 Mt nuclear r^rar confined to

More recent calcurations |zg2)indicate that the degree and duration of ozonedepletion are, in most cases, ress than is suggested in the NAS report, anddepend on weapon yield. For a 101000 rtt attac[ with 4 Mt weapons, the expectedozone depletion is 608, corresponding to an increase in ultra vioret right by afactor of 4' ozone concentrations would recover to within 15t of normal inabout 3 years (instead of 5 years according to NAS). Eor a 101000 Mt attackwith r Mt weapons, the expected ozone depletion is 35t, ,""o.r"ring to within 15tof normar in 18 months. For h,eapons or 0.35 Mt, a smarr (3*) increase in ozoneispredicted,persistingabout1yeir.Thefaster;;;;;";;-irffi'".,'],}.

-
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(293) NAS, op cit, p45.
(294) P. Cutchis, rstratospheric Ozone Depletion and So1ar Ultraviolet

Radiation on Earthr, Science, VoI 184, No.4L32, L974.
(295') Erythemal dose takes into account the relative response of a biological

specimen to W radiation as a function of wavelength, and causes skJ.n damage.
(295) P. Cutchisr op cit, p18.
(297') NAS, op cit, p15.
(298) J. Calkins and T. Thordardattir, 'The Ecological Significance of Solar IIV

Radiation on Aquatic Organisms', Eglg, Vol 283, 1980, p563.
(299) E. Koslow, 'An Aposematic Statement on Nuclear War: Ultraviolet Radiation

in the Postattack Environmentr, Biosciencer VoI 27, No.6, L977, p411.
(300) R.P. Turco et aI, rTunguska Meteor FaII of 1908: Effects on Stratospheric

Ozonet, Science, VoL 2L4, 1981, pI9.
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Although the direct effects of increased ultra

predicted by Duewer et al(292) would result in
Hemisphere (293) .

Increased ultra violet light may have harmfulstratospheric ozone depletion(2i4). The ultraIatitude. A 50t ozone depletion increased thelatitude of 50 degrees by a factor of 4.5, butdose corresponding to a latitude of 30 degrees

less depletion in the SouLhern

effects and can be related toviolet light intensity depends onerythemal dose(295) at athis would not bring it up to the(2e6).

violet light on humans appear
natural and agricultural
of society, is essential_Iy

A 70t depretion of ozone wourd mean that, at temperate latitudes, a pel:son wourdacquire a severe sunburn from exposure to the summer noontirne sun in abaut r0minutes (297) ' A 508 depletion increases the exposure time reguired to about. 1hour' These exposures preclude significant outdoor activities without some formof protection' severe sunburn and eye injury from increased urtra violet lightare a major problem to Arctic explorers, ind-mountain climbers on snow fierds.snow refl-ects about 80-90t of ulira violet right, thus increasing exposure aboutfive fold' This is equivalent to a depletion of 60-70E j.n the ozone tayer, Theprotective measures resort.ed to by *orntuirr""r= (protective eye glasses, creamsand clothing) are indicative of what wourd be reguired if a similar depret-ionoccurred in a post-attack environment.

Animars may suffer damage to the eyes ancl exposed skin. These problems wourd beexacerbated by the limited opportunity for dimestic animals to find shelter.some domesticated plants mighi not survive higher ultra violet light levers.vegetables such as peas, onions, beans and toriatoes are arready crose to theirthresholds for response to present ultra violet right level-s. There may besignificant interactions belween ultra vioret right and some agriculturalchemicals' Recent research results indicate signiricant- effecti on aquaticor:ganisms and therefore, potentially, fisf,erieJ egg,) .

The impact of increased ur-tra vioret light on naturar_ and agriculturalecosyst-ems remains essentially unknown, especially in a post attack situation inwhich cLimatic changes ana nilner Ievels oi ionising radiatio., a.e possible (2gg).There is a strong synerqism between ultra violet right and ionising radiation,but information is insufficient to estimate its effects.
A significant reduction in stratospheric ozone may have occurred already as aresul_t of the Tunguska meteor fall of l90g over Siberia(300)" The meteordisintegrated in the earth's atmosphere, and may have deposited 30 mirliontonnes of nitric oxide (No) in the stratosphere'and mesosphere (a layeroverlying the stratosphere). This would 

";;;;;p""d to the nitric acid producedby nuclear detonations equivalent to 6000 Mt. (rt," totur energy of the meteorwas equivalent to l-000 ML and the explosion to a r0 Mt .rucle.rauL:nation).carculations in<licate that up to 45t of ozone in the Northern Hemisphere mayIiave been depleted early in rsog, and that large reductions may have persistednntil L912' For. the 10 degree latitude zone cJntred on G0 rlegrees north,':arculations indicate a aeptetion of 85t for several months (irre straLosphericozone layer was essentially removed 1ocally). Measurements of the atmospherictransparency for the years 1909 to 191r show evidence of a steady ozone recoveryfrorn unusually Iow revers in early 1909, suggesti.,g a a"a.r'"r"ie oeficit ofl5-45t, in agreement with the theoreticar piJaictions.

amenable to
ecosystems,
beyond man's

solution and control, its impact on
which appear vital to the s-urvival
capacity to control.
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( 301)
(302)

(303)
(304)

(30s)
(305)

NAS, op cit, p38.

, Scieqtific

New Scientist, I0

(307) K.Ya. Kondratyev and G.A. Nikolsky, rThe stratospheric trrechanism of Solar
dnd Anthropogenic Influences on Weather and Climater, edited by B.M.
McCormac and T.A. Seliga, (Reidal, L9791, p312.

(308) J. Gribben, op cit, p67L.

rAlbedor represents the fraction of light falling on a surface which is
reflected by it.
NAS, op cit, p54.
H. StoNneI and E. Stommel, rThe year without a summerl
American, June 1979r p176-18G.
R.P. Turco et al, op cit, p22.
J. Gribben, rsun and Weather: the stratospheric Iinkr,
Sept L981, p569.
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Climatic Chanqe

The detonation of a large number of nuclear vreapons .coul-rl result in a g1*ba1
rong-term disruption of climate. The following atmospheric effecLs coul-6 resu;-tin a redistribut-ion of atmospheric heating(30li:

- Dust injecLed into the stratosphere absorbs
but scatters incoming solar radiation back
at the earthts surface).

radiation (a heaLi.nE ef f,ect) ,
into space (a cooling effec.t

The destruction of ozone in the stratosphere removes a source of heatfrom that region, (ozone absorbs in the urtra vioret, visibre, andinfrared spectrum). The ross of infrared absorption by ozone wourd causecooJ-ing at the earthts surface because absorption and reradiation back tothe surface of outgoing terrestriar radiation would be ress.Nitrous oxide derived from nitrie oxide absorbs visible and infraredradiation. rts Presence in the stratosphere represents additionalheating aloft, and may cause cooling at the earthrs surface.

rt is possibte that changes in surface arbedo {302t, resurting from a disrocationof agricultureT could also cause a climatic change.

The climatic effects of dust injected into the stratosphere can be estimatedfrom the effects of past volcanic eruptions. The eruption of Krakatoa (inIndonesia) in 1883 injected 6 a:lcic kilometers of dust into the atmosphere, with10-100 million tonnes deposited as stratospheric aerosor(303).

Folrowing the eruption, a minor global cooring of a few tenths of a degreeoccurred' since a 10r000 Mt nuclear exchange wourd inject a comparabre quantityof stratospheric dust, it may have a similai climatic impact (as a resurt ofdust alone).

rn 1815, Mt Tambora (a1so in rndonesia) erupted and injected I00 cubickiloneters of dust into the atomosphere. I{orrdwide teiperatur." ,r"r. abnormalry10w for the next year, ("the year wit.hout a summertr). rh" r"urr a;;;r;Iu;;'T'June, 1816, was 3 deg c below normal(304). Even this perturbation, .quirrri"n; goa 100,000 Mt nucrear war did not resurt in any adversel long-term crimaticchange.

Regarding ozone depletion, the NAS study concluded that the potential decreasein global surface temperature over a few years might range riom a negligibleamount to a few degrees. calculations of the response of tropospheric andstratospheric air temperatures to changes in ozone, oxides of nitrogen and dustresurting from the Tunguska event suggest surface coolings of a few tenths of adegree celsius(305).

Recent research (not yet pubrished in Engrish) suggests that the testing ofnuclear weapons in the late 1950s and .uity r960s had a pronounced effect ongrobar weather (306). rt is craimed that oxides of nitrogen generated by nucreardetonations increased the absorption of solar radiation (i07) and reduced surfacetemperature consistent with the negative temperature anomalies of the early1960s' This workr which is tentative and at present Lhe subject of controversy,suggests a reduction in global temperatures of 5-10 deg c afler a nucrearconflict(308).

Dust and nitric oxide injection into the stratosphere could read to significantcrimatic effects. Present understanding is inadequate to predict th.=;.--;;&-probably lie within normal globar climaiic variabiLity, bu-t ttre-possibility ofclimatic changes of a more dramatic'nature cannot be discounted. A protracted
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rfhe foreseea.bl,e cbnsequences to societg ftom mega extinction of species wouTd
be, in the opinion of some, woxse than economic co77apse, Tinited nucTear wer oz
conquest bg a totalitarian governnent'(373).

(309) P.R. Ehrlich et al, rEcoscience', (Freeman, iesb), pse.
(310) rFuture Contingencies 1: Natural Disasterr, (Commission for the Future,

1981) .
(31I) J. Gribben ed, 'Climatic Changer, (Capbridge, 1978).
(312) J.E. Hobbs, rApplied CIimatologyr, (Butterworths, 1980).
(313) E.O. Wilson cited in P. Ehrlich and A. Ehrlich, rExtinctionl
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period of less favourable climate could have
especially in a country such as New Zealand
and on climate-dependent energy (i.e. hydro

a substantial impact on s*eiety,
which p.re.sentl y depends on agr i 

".*i 
a.,,o,,,electricity).

The long-term drop in average midlatitude temperature assoeiated with ma;iorfl!s-, veice age is as little as 4 or 5 deg C (309) . It is possible that an even smallerdrop could trigger such an event. rts onset would have disast.rous consegLrencesfor mankind and, if it occurred, could be more destructive than the directeffect's of a nuclear war. Further implications of crimatic change are discussedin a companion report in the rFuture -ontingencies, series(310), and inbooks on the subject(311-312).

Terrestrial and Marine Ecosystems

t*::"H:-i:".,?::ill?:_and cerrainly aLr plants, are tess radiarion_sensirive
::":.n:::li;^l;:'::'::^?l-:::"v:::i:.*1li-?;;;; ;;;'-;;r";;#:-Til::';:,

l*HiL::=1".,T:, *:::,:.;l*:-1:: :" r""= "r-Ji"","i.v".Iu'iI'i,"r:;:::il:;l}?i::'::i;-.u1-':*:l311 :I:li..i";-";-;;";;";-i;;iii.i"Io'I"ffffi"i:,fX"1, .n"United States and Europe could result.
rronically, a nuclear war might preserve more species thanpresent, the worldrs tropical rain forests contiin a greatbut are being destroyed by the developedworldrs demand for

it destroys. At
abundance of species
hardwoods and beef.

to
super

Top soil and radioactive debris wirr be washed into the sea, adding
:i:l:::r""::1,1*:r: resuJ.tins from a*acks on oir insrartarions and

:i::ll:::".:_yid:,.y"::;_";ii;;;-";;i;il;:,'Hffi:Ii'::"::;:"il.Xl"liu":Hil:
especially sea birds, could be in danger.

Conclr^rsions

violet light is
the trend to smaller

The Southern Ilemisphere would receive negligible fallout from a NorthernHemisphere nucrear war. The average dose over three decades wourd beapproximatery 1 rem' The expected long-term fallout in the Northern Hemisphereis 20 times this amount. For comparison, the naturar background radiation isapproximately 0.1-0.2 rem/yr, or 3-6 rem over three decades.

significant ozone depletion resulting in increased urtrapossible, but is less Iikely to be severe as a result ofyield weapons.

Dust and nitric oxide injecLion into the stratosphere courd cause significantcrimatic effects' Recent work, which must be regarded as tentative, suggeststhat the reduction in globaI tempeatures may reach 5-10 deg c. A more likerydecrease in temperature is at most 0.S deg C.

synergism between these effects could amplify the globaI impacts of nuclear rdar,although they are to some extent mutualry exctusivJ. uaximim fioauction of dustresults from surface bursts, but these minimize I0ng-term fa110ut andphoto-chemical effects- (Groundbursts are likely for hardened targets, as theaccurate fusing reguired for low airbursts is difficurt to achievereliably (314) ) .

other widespread ecological effects .could resurt from mass fires, ross offorests, mutations, and soil erosion. uncertaiity dominates these possibilities
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stratospheric partitioning of strontium
forces expected during the mid 1980s.
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0.04
0.1
0.2
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0.6
0.8
I.0
1.5
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9

20

3, 360
3r200
5r810
1r650

800
3r000
1,990
2 t794

40
54

100

22,699
======

1
z
8

4

3

L7
14
30
I
4

14

100r
===

0.5 0

3.2 0

L7.4 0
15.1 0

L9.2 0

111.0 0

93.6 0

181,7 28.0
1.9 8. i.
0.5 23.7
0 100.0

444"2 159.8

(315) For example, the Minoan civilization afLer
(316) K.R. Peterson, oP cit.
(3I7) NAS, op cit, p44.

the eruption of Santorini.
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and it is not known how to calculate guantitatively theirchanges in human behaviour could arso occu, ." ,-il=ria-"rtrauma. There is a,ehaeorogicar evidence of civilisations
sone shattering experience (315) 

"

likelihood. I"tajor
the unprecedented

that disappeared after

for estimating worldwide fa110ut has been appried to ther the NAS study. ft was then used to examine worLdwideweapons expected during the mid l9g0s.
The weapon mix used in the NAS study consisted of five thousand I Mt weapons andone thousand 5 Mt ones(317), giving a total of 10,000 Mt. This mix of yieldsresurts in 608 of strontium 90 entering the Lower porar stratosphere (tps) and408 entering the Upper polar Stratosphere (UpS). The hemispfreric partitioningis 20:1 for the LPS and 4:r for the uPS. This-results in an overarr partitioningof approximately 8:1, contrasted with that used by NAS of 3:1. This differenceincreases the long-term falrout in the Northein nemi"phere by 20tr dnd reducesthe fallout in the southern Hemisphere by more than 50tr compared with thevalues caleulated by NAS.

The strategic force estimates given in Table 2.2 are now used to estimateworldwide falrout for an all-out nucrear war between the soviet union and theunited states' rf a}l weapons are detonated, the totar megatonnage is 13rg36Mt' A fission yierd of 50t is assumed for aIl weapons (The yield achieved usingthe minimum amount of fissile materiar efficientry is 5-10 kt. rt is thuslikely that even the smarlest strategic weaporr= 
"r" thermonuclear devices).

An empirical model (31G)
nuclear exchange used in
fallout from Lhe mix of

Illli.t;*-"::,::^:n:_*.::fl_yields and. srraLospheric parririonins of strontium e0
::*::^.1:^"::::f ::^"i:1":3: 5", ."u.r,-vi.il-i;;;-;.;il;'^;lil,,3rli"lll3l

Iu iI.#"n' ;;:. il; =51 "1ii"".,,*
90 is l-ha Frnmcnl'o-ia t^r1^--r -- . '
::, i"^,:1"^,:::T:ln::l:-:ili":: I:;:Ii";, 

- ili"';;;iir.5'il'"ffi:";iiT:li:
::::l"tt"e rarrout is calculated rrom the aeiosrii".-..ii;";i;:;'ll'ifl!"rarrour
model.

Stratospher ic
fnventory MCi

Surface
Deposition
kcilMci

Conversion
Factor

Activity
mCi,/sq. km.

For 30-50S (Nz) LPS
UPS

444
160

xL4
x95 =70

= 170

x
x

0. 0113
0. 0113

240

LPS 444
uPs 150

Additional
tropospheric

x 500
x 450

x
x

0. 0147
0.0147

3r300

l:lll
4r400

1r 200

For 30-50N (UsA)

88 0.014
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Nagasaki survivors (35 kn epicentre)from
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Therefore the predicted fallout for the middle laLitudes of the sout,hern
Hemisphere is 0.24 ci/sq.km, and for the micidl-e l-atitudes of the l{orthernHemisphere is 4.4 ci/sq-km without the tropospheric component(vix. 8.6 ci,/sq"krnwith delayed troSrcspheric farrout incruded)l icaring rrom the NAs figures givesa dose over three decades of approximatery 20 rem in the Northern HernS.sphere and1 rem in the southern Hemisphere. Roughly harf of this dose j.e detj.ciered j.n Lhefirst year after the war. surface aeposiiion of strontium 90 fol-l-*ws an annualcycle with the peaks occurring in the spring quarter. The first peal* w1"J-1- occurin the springtime, 5 months or more after a nuclear war and maxj"rnum depos1gs-onwill occur in the second spring quarter.

-
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The figure above is taken from 'Eleven steps to survivalr, by Emergency
Planning canada (Ministry of suppty and services canada, 19go), p5. rhe
information on pr01 has been extracted from pamphlets suppried by
British, canadian, swedish and swiss civir Defence departments.

ror a brief discussion of effectiveness, and cost, of domestic nucLear
shelters see New Scientist, 29 January, 199I, p2g4.
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HAZARD REDUCTION IN A DIRECT ATTACK

Even though a direct nuclear attack on New Zealand seems unlihely, inf*r:rl:l'j.,;;il
on reducing the hazard of a nuclear explosion may be of value, espeei"al)",r, for
those visiting the Northern Hemisphere. The immediate dangers r:f, c*ncerll are]
heatr light and initial nuclear radiation from the fireball (F'ig. 9-1), blast:"
and radioactive fall-ouL(318) .

Energencv Protection Measures

If you

1.

believe a nuclear attack is imminent:

Evacuate yourself and your family if you are in or near
area - viz. major city, industrial area, airportn port
installation, etc.

Plan for water and food supplies and for waste dis6rcsa1
at least 14 days (assuming normal supplies and services
Keep a battery radio with spare batteries, in order to
Def ence announcements.

a Iikely target.
facility, defence

for a period of
are disrupted).

listen to Civil

If you see a nuclear explclsion:

1. Take cftver inrnediately. If you are outside, throw yourself down on the
ground, preferabl"y behir:c1 a sol-id object so thaL you are shaded from the
fl-ash" If yc:u are inside, throw yourself on Lhe floor. If you are in a
car r sLop t.he car on the roaclside and lie down on the seat or on the
floor. These actions provide some protection frorn the light and heat
raysr as we]l as aEainst some of the initial radiation.

Stay under cov€r unti} the blast has passed. The blast winds move
oLrtwards fri:m the epicentre, and later in the opposite di::ection, for
about. a minute"

3. Attend to any iniuries you or people close to you have suffered"

4. Prepare yourself f,or protection against falLout.

Protection from fal-Ioui: requires the avoidance of:

- inhalation of dust.

- consumption of contaminated food or water.

- external radiation f,rom surfaces contaminated by fallout.

The most effective way to decrease exposure to fallout is to evacuate from a
fallout area. In New Zealarid the predominant wind direction is westerly, and
so fallout from a target. area is likeIy to pass over a narrow corridcr of land
and out to sea.

Shelters

Fallout shelters are unnecessary in areas free of direct fallout, and are of
very dubious value in areas directly attacked(319).

--a
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Additional cancer fatalities in the New zealand population
resulting from a 10r000 Mt Northern Ilemisphere nuclear war.
(A dose of 1.25 rem is used on a constant population of 3.2
million, and no change is assumed in present agricultural
methods or diet. )

l
Table 10.1

Table 10.2

risk estimate

UNSCEAR (L9771
rRcP-:26 (L9771
BErR-3 (1980)

Study

UNSCEAR (1977)
rRcP-26 (L977t
BErR-3 (1980) (i)

expected
total fatalities

300-700
400

300-920

Reference

( 385)
( 386a)
(321)

expected annual
fatalities. (i)

10-23
13

t0-31

Risk

75-L75
100

75-230

l

(i) An average value over 30 years. It is important to
compare Lhese incidences with the present death rate
from cancer in New Zealand of around 5r300,/year.

Radiation-induced Cancer Risk Estimates (fatal
cancers,/million people,/rem exposure) for an acute dose.

(i) Some contributors to BEIR-3 have disagreed with its
conclusions: Rossi considered that the risks are
overestimated by an order of magnitude, whereas Radford
considered that the risks are underestimated, and that
the true incidence is 412-1,295 (cited in (322)1.
Speakers at a recent conference have also suggested that
the whole BEIR-3 re1rcrt be revised because of new
evidence suggesting that the risk figures could be
underestimated, possibly by a factor larger than 2(323).

(320) National Research Council - National Acadeny of Sclenies, rlong-Term

Worldwide Effects of Multipte Nuclear Weapons Detonationsr (National
Academy of Sciences, 1975).

(321) Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects.of Ionising Radiation
(BErR-3) (NAS, NRC, 1981).

(322) J. Rotblat, rllazards of Low Level Radiation - Less Agreement, Dlore

Confusiont, BuII. Atomic Scientists ilune/July 1981, p31. Uncertainty
concerning htzard of plutonium 239 is especially great compared to that
from other radionuclidesr J.T. Edsall, op cit (ref (425) ).

(323) E. Uarshall rJapanese A-Bomb Data wilL be Revlsed' News and Comment in
Sciencer Vol 214, P3Ir 1981.

l
I
(
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10. MEDICAL CRISIS

Health Effects of Fallout Reachin New ZeaLand

New zearand would experience fallout from a major nuclear
Hemisphere. Further information on its arrivai, descent,distribution is contained in Appen4ix I0.1 (p. fI9).

war in Lhe Nort.herrr
and georlr.ephical

The dose of radiation received in the first 25 years after a lrlorthern Hemisphere10'000 Mt war for people living in the temperature zone of the southern
Hemisphere has been estimated in the NAS study at about 1.25 rem, rnost af whichwould be received in the first two or three ylu." (320) . About a fifth isattributed to carbon 14 (ha1f-life 6r000 yeaisl and this might contribrute afurther 1.2 rem of dose commitments spread over some 301000 years in the future.This rong-term commitment applies mainly to future generations and is relativelyinsignificant in comparison with background radiation which *ouiJ 

"*;r;;-;;-'--about 31000 rem in the same period.

The major falLout dose of r.25 rem (which may be an over-estimate, eee section8'3) is roughly equivalent to doubling t.he average natural background dose rateof 0'1 rem per year for L2 years. This will cause an increased incidence ofcancer over the following 5 to 40 years which is unlikely to be detectable incomparison with the natural incidence of cancer in New Zlaland. trn some areasof the world, the background dose rate is 3 or even l0 times higher thanaverage, but this has not caused an observable increase of cancer incidence(321).Nevertheless, some estimate can be rnade of the numbers of additional- cancerswhich nnight result from this dose, and this is done in Table 10.I. The riskestimates on which these results are based are given in Table 10.2r ancl have
breen assessed by national and internationar committees.

Further information on radiation-induced cancers is given in Appendix 10.2 (p.119).

Tn some circumstances, radioiodine could pose a short-term risk if nuclearweapons were detonated over Australia or the Tasman sea. The risk is almostimpossible to assess quantitativery, because fallout would depend criticarly onwind direction and weather at the time, but is unlikely to be serious. The doseand effects of radioiodine in New zealand as a result of a Northern llemi.spherenuclear war would be less than those attributable to other 1onger-livedradionucrides, and could amount to one or two ad<litional thyroid nodu1es or can-cers in the I'Iew zealanrl popuration over a 40 year period. A crude quantitative
assessment of rhe risk presented by radioiodine is given i" apesr_{ix_-rQ:3 (p.121).

Genetic diseases can also be expected in present and future generations as aresult of fal1out, but the incidence of a seriously-hanaicapping disease islikely to be small, and similar to the incidence of radiation-induced
cancers (321) .

Estimates of the incidence of disabling genetic diseases in the New Zeatandpopulation resulting from a 10r000 Mt Northern Hemisphere nuclear war are givenin Table t0-3- l4ore detailed discussions of these estimates is given inAppendix 10.4 (p.12s).

Although the results above strongly indicate that fallout resultinq from ata nualaut rur *ould rro ao
10,000 Mt Northern Hemi
health in New Zealand, some simple precautions, if sffurther 

" These precautions are outlined in Appendix I0.5 (p.t27)

-..-
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wide brin hats couTd become the new fashiont(326)"

Table 10.3

BErR (1980)

rrNscEAR (1977)

rRcP (1977)

Radiatlon-induced genetic defect,s

I

T
t
N
o
a
F
3

I
a
u
a

c

Seriously handicapping genetic
defects estimated per 1 rem of
parental exposure trnr million

live births

First Generabion

Seriously handicappiirg geneLi<:
defects in the New Zealand
trrcpulation

First GeneraLion (ii)

5-75

63

50

Eeuilibrlum (i )

60-1 r 110

185

200

r0-145

L29

98

Sum Total(iti)

LL7-2rL55

361

390

(i) The equilibrium value is the number of additionai- effects that. wilL
eventually occur in each generation, if the increased parental exposure
is experienced in -every. generation (which, of eourse, wonl t happen) "
llowever it has the same numerical value as the total number of, effects
summed over all succeeding generations after an ex[ruEure tn a single
Eeneration of parents (the nuci-ear war situation) "

(ii) The first generaLion (30 years) is assumed to received a dose of i-.25 rem.
The birth rate is assumed to be 52,000 live births per year viz" 1.55
mitrlion per generation.

(iii) This is the sum of all defects i.n all succeeding generations. It would,
in fact, be slightly greater, as this estimate does not include the very
small- dose derived from radionuclides with long half lives. Of these,
carbon 14 would contribute the largest dose, viz. 1.2 rem during the

' next 30r0O0 years(320). It is important to compare these inciclences with
the natural incidence of seriously-handicapping geneti.c diseases viz.
164,000 cases per generation(321).

G24) See rskin Cancer Deaths' in New Zealand Official Yearbook (Government

Printer, 1981) .
(325) Skin cancer is a disease easily diagnosed and treated in its early

stages, with a cure rate of over 90t. A1most half of all people who live
to be G5 will have had at least one skin cancer during their lifetime.
(American Cancer Society, 'Clincia1 Oncologyt (University of Itochester,
1978) ) .

(325) Climatologist, 1990.
(321) R.R. Dynes rOrganised Behaviour in Disasteri, llonog!:aph $eries lio"3

(1974), Disaster Research Center, Ohio State Universityr ciLed in D"K"

Kentsmith, 'ttinimising the psychological Effects of a Wartinne Disaster on

an Individualr, Aviation, Spage and Environment Medicine' ApriI 1980,

p409.
ior the continuance of psychological effects in a 5rcst-war environment
see A.M. Katz, rLife after Nuclear warr (Ballinger, 1981")i aLso R.J.
Lifton, rThe Prevention of Nuclear warr, g!1I-lentin q{ AEsmiq sgLentiqts'
Oct 1980, P38.

(328)

I
:

I
I
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10.2 Health Effects of Increased Ultra Violet Light. Intensity

Ihe 1975 NAS study (ref (320) ) concluded that up to 70t of the ozone lay*r in
the atmosphere of the Northern Hemisphere would be depleted by a 1.0,000 Mt
Northern Hemisphere nuclear war. The same war would reduce Southern l{emisphere
ozone by a smaller amount' perhaps 20-40t. The ozone layer is expected to
achieve a 608 recovery from its initial depletion over a perio<l of Z trs 4 yeai:s.
For a 50t depletion of the ozone layer, the NAS report has estimateri t.hat a
3-308 increase in skin cancers would result, due to increased ui-tra violet (UVB)
light intensities at ground Ievel (3241. For the New Zealand populat.ion, 4-40
additional skin cancer deaths per year might be anticipated for a 50t depieti-on,
using this NAS risk estimate. However, since a 50t depletion of the ozorle )-ayer
above New Zealand appears an unlj.kely consequence of a Northern Hemisphere war,
considerably fewer deaths could be anticipated.

Other non-fata1 effects of increased ultra violet light intensities would
include skin changes (such as wrinkling, hyperpigmentation, hypopigmental-ion,
and atrophy) especially in younger age groups. The most common sites for
cancers and other skin diseases would include nose, ear, top of the head,
Iip, cheek, and front of the neck(325). skin damage in a post-war society
be exacerbated by a shift in employment pattern to more outdoor work, and
shortage of pharmaceutical sunscreens. Compensating trends might include
decline in outdoor leisure activities such as sailing and skiing, and an
increased awareness of the value of protective clothing (and sunscreens if
were readily available).

lower
might

bya
a

these

19r3 Psychological Effects

Previous majr:r disasters, including the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, have given
insight into the likely effects of a nuclear war on psychological health.
Dynes (327\ | for example, taking a major war as his iltustration, identifies the
following phases in the psychological impact:

Predisaster phase * international tensions are mounting and conventional weapons
are being used in Iimited confrontations. Individuals may deny any danger
exists or may develop anxiety symptoms, or may adapt by leaving perceived target
zones.
Warning and threat phase - large scale conventional or limited nuclear war
begins. In an unprepared population, panic coul-d be widespread, for instance
among the 138 of Aucklanders who believed that their city would be attacked, and
among the 28t who previously had considered that nuclear war was untikely (refer
survey results on p36).
rmpact phase - a major nuclear exchange occurs, resulting in a communications
break with targeted areas, and the arrival of alarming reports from surviving
areas. nynes(327) suggests that, in this situation, mosL individuals (759) will
be dazed or stunned but two minority groups wiIl respectively either remain
effective, or degenerate to a state of absolute panic and acute confusion.
duration of the impact phase could be quite brief if New Zealandwerenot
attacked, and the consequences of a nuclear war were known and had been
internalised by a significant proportion of the population beforehand. If New
Zealandwere attackedr the impact phase could persist almost indefinitely for
some individuals (328) .
Inventory phase - a time of reassessment
the impact phase, but for those who had
by apathy and aimless wandering(327). A
symptoms could be concern expressed for
Northern Hemisphere (refer survey, p36).

for those individuals who had coped with
not, this phase could be characterised
major contributing factor to these

relatives and close friends in the
Socioeconomic upheavals (e.g. loss of

--
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(329) R.R. Dlmes, oP cit.
(330) Symptoms inctu<Ie psychosomatic loss of motor or sensory functlon (e.9.

paralysis, Loss of taste) and obsessive concern over personal hygiene.
(331) New Zealand Officlal Yearbook (Department of Statistics, 1980).
(332) The 1929 New York stockmarket coLlapse preceded an increase in suicide

rates.
(333) See for example l,larljke Robinson in rFuture Contingencies: 2 Societal

Disasterr (Comnisslon For the Future, 1982).
(334) A. trorreEt et al, rCompanion to Psychiatric Studiesr, (Churchlll

Llvingstone, 1978).
z.J. LlPowski in@,
L. Rees tstress, Dlstress and Diseasel
L28, L976, g3t 2.J. Litrrcwski, oP cit.
2.,J. Llpoweki, oP cit.
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(335 )

(337)

March L977, p134.
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urban jobs) courd, for some, cause I situational psychosisr , charact.erise,J L,.virritabirity and disturbed sleep. Even if the individual was ab]e tr: <:c,pe r,;i.tiithe turn of events, but was nevertheress subjected to proJ-onged sLress, il*r:i:r:$j.rwould be likery. Dynes(329) believes that aL least a third of ai-l indivi.dr-ralsinvolved in a nuclear holocaust will show symptoms of severe anxiety, and ,,will
appear dazed and withdrawn and (wilr) wandei inout aimressly,'.
Rescug, -remedv ald reqoverv phase - initial psychol0gical reaction coulcl beexpected to continue for many months. some aorra feel fortunate, or feel. a senseof achievement derived from a mastery of the crisis" Less successfr-ll- reacti-onscould include anxiety sLates, phobia-, anger and aggression, anr3 prolongedmourning. Long-lasting effects of specific neurotic illnesses might includehystericar conversion sYmptoms, obsessive-compulsive neuroses and anxiet.yreactions (330) .

After a nuclear !uar, a 1ong list of problems wouldpsychological ef fects :

Drug withdrav.ral - New zealand's 53,000 chronic alcoholics and 50-200,000excessive drinkers (331) would begin to suffer withdrawal if alcohol suppliesrvere dj'srupted. rrritability and other reactions might accompany withdrawarfrom nicotine (in imported tobacco), caffeine (imporied tea, loffee andchocolate) and pharmaceut.ical drugs such as tranquirlisers (vari.u"n) .oth9r medical- concerns - shortages of imported drugs courd create fear, or evena threat ttrifei" i"dividuals suffering from, for example, depression,diabetes, asthma, and certain heart diseases. pubric anxiety over fallout couldbe intense' Even today, cancer is a dreaded disease, ancl iL is likely thatthese fears, whether realistic or not, wourd be greatry intensified.
Igglggtg*col1-?!.Eg - those with substantial investments in banks, sharesr andinsurance schemes would be hardest hit if a calamitous l-oss of, confidenceoccured in the commercial sector of the economy(332).
r]-lgrulwmgnl - the association between unemployrnent and health (physical andpsycnoloqicar) is well-documented(333). However, the unprecedented rever ofunemployment resulting from the economic dislocation of a nuclear war(cr:nsidered in the next section, p133) may alter social attitudes to work (andthe unemployed) in both the formar and informar economies.

A.striking decline in suicide rates occurred in both world wars in countries asdiverse as the united Kingdom and switzerland (a non-combatant) (334), suggestingthat when a state of national cohesion develops during a crisi", inaiuiduals mayacquire a sense of purtrrcse within their own society.

These widespread stresses could cause an increase in psychosomatic diseases.- --- E-JPsvchologicar st.ress r.nav be, indirectrv, as injurious aq extremes of{-annorr}rrra ns}La-^*i ^ -: -..- -.. - : - -te*peruture, pathoqenlc * iseasesthatareexacerbatedby,a@ypsycho1ogica1StreSsincIul

begin to have severe

$rar on psychological health are more
changes would be stressful, and

damage, and epidemics would be

stress incluldeasthma, diabetes mellitus, essentiar hypertension, iscnaemic heart disaease,rheumatoid arthritis, thyrotoxicosis, uicerative coritis, chrohnrs disease,urticariar ?nd eczema(33G). Bur srress is nor ..;;;;;;iir-nrai-,"renic, and mayindeed be beneficiar. "rts effect on hearth depends on a personrs copingcapacity, social support, and other factors. rire key intervening variables inpsychosocial stress are information, its cognitive appraisal, su6iecti;;-;;;i"gand emotions" (337)

The longer term consequence of a nuclear
difficrrlt to assess. Enforced lifestyle
undoubtedly, fears over cancer, genetic

---
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some adul-ts can be. f f theg knew it
theg support it. Once in a whil-e lt
tine in Tife nag not be so far off as

US adol-escent on the arms race, 1981(338)

tlf a sense of locaL identitg emerges, and reLiance on the communitg for the
satisfaction of needs such as health, education, and sociaT interaction is fe7t,
the individual wiLL see mote cTearlg his own stake in that conmunitg, and crime
wiTl decreaseo(343)..

nlnfectious diseases a-re never statjc. The conditions under which theg
increase, or decrease, change. The diseases, and their methods of prevention,
require continuing studg. We must not take success for qrantedn ( 348 ) .

(338) J.E. It{ack, rThe Psychological Effects of the Nuclear Arms Race', BuIl.
Atomic Scientists, April, 1981.

(339) J.W. Prescott, 'Body Pleasure and the Origins of Violencer,
Scientists, Nov, 1975.

BulI. Atomic

(340) See for example W. Innes, rHow to Survive in Suburbiat, (Pupuke Press,
r981).

(341) The term Inuclearr itself might cease to be used in this context.
(342) E.lvl. Schumacher, 'Sma1l is Beautifulr (Cox Wyman, L973). See also T.H.

Holmes and R.H. Rahe, rThe Social- Readjustment Rating Scaler Journal of
Psychosomatic Research, Vol 1I, L967i also ref (358).

(343) M. Smith, 'Crime and Punishmentr, in rNew Zealand 2001', ed. G. Bryant
(Cassel1, 198I).

(344) The services offered by several hospitals to assist relatives of victims
of the Ivlt Erebus air disaster are useful examples. About one-third of the
adult population coufd be affected (see Table 3.2 (p. 36)).

(345) Up to 40? of children in some parts of New Zealand have not received
immunisation against measles (S.R. West et al, rHealth Survey, HeaIth
Needs and Primary carer, NZ Med. J., vol 9I, No.657, 1980) . The few
cases of diphtheria that still occur do so mainly among non-immunised
people in areas where the level of immunisation is 1ow, and serve as a
reminder that, unless immunisation 1evels are maintained, diphtheria
could once again become common in New Zealand

(345) In 1978 in Holland, where 90-95t of the population is immunised against
poliomyelitis, there was an outbreak of 110 cases (Health, Journal of
Commonwealth, Dept of Healthr Vol 29, No.1, 1979'). Immunisations against
influenza generally fail to induce the desired immunity due to frequent
changes in the virus. See M.S. Pereira, rFlu: The Mutant Virust, World
Health July, 1978.

(347)

(348)
(34e)

These are diptheria, tetanus, whooping cough,
tuberculosis (see rsix Killersr, World Hea1th,
Health, Vol 29 , L977.
E. Lund rHuman Pathogens as Potential Hea1th Hazards in the Reuse of
Waterr Ambio vol 7, p56, 1978. See also H.L. Abrams W.E. Von Kaenel
'MedicafEblens of Survivors of Nuclear War' New England J. Medicine
vol 302, pL226, 1981.

measles, trrcIio, and
Feb. L977, p4).
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prevalent. Other fears might inctude the threats Snsed by further conflict or
invasion (by combatants or refugees). Many thousands of nuclear weapons would
be likely to be unaccounted for, creaUng a situation where children and
adolescents would grow up in a threatened environment. Surveys have shown that
adolescents (in the United States) are "deeply disturbed by the threat of
nuclear war, have doubt about the future and about their own surviva1... have
doubts about planning families, or are unable to think ahead in any long-term
sense" (338). These reactions could continue indefinitely for some individuals.

New zealand society might have less access to alcohol, tobacco, barbiturates andtranquilisers. Violence on the television screen and in the cinema might becurtailed. Essentially spectator sports (such as boxing and rugby) could
decline (along with personal mobility), resulting in a reduction in aggression
and other social pathologies(339). The strengthening of local communiiy, in
response to a decline in personar mobility, wourd be psychologically
benefical (340) . Reduced availability of state institutional care mlght reverse
the present trend towards the nuclear family(341). A greater degree of sharedresponsibility for child rearing and for the household would change the statusof women. a significant shift to small-scaIe worker-owned cottage industries
could offer job sati-sfaction and reduced stress for those who accept the
Schumacher philosophy (342) .

Reducing the Psychological Effects of Nuclear WaL

Public misinformation is a major problem today. Many people believe that
nuclear war will kill everyone on earth. Public awareness of the real threat
posed by this rneglected expectation' (p33) is essential if the impacts are to
be minimized. Medical practitioners, or Iay counsellors, with appiopriate
training could assist the large number of people mourning relatives in the
Northern Hemisphere (344). The churches could also have a significant role inthis process. The loss of cultural treasures, particularly in Europe, could bemitigated (albeit slightly) if copies or replieas of music, art, literature, andscientific knowledge were held in New Zealand.

10.4 Health in a Post-War Era

Communicable Diseases

Since imported vaccines and antibiotics would not be available, new patterns of
communciable disease might emerge in a postwar New Zealand. Vaccination
progralnmes could be upset by migration and other social disruptions. Even
today, a large minority of New Zealanders lack adequate protection against
common communicable diseases (345) . Yet even when the level of immunisation ishigh, the risk is not insignificant for some of these diseases(34G). It isstill the case that the six most dangerous childhood infections identified by
the WorId Health organisation could again become prevalent in New Zealand,
without requiring re-introduction from overseas (347) .

Demographic shifts in New Zealand (e.g. urban to rural, south to north) could
create local overcrowding, with consequent overloading of water and sewage
disposal systems. With overcrowding, there would be an increased risk of
diseases such as rubella, streptococci infections and rheumatic fever,
influenza, whooping cough, measles, diphtheria and tuberculosis. Contaminated
water would increase the risk of typhoid fever, salmonella infection,
leptospirosis and hepatitis(349). urban migrants would be at risk from tetanus,
brucellosis and hydatids, diseases presently restricted to rural areas of New
Zealand. Conununicable diseases could be introduced into New Zealand by
refugees. Malaria, cholera, tuberculosis and leprosy could be introduced from

tr- -1
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rThe 1918 infTuenza epidemic overran Nevt ZeaLand in a matter of weeks after a
ship carrging sick peopTe arrived. The deaths ryere in excess of 6,700, and 4G%
of these were in ertfter AuckTand or WeJlington"(353).

Post War Tobacco and Alcoho1 Consumption

During the crisis phases, tobacco and arcohol consumption are rikely to
increase sharply, but what happens during the later recovery phases would
depend largely on psychoJ.ogical reactions and the production of these products.

About half of the tobacco consumed in New Zealand is imported leaf from the
United states, Iikely to become unavailable in the event of a nucLear war. This
is a result of a trading agreement (GATT), and, i.n time, New zealand could
become self-sufficient" According to the United States surgeon General, most
smokers (up to 90t) wish to break their addiction(356). They may choose to
exploit a temporary shortage by deciding to give up smoking, or they nay switch
to alternatives, especially since remaining tobacco would be more expensive.
(Marijuana cultivation is likely to increase sharply, especially since law
enforcement officers may be facing more pressing problems during the impact
phases).

Most of the alcohol consumed in New Zealand is locally produced" Commercial
producers may find market vegetables more profitable, especialJ-y during a period
of economic uncertainty. Two factors could compensat,e for any decline in
production: a resurgence in home brewing, and the production of ethanol as an
alternative transport fuel in the longer term. Consumption iilay shift away from
the public bar to the home (as public mobility declines), but whether more or
less would be consumed can only be guessed at" Government measures could also
discourage the recovery of the cigarette and tobacco production and distribution
industries if this was thought to be in the nationrs interests. Similarly, fuel
ethanol could be officially denatured to avoid consumption, bootlegging and
accidental poisonings"

(350) Although these diseases are generalJ-y considered tropi.cal, malaria could
possibly exist in northern New Zealand (see rMalaria fear by health
officert, Nz Herard, 5 Dec l-98l-). cholera has appeared regularry in
European countries, and leprosy was once fairly common in Norway (seerLeprosyr Encyclopaedia Brittani.ca). J. Brisou rThe Health Situation
Around The lvlediterraneant, Anbio, vol 5, No.5, p342. Tubercurosis was
once quite common in New ze;Im, and reachea epiaemic proportions in
Austraria as recentry in 1947 (Hearth, Journar of commonwealth
Department of Health, Vol 28, No.l-, 19Tg).

(351) Migratory birds (as weJ-I as pigs) can act as reservoirs and carriers for
influenza, A. Zahr |WHOrs Communicable Disease programmer WorLd Hea1th
Nov 1980. Migratory birds could conceivably bring bacteriotogical
agents to New zealand - see R.L. prosterman rsurviving to 3oo0', p3rg
(Duxbury, L9721. "wellfounded reasoning suggests that, the world is now
awaiting the return of an influenza pandemic that would be as widespread
as that of 1918. The world wide monitoring of both human and animal
diseases ought to be strictly co-ordinated. rt remains to be seen from
which animal species will come the influenza virus of the sixth great
pandemic of the 20th century, and what its scale will bern A. zahra, op
cit.
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Australia or from the Pacifi-c rslands, especially if Asian migrants transmittedthese diseases through Austraria(350). Also, new strains of infruenza courd betransmitted by migrating birds from the Northern Hemisphere nations(35r).These places may be having epidemics associated with socioeconomic corrapse, andperhaps the effects of bacteriological weapons (352) .

The following steps courd reduce the threat of communicable diseases after anuclear war:

- estabrishment of stock-piles, or local production, of presentry importedvaccines and antibiotics.
- achievement of a higher degree of

communicable diseases (and, in the
perhaps eradication).

immunization against the conmon
case of brucellosis and diphtheria,

- improvement of sewage disposar systems in some areas (354) .- improvement in public education on matters of personal hygiene andpreventative medicine, contanination of water suppries, andcharacteristics of common communicable diseases.- establishment of quarantine facirities for refugees (capable of rapidexpansion if required).
- estabrishment of laboratory facilities that in times of need couldinvestigate new strains of infruenza and other diseases incruding thoseassociated with biological weapons(355). These facilities could also beused to investigate the storage of vaccines for diseases that couldpotentially exist in this country.

Heart Disease

Non-congenital heart disease accounts for about one third of all deaths in Newzealand (357) ' rf tobaeco consumption was cut by two-thirds, deaths fromcoronary heart disease wourd drop by 20*, a saving of some rr70o rives eachyear ' The impact of nucrear war on tobacco and alcohor consumption isconsidered on the facing page. Arso a'reduction in obesiLy, resurting from areduced calorie input and from more exercise (cycling, ,uirirrg, physicallabour, home gardening) wourd undoubtedly have beneficiar effeits on the heartand other organs' Arthough psychorogicai stress could increase the risks ofheart attacks in vurnerabre indiviauats during the early crisis phase, in thelonser term it is plausible that a slower-p..ia rif;;l;i.-;;;i; conrribure ro adecline in the incidence of heart diseasesl3sg).

Cancer

Fallout would probably cause a smaII, but undetectable, increase in theincidence of cancer in New zealand. rt is trrcssible, however, that the result ofa u'ar confined to the Northern Hemisphere would be that cancer rates in Newzealand wourd actualry decrease, if consumption of tobacco, alcohor, andprocessed food decrined(359). A reducea exposure to industrial chemicals in a;rcst war society might also contribute to a decline in cancer rates (360) .

Accidents

A rapid decrine in the use of the privaLe motor car (as vehicre and fuelimports were cut) would substantiaily redu." 
-irr. 

road tolr (3Gr) . pubrictranstrrcrt is, in generar, much safer - especialry for young, adurt mares.Fewer accidents related to motorcycring, power boating, skiing, motor mowers,and rugby might also be expected. a decline in industrial production would bedirectly associated with fewer industrial accidents. This reduction could bearrested by the use of more primitive safety equipment (the siiuation in nanyThird World countries today(362))
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(352) Epidemics would be likely in any country attacked with nuclear weapons.
Medical personnel and medicines would be scarce. Water and sewage
systems would be damaged and insects would breed in the borpses of the
dead. Perhaps a quarter of the immediate survl.vors of a nuclear attack
would succumb later to connmunicable diseases, especially tuberculosis and
plague: see [I"L. Abrams, <lp eit (ref (349). Bubonic plague has already
killed over 12 milLion poeple this century and is endemic in all
continents, (World ltealth Chronicte, Nov L979i also H.L. Abrams, op cit
(ref (349)). A1so, hot spots of radioactivity around bombed areas in the
Northern Hemisphere (especJ.a1y devastated reactors) night induce a higher
rate of mutation in some pathogens, increasing their virulenee (NAS 1975
retrrcrt, ref, (320)). A fairl-y simple mutation of the influenza virus soon
after the First Wori-d War ended enabled it to spread and kill even more
peole than the war did: see tGenetic Engineeringr, NelL Zealand
Environmen!, Aug L977 " Some examples of biologi.cal agents that could be
u$a-G wil inciude infl-uenzar yellow fever, smallpox, anthrax, cholera,
pLague and typhoid fever! see R.L. prosterman, op cit (ref (351) ) p3I4.
Blast damage from nuclear weapons could also release stores of smallpox
in the United States back into the environment (H.L. Abrams op cit (ref
(349) p L2281 and this could also apply to biological weapons
Iaboratories in the United States and Soviet Union) "(353) R.E. Owen, 'An Enclycopedia of New Zealandr (Goverrunent Printer, 19G6).

(354) In New Zealand, 21t of community sewage is disposed on Land via septic
tanks, and 13$ is discharged into the ocean as raw sewagei both practices
can constitute a hazard to heal"th (see l{ew ZeaLand Eqgineering, ,June },
1980, p2). Good exampJ-es of the hazard of human sewage to health are
provided by J" Brisou, rThe Health Situation Around the Mediterraneanr,
Ambio, Vol 6, No"6 o 8t342.

(355) R.L" Prosterman, op cit (ref (351") ) ,, p3I4.
(356) The Surgeon Generalrs Report on llealth Fromot,ion and,Disease, !Ilealthy

People', US Dept, of llealth, Educat.ion and Welfare.
(357) New Zealand Official Yearbook (Government FrinLer, 1990).
(358) A decline in such occupati.ons as administrator, machine operator, and

office worker and an increase in f,arm labouring and craftsmanship would
significantly decrease st,ress related di.seases such as heart disease:roccupational Stress!, U.S. Dept. of ltrealt,hr Education and Welfare;'
National rnstitute for occupational safety and Health, l97g"

(359) Smoking is thouEht to cause 908 of lung cancer deaths - about 11600 per
year in New Zealand" Alcoholo too, has a proven relationship with cancer,
and it is estimated to cause 4-58 of totaL cancer deaths (see ,1.f.
Fraumeni, rPersons at I{J.gh Risk of Cancer' (Academic press, 1975) ). The
cancer risk associated with processed food is atso discussed in D.p.
Burkitt, op cit, (ref (41-9) ) .(350) some (e.g. s" Epstein, Technology Review, December l9g0) consider
two-fifths of cancer deaths in the United states in the next 30 years
will be associated with environrnental asbestos, arsenic, benzenel
chromium, nickel- oxides and petroleurn fractions, Others (see Journal of
lrational-gancgr rnstitute, Decernber r979) poi"nt out that, i.n spTfe or
longstandinq industri"alization and a rapidly expandinq petrochemical
industry, overall cancer raLes are decLining for both sexes if turnours
related to tobacco and al_ocho _ are excluded.

(351) Over 500 deaths and 14r00tt injunl"es per year, resulting in an economj"c
loss estimated at $500 rnillion" See rMotor Accident,s in New Zealandr,
statist.ical statement calendar year 19?9, l4inistry of Transport"

(362) N.L" Ramanathan K. Shrikant rOccupational Environment and Health in
Indiar Ambio Vol 4, No.I, p60.

(353) J.A" Ew@ B.A. Rouse, rDrinki-ng, AlcohoJ- i.n American society-Issues and
Current Research, r, (NeIson hall, 197B) .

(354) A New Zealand hospital survelr showed that alcohol was t-he dj"rect. cause of
25t of hospital admissions; the incl-usion of indirect causes increases
this figure to 44t, (Hqq.l-tho \rol 32, l"g80).

(355) D.P" Burkitt, op cit, (ref (419) ) "
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Other effecLs on health

It is possible, perhaps like1y, that tobacco and alcohol consumption would
decline once the impact phase of a nuclear war had passed. A decline in tobacco
consumption could reduced incidences of cancer and heart disease, and alsobronchitis, emphysema, gastro-duodenal ulcers and perinatal mortality(fSO1.

A large change in alcohol consumption(363) could, assuming no other factors,lead to:

- a large change in alcoholism, Iiver cirrhosis, violent assaults, rapes,transtrrcrt accidents, mental illness, suicides, death by drowning, burns
and faIIs, hospital admissions (364).

- a moderate change in obesity, psychosocial problems (e.g. child abuse),sexual dysfunctions, pancreatitis, and gastritis.

- a smarr change in cancer, vitamin deficiency diseases, and
cardiomyopathy.

A long term decline in calorific intake would reduce obesity and heart disease,
and also diabetes, hypertension, hernias, and various accidents. A shortage ofimported sugar could improve dental health, while an increase in dietary tlure(reflecting better balance of cerears and vegetabres and meat in the longer term)could reduce the incidence of diabetes and hypertension, and also hernias,varicose veins, diverticurosis, and coronic cancer (3G5) .

A short term reduction in g1obal ternperature (see p93) would produce somecasualties among the elderly and the very young, in addition to the naturalattrition associated with the vicissitudes of weather (3G6).

Effects on the Health Svstem

A devastating nucrear war in the Northern Hemisphere could precipitate a declinein New Zealand hospital services, especially those in which sophisticated
diagnostic and therapeutic procedures are used. Already, thesi services areproving excessively expensive (and cutbacks are being imposed), but in addition
most medical equipment and pharmaceutical products are imported from thetargeted countries of the Northern Hemisphere.

Much of present effort and expense is devoted to proronging the erderrypatientrs last few years of life(357). rn a post-war society, more resources
may have to go Lo low-technology preventive medicine, if onty because
high-technorogy medicine is unavailable from traditional "uppti"r". Measures toenable an adequate delivery of health care to all sectors oi- the population
could include:

- stockpiling (or achievement of self-sufficiency in) essentiar
pharmaceuticals and medicar suppries, incruding common drugs and
contraceptives.

- public education programmes in preventive medicine, and encouragement forindividuals to accept greater responsibility for their own health.
allocation of resources to the training of public health nurses and
paramedics (rather than doctors), who courd assume a greater
responsibility for primary health care(36g).

- electronie or other alternative storage of present medical knowledge.

FI I
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(365) See 'Freeze kills 600 a daYr (in the Northern Hemisphere) in The New

Zealand Times 3 Jan I L982.
(361) Il""pit.l" fr"ction mainly as refuges for the elderly and asylums for the

mentally distressed. With 7lt of patients either over 64 or in
psychiatric care, the predominant function of the hospital is custodial.
See P. Davis, 'Health and Health Carer, in P. Spoonley et aI, 'New
Zealand Sociological Perspectivesr (Dunmore, 1982) .

(368) These Iast two measures are argued for forcibly by Ivan Illich in rl,imits
to I'lediciner (Penguin Books I L977]. .
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10.5 Summarv

ts on health in New Zealand of a Northern Hemisphere nucl-ear wa
ho

r
includinq an attack on Australia) are likely to be edominantl

and socioeconomic.

For large numbers of individuals, the psychological effecLs could be very severe
and for some even result in suicide. In general, these adverse effects would
resolve in the long term, with even an improvement in the psychological healthof some groups being trnssible. Communicable diseases could, however, pose a
serious long-Iasting health problem in [rcst-war society, depending on the extentof socioeconomic collapse, refugee influxes and the spread of global pandemics.
The extent of this problem could range fron an insignificant increase, up to
severe epidemics. Uncertainties also exist over the effects of fall-out. Frompresent knowledge, a slight increase in the cancer rate might occur, though a
decrease is not unlikely. rn the longer term, genetic disease could show anincrease, but current (limited) knowledge suggests that this would be small inrelation to the present effects of gene mutations on health.

Socioeconomie and lifestyle changes could decrease the morbidity and mortality
from accidents and heart disease among younger age groups. Drug use and itseffect on health could also change, with a decline in tobacco 

"or,"o*ption, and
changes in alcohol consumption being possibilities.

The adverse effects of a nuclear war, in which New Zealand was not attacked,
could be mitigated by individual and government action. The dissemination offactual and useful information could reduceraccuar and usetur lntormatron c?uld reduc,g many of t ,anat dapproachwould
reguire a marked change in public attitude. If this change occurred after anuclear war, it would be much less effective. A prevention-oriented approach
would have benefits whether or not a nucrear war occurred.

---
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Table A10.1 Relative contamination of milk by caesium
90 at New Zealand locations. (Values are
activity at Christchurch associated with

137 and strontium
normalized to unit

strontium 90).

Location

Canterbury, Dunedin, Christchurch
Westl-and
Palmerston North, Wellington
Taranaki
Northland, Auckland
Waikato

caesium 137 strontium 90

1.0
8.8
2.5
4.9
L.2
L.2

1.5
r7.0
5.0

49.5
4.s (i)

23.0

Average

(i) For the
because

16 .8

Ereater Northland area, this figure could
the Northl-and testing sj.te was considered

3.2

be nearer 15-30,
atypical (373) .

(35e) R. Melick and L. Van Middlesword, rRadioiodi.ne in Animal Thyroid Gland's
From 1965 lo L972', Med. J. Austr Vol L, L974, p29g.

(370) Narional A,caderny or Giei?fr-ol cit. (ref (320i ) .

(371) R.J. Garner, !Transfer of Radioactive Materials From
Environment to Anj.ma1s and Manr r CRC Critical Review

The Terrestrial
in Environmental

Control-, Sept 1971.
1372]. T. Baltakmens' L.P. Gregory, rProfj-les of strontium 90 and caesium I37

concentrations in sel-ected Nerq Zealand soil-s and their bearing on milk
contamination leveLst, N"z.q. Ecience, Vol ZA, Lg77, p425"

(373) rbid.
(374) J.w. Bawn, !Popltlation Heterogeneity Hypothesis in Radj"ation-Induced

Cancerr, Hea1th physicF vo1 25, 1973, p97
(375) Advisory Committ-ee on the Biological Effect-s of ronising Radiations(BEIR-l) rEffects on Fopulations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionising

Radiatj"onsr (National Acaderny of Seiences - Irlational Research Cour.lcil,
L977) .

(375)

(377 )

(378)

Benefit - Cost Analysis for activities
AJ-ternativesi, (NAS - NRC, 1977).

Frigeric, tThe Role of Natural Radiations
J. Public Itealth Vol GG, L976, p3I.K.Z. Morgan, rRadiation-fnaucea Health Effects! Science Vol 195, Lg77,p344.

( 3B5a) Recommendations of the rnternational comnission

BEIR-Z, rConsideration of }lealth
fnvolving Radiation Exposure and
A.P. Jacobson, I..A." pl_at.o, N"A,"
in Human Leukemogenesisr, Afller.

Protection, IRCP-26, Annals of the__Igep, Vol l,

(379) K-2. Morgan, lCancer and Low tevel ronising Radiation', BuII. Atomicscientists vol 34, l_979, P30(380) National Academy of sciences, rRisks Associated with Nuclear power, aCritical Review of the f,iteraturer, (NAS lg7g) .(381). W..I. C1ark et aI, rstrontium 90: nffects of Chronic lngestion on
FarrowinE Performance of Miniature swiner, science vol 169r iglo, p59g.(382) T.D. Lucky et,atr, rronising Radiat,ion is neffil,Fror optimum
Reproduction in Paramecium Bursariar, Abstricts of American Meeting ofAm. Soc. Microbiolr Las Vegas L979, Abstract I-g3, p94.(383) R.J" Hickey et al, rLow Level ronising Radiation 

"ni Hr*an Mortality,Multiregional Epidemiologicar- studiesi, Hea,L,Eh_Lhysics vor- 40r r9gr,p625.
(384) ,J. Rotblatr op cit (ref (32}l,t 

"(3s5) The rlatent periodr is the lnterval between the exposure to radiation andand the appearanee of a radiation-induced disease. see J. Rotb1at, rThe
Risks for Radiation Workersrr BPII. Atomic Scientistsr Sept igZg, pef.(386)Re;rortoftheUnitedNationssmirreirrectsot
Atomic Radiation, tsources and Effects of ronising Radiationr, (ITNSCEAR,
L9771 .

on RadioLogica}
L977.

t
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dix 10.1: Arrival, Descentr and ical Distribution of Fallout

rn.New zealand, there would be no trace of fallout in the first week following amajor nuclear exchange in the Northern Hemisphere. During the second week,fallout, predominantly iodine 131, would begin to be aetectea. (Thyroid glandsof New zealand sheep have contained radioiodine two weeks after atmosptreri;- --tests conducted in china(369)). The"maximum rate of deposition of longer-rivedradionuclides such as strontium 90r ca€sium I37, and plutonium 239 would occurabout two years after a war with most of these arriving within five years(370).This pattern assumes the most plausible circumstance of a nuclear war rastingfor a few days only.

Radionuclides can descend into the biosphere either as dry particurates or inrain. For a climate like New zealandrs, most fallout (80i) woutd descend asrain, and the rest (20t) as particulates(371).

soviet, American, and French atmospheric nuclear detonations in both hemisphereshave been related to farlout patterns observed over New zearand(372). strontium90 distribution in New zealand milk was found to depend rargery on mean rocalrainfall, although for caesium 137 the correlation was less marked. Neitherradionuclide showed any variation with latitude. Differences in fixingcapabilities of local soils were also significant. For example, in westland andTaranaki, strontiun 90 was more readily avaitable for root ultur". Even morepronounced was the high uptake of caesium 137 by prants gro"i.rg in theyerlow-brown loam soils of Taranki and waikatotiz:1. These 
"oit" fix caesium r37very poorly, because they are lacking in illite clay (which has a strongaffinity for this radionucride). caesium 137 uptake was also increased, but toa lesser extent, in plants growing in the volcanic soils of Auckland andNorthland. Resurts are summarised in Tabre A10.1. The variabirity of fatloutuptake into milk is strikingly demonstrated where there are large l-ocalvariations of soil compositon or rainfall within a district 1e.!. taranaki).

Appendix 10.2: Radiation-Induced Cancer

The hazard presented by the 1ow level
matter of some disagreement among the
support:

radiation arising from radionuclides is ascientific community. Three views have

A.

C.

gonli+uous ilcfease - no threshold hypothesis: the biological effects oflonlslng radration are hazardous at all levels, with risk increasing withdose (374-380).

B. lhreshold hypothesis: risks increase with increasing dose above aIthresholdr dose which has no observabre effect(3g3t.

bengficial effects hypothesis: low levels of ionising radiation, such asenvironmenLal background radiationl dr€ beneficial to human populations,
and result in extended life span, reduced risk of chronic aiseise, andreproductive advantages (38I-393) .

The concensus of scientific
process, though the risk at
dose(384). Hypothesis A has
BEIR-3 report which are used

opinion supports hypothesis A as the more likely
smaIl doses may be 1ess than in proportion to the
been used in deriving the risk estimates in thein Tabl-e 10.2.

expected to begin
the first. The

to 25 years for
of all cancer
and lung(386).

The radiation-induced cancers listed in Table r0.1 would be
appearing 5-7 years after a nucrear war, with reukemia being
average ratent period for leukemia is about r0 years and up
other cancers(385). Leukemia would comprise about one-fifth
cases, with other cancers being of the thyroid, breast, bone

---

-----
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(387) R. Melick and L. Van Middlesworth, op cit ,(ref (359) ). rltalf-Iifer is
the time in which half of an initial quantity of radionuclide decays by
emitting'ionising' radiation.

(388) R. Meliek and L" Van Middlesworth, op cit (ref (359) ). New Zealand
levels were adjusted due to the larger size of New Zealand sheep
thyroids. L. Van Middlesworth, rRadioiodine in the niosphere during
1958I, Nature, YoL. 22L, 1959"

(389) Ibid. However, at this time, New Zealand iodine 131 levels eould have
been artifically high due to recent French test in the pacific.

(390) Proceedings of a Slzmposium, rRadiological Protection of the Public in a
Nuclear Mass Disastert, Interlaken, Switzerland, 26 ttlay - 1 June, 1968.

(391) S. Glasstone' P.J. Dolan, IThe Effects of Nuclear Weaponsr, (Department
of Defensel , J-977 "(3921 L. Van Middlesworth, op cit (ref 388) ) .

(393) Proceedings of a Slzm;rcsium, op cit (ref (390) ) .
(394) C.H. Kearny, rTrans-Pacific FaU-out and Protective Countermeasuresr,

(Oak Ridge National Lab., Nov. 1973 , p22.
(395) Times Atlas of the World, (Times Newipapers, L973)
(396) Calculated from data in R. t'tel-ick and L. Van Middlesworth, op cit

(35e) ) .
(397) The time difference in the arrlval of, fall out (e.g. 2 days versus

would only mean a difference in total iodine I31 of less than 15t.

(ref

4 days
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App"r,di* 10.3r crod. eru.titatir" A"="""*"rt of R.dioiodir" Rirk

Radioiodine from the Northern Hemisphere

chinese nuclear tests show that the nuclear farrout crouds move eastwards withan undurating motion in bands of gradually increasing width. very Iittlematerial crosses between the hemiipheres iuring the first cycle of the earth.A 6 week deray in mixing of the hemisphere atmospheres prus the short harf-life(8 days) of iodine 131, results in much less contamination with iodine 131 ofone hemisphere after an explosion in the other (387) . For example, after Frenchnuclear tests in the Pacific, New zealand revels of iodine r3l were r33 and 34times greater than those in Tennessee and Engrand respectively(3gB). wheniodine r31 levers in sheep thyroids peaked 
"it"r chinese nucl-ear tests, the Newzealand revers were 50 and 100 times less than those in Tennessee and Engrandrespectively(389). Therefore for the forlowing analysis it is assumed that an80:1 ratio applies for transfer of Northern ttemisphere contamination to NewZealand.

using this factor, the dose of iodine 131 delivered to New zearand after aNorthern Hemisphere war can be scared from previous nuclear weapon testing.This has been found to resurt in infant thyioid doses from iodine r3r of around2 rem per 1000 Mt of fission detonated at a simirar latitude(3g0) A 10,000 Mtwar in the Northern Hemisphere (involving 5000 Mt of fission) would thereforedeliver a thyroid dose to the New Zearand infant of around 0.r3 rem.

A possible attack scenario for Austraria (p.72) involves 7 Mt in airbursts and 6Mt in groundbursts. rodine 131 produced by airbursts wourd be largery ejectedinto the stratosphere (391) . only after severar passes around the world would itbegin to enter the troposphere and from there reach the ground(3g2). Around 40tof iodine 131 from groundbursts wourd arso be ejected into the stratosphere(14c).rn total' this wourd resurt in a dose of around 0.009 rem derivered internarryto human thyroids in New zealand (scaring from 2 rem per 1000 Mt of fissiondetonated aL an equivarent latitude) (393i. weapons are presumed to have afission to fusion rati,o of l:1.
An estimate of tropospheric transfer of iodine 131 can be obtained from studiesof trans-Pacific farrout from chinese nuclear tests in the troposphere. Fromthese, it has been estimated that the detonation of 65 Mt in china.wourd resultrq , wvqtu l. Esi uI t

l: 3?"::::':;^.'::Ii1:.::"' g:'-r",?::,il.ttre unite; ;;";;"-or-i6',",, (presuminsI Err., tP[ eliUm

::.'l:::.:I :3":::l1l?n): ,r!. i" diff icurr ro applyrhese dara Lo trans_rasmarl
::ll::...1:.:l:- 'r:f ace wind direcrion i;-;.;;r;i-riu^r.".Iln'ouI..":i[-;:
seldom westerly, and never uniformly westerly(3g5). (central and westernAustralia contain most of the militiry instailations utrrcn which groundbursts arelikery) ' Also, the fallout cloud from the chinese tests reached the unitedstates in 4 days but wourd take a shorter time to reach New zealand from centrarAustralia.

?: :::.::iy,::::: .:::, pl.-:r jn:. u .r! "l sroundbursrs on Ausrralia are subjecr
::,:::.::lr^:t:u:, scalins-_rhe united starei aaia inaicares . .nri"iu'il":Ti:;
::::l:^::t-?j-o:].':T :"' New zearanders, *uriipii";";;';=:."ri.i'Ijl.Xl'F"ldifferent time and distance. Limited data sugglst that, (with widefluctuations); levels of iodine 131 harve .rr.ii 2rooo km across the Tasmansea(396) and so the united states thyroid dose from-chinese weapon testing(received after a distance of 51000 km) is reduced by an additionar threefactors of two(397). The New zealand dose using these assumptions is then 4 rem(0.5 x 8) .
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Effects of RadioiodineTable A10.2

Table 10.2C

Table I0.2E child adult

nodules
(in 15 yrs

43 52

cancer
(in 50 yrs

46 77

Cases per million per rem per year from a
dose of external radiation on the thyroid.

Cases per million person
from a dose of radiation
on the thyroid.

Number of cases per
Zealand trrcpulation
to the thyroid from

Per rem Per year
from iodine l3I

(399) Proceedings of a Symtrrcsium, op cit (ref
(400) H.R. Maxon et al, rlonising Irradiation

Significant Disease in the Human Thyroid
L911, p96.

year in the New
for a 0.I3 rem exposure

trrcpulation less than
years has been used.

iodine 131. The
and ol-der than 15

Total- number of cases in New Zealand
resulting from the iodine 131 produced by
a l-0r000 Mt Northern Hemisphere nuclear
war.

Total number of cases in New Zealand from
the iodine 13I produced by a 13 Mt nuclear
attack on Australia.

(3e0) ).
and the Induction of Clinically

(398) F.W. Lengemann and J.F. Thompson, rProphylactic.and Therapeutic Measures
for Radioactive Contamination - a Reviewr, in Health Physics, VoI 9,
p1391 (Pergamon Press, 1980).

Table L0.2A child adult

nodules L2.3 8.2

cancer 4.2 4.2

Table 10.28 child adult

nodules 0.52 0.41

cancer 0.21 a.2L

child adult

nodules 0.09 0.11

cancer 0.03 0.0s

ltable I0.2D chil-d adult

nodules
(in 15 yrs

1.4 L.7

cancer
(in 50 yrs

l_. 5 2.5

Gland', Amer. J. Med. VoI 53r

-
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Health Effeits of Radioiodine

rhe first radionuclide to reach
distant nuclear detonations is
However, if direct extrrcsure to
also be inhaled.

- 123 -

New Zealanders in significant amounts ,

likely to be iodine I31 in contaminated
local fallout occurs, this radionuclide

after
milk (398)
coul-d

Both iodine 129 and iodine 13I concentrate in the human thyroid, and it is only
in this organ that radioiodine poses a hazard to health(399). Thyroid lesions
can develop after exposure, and incl-ude thyroiditis, hytrrcthyroidism, and benign
and malignant thyroid nodules(400). A threshold dose for the induction of
thyroid nodules by radiation may exist but a linear dependencc of ri.sk is
supported by several studies (401) . These are independent risk estimates of
external radiation on the thyroid and are generally very similar (402) . The
estinates of a recent summary(403) are given in Table 10.2A.

A comparison of the risk from lngested iodine 131 to that of external radiation is
difficult. Limited human data suggest that iodine 131 is approximately 1/70 as
effective as external radiation in the induction of thyroid cancer, and 1y'50 as
effective in the induct,ion of nodules. Animal data suggests factors of 1rlL0 to
L/20, so until further data is available it would seem reasonable to assurne that
iodine 131 is L/20 as effective as external radiat,ion in the induction of
nodules(404) (see Table 10.28). Therefore if the New Zealand lrcpulation is
exposed to 0.13 rem from iodine 131 the increased number of cases per year are
as shown in Table 10.2C.

A11 thyroid nodules would appear within 15 years(405) and all cancers would
appear within 50 years(406). Therefore, providing the individuals did not die
from other causes, the total number of cases resulting from a Northern
Ilemisphere nuclear war can be calculated (Table 10.2D).

The effect of a thyroid dose of 4 rem to the New Zealand lrcpulation are
significant (Table 10.2E). Iodine 129 would similarly accumulate in the thyroid
in very much smaller amounts. It is far less hazardous, due to its extremely
slow rate of radioactive decay, and is thought unlikely to pose a long-term
problem (407) .

The risk of death fron a thyroid cancer is relatively low, but shows .an increase
with patient age (408) . Nodules are often of little medical significance; in the
general populaton, one in six people is thought to have a thyroid nodule(4O9).

(401) Ibicl. tlinear dependence of risk rhere implies that risk is directly
proportional to dose for aII values. (Strictly the term should be

'protortional riskr).
(402) See risk estimates in H.R. Maxon et aI, op cit: and also in L.R. Solon,

K. Rosenburg, rThe Release of Radioiodine in a Nuclear Emergencyr, &
Bul-letin of the Atomic Scientists, oct 1981r p55.

(403) H.R. Maxon et aI, op cit.
(404) rbid.
(405) R.A. Conard et aI, rThyroid Neoplasmr

2L4t L970, p322.
Journal American Medical Assoc, VoI

(406) F.S. Greenspan, tRadioactive Exposure and Thyroid Cancer', @!
American Medical Assoc.r VoI 237, No.Lg, L977, p2O89.

(4oz) ffisium, op clt (ref (390)).
(408) The risk increases from 5t at age 14 to 85$ at age 80, with an average

risk of 10t. One out of 10 of cancers may be fatal. See J.R. Beattie
'Risks to the Population and the Individual From Iodine Releasesr,
Nuclqar Sa.tetvr Vol -8, No.5, 1967, p575.

(409) J.M. Hershamn and G.A. Bay (editors), rThe Thyroid Physiology and
Treatment of Diseaser, (Pergamon Press, L9791 , p634.
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(410) J. Rotblat,
(411) K.Z. Morgan
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op cit, ref (385).
(1978) op cit (ref (379) ).
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Appendix I0.4: Radiation-Induced Genetic Disease

It is quite possible that the estimates given in Table 10.3 overestimate or,
more seriously, underestimate the expected increase in genetic disease in a
post-war New Zealand. Uncertainties over the genetic effects of radiation are
as great as, if not greater than, those for the cancer-inducing effects,
particularly since no definite genetic effects have been observed in any human
population at any dose levef (4I0) . Estimates are based on results obtained from
extrrcsed mice, which might not show induced effects that would cause appreciable
human distress. (One cannot ask a mouse if it has a headache). The BEIR
reports have been criticised for treating the long-term recessive mutation
problem superficially(411). Specifically, a number of non-visible or tsmallt
mutations might accompany every observed mutation. These rsmallr mutations
could present as a lack of vigour, a susceptibility to disease, or a slight
reduction in intell-igence and physigue -a11 of which could pose a greater burden
to society, in the longer term, than the easily-identified dominant mutations.

The effect of genetic disease would need to be considered in the context of a
post-war society. The relative fitness of people depends on the environment in
which they live, and it is likely that the war would cause significant
socio-economic upheavals. For instance, neonatal mortality (spontaneous
abortion) and parental mortality could rise, due to a decreased fitness of some
infants. Prevalence of childhood infectious diseases, malnutrition and other
environmental stresses could increase mortality among individuals weakened by
genetic disease. A few children today with genetic diseases such as Downrs
syndrome, haemophilia, juvenile diabetes mellitus, cystic fibrosis, and
achondroplasia have an extended life expectancy because they receive
sophisticated medical care. Continuing substantial allocation of medical
resources to this minority may prove more difficult in a post-war environment.

-
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(4L21 R.J. Garner, rTransfer of
Environment to Animals and
Control, Sept 1971.
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Radioactive Materials from the
It{anr, CRC Crit,ical Reviews ln

Terrestial
Environmental

(413) Proceedings of a Symposium op cit (ref (390) ).(414) Topdressing of 5 t/ha of hydrated lime on to contaminated pastures would
on occasions reduce the level of strontlum 90 by factors oi 2 or nore (R.
scott Russel1, rRadi.oactivity and Human Dietr (pergamon, p5l4).

(415) R.J. Garner, op cit.
(415) In countries where milk is an imtrrcrtant food, dairy produce accounts for

up to 50t of the total dietary intake of strontium 90 from fallout: seeR. scott Russell, op cit (ref (4I4) ). For caesium revers in food, see
C.L. Corner and J.C. Thompson ln rModern Nutrition in Heal-th and Diseas,
(Lea Febiger 1980) p527.
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Fallout from a Northern Hemisphere nuclearrisk to health in New Zealand. The simple
any slight risk furLher. However, greater

Water - Domestic drinking waterproportion of the body burden of

precautions were followed in the event of an attack on New Zealand.

war is unlikely to present a seriousprecautions listed below would reducebenefit could accrue if these

has _previously contributed only a smallradionuelides derived from aGospheric nuclear

Reducing Fotiage Contamination

Approximatery four fifths of radionuclides descend in rainfarr. strontium 90,iodine 131 and especiarry caesium 137 are welr absorbed into plants by directtransfer from the surface of foliage (412) . tni" form of uptake courd be reducedby the use of grasshouses or cloches. eor exposed prants, the use of sprayedwater can dislodge 20-608 of the contamination (arz) r but only if the water usedwas relativery uncontaminated- water which has run over or through soir isfiltered to some extent, since iodine I31; .;;;ium 137, pfutonium 239 and, to alesser extent strontium 90, bind.to soil purti"f.s. f,akl, una-."p".ial1y borewaLer, would be useful for spraying crops.-'----
Reducing PLant Lr!+_:ke

Xi::'::"n:$:::";":1,::':::i::i::.1:1.I,_ l":"n,nr, and dislodsemenr bv rain and
::?i,;i: ';::::.*i::::^:"?:.i1:?:t;:-P; ;-;;;;;;'";";*:':;::;"ffi:'"::*:"::
iSISlil; .::":l;:I'::i:?:,::.:i:l:::;-:l,i|::;;;i';:.$ Il'il*ll",fiiX,il,.,
:::::::'.;":.:':::, i:1:i:rl:'::l::;-::ili;i:;:*;;;;:"";'.i::i;-'ilI'i:li:'L'"::::::1,,:y,:l: appricarion or other .ik;ii';i:;.',;5']lln"l"":HiH j:
magnesium (414)

:::%:l::::r.n,::,.. ::l:::-.onramination from rhe reach of sharrow_roored:';;Iil";o "ffi':il;';::;: ;i:::in deeo-plorrohad eni't nan !.^ .E E^6 til,ii -i.'l.ll.i"llJ;"1: Planted
rotarv-l-i'l'l ori eai't / rr rr n.--!L - - ;;-;;"il.5'ir'ln3'll!t ll". ",orqanic ferl.ilico-oorganic fertilisers.

Reducing Animal Intake

:::l:."r;:fi i:*"::_:n:.::::.:-..:-*i:n conraminarion is retained by ediblei';il,.; ilfiffi 3l,ili3*"0,neW gfOWth haS OCCUrrFd- m^\, annlrih E^o ^- I:ff"::::.}, H"_;:":lliu;_llr^:.::.:1. so* or-ie;; ilt;.=iri".Il':i',lillfiTo
""i-i""uiii' il" ;;i:l:'Hradinnrrn'l i,loo i6 e^i.--^r Jr

::ii"l5::.:: i: i::::::,,1,::1*i3-;;; ;;i';;;^;;^"iiil:;'il",jl"3xi.3linut"a
:::1,:i:::,:: :: :t::"::: :i::' vi:h-;;;;: Til.;":;'::;:"ffi:";:; ::'::3:::i."I-inli';;:T.f:"i3u'iii5i *the deposition of fe]'lrrrr+ clay^-^ ^c -- -r

,'=il"'.'nlilr il:':;'.ili!radi onrrn'l i Ao /Q :^,.^\radionuclide (8 days).

Reducing Human fntake

ffi#Hffi ;":::::l'.i^':::1:'::::t "l-n:.::,,r dierarv pa*erns, dairy
il ;ff .:" f :l:^: :l::":1.,..1:, *:l :, :":: L 

-lt-i;il; 
i, i'iril* fl.lllli;"il ij33ll;.il:"";fiI:':1.::^,'::I :i:l :"li:::r;li;:'"lniii"':Hi; i3"ilu'I.i3'0,

, ;;';;="ilXii.XitilT:ff":dried milk. or so\r^ harn -i'r r. mL^ L----;:li: lill:_il"i:r:^:::: il-rl:_,1t,:;;r#;-;;,In."Ir"Iii;.;:,..:nrli.Hll.n")r a feI.I mOntfwould effectivery reduce contamination Ly i"aii" 13r to insignificant levers.

I
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(417)
(418)

(4re)

R.J. Garner, op cit.
R.J. sullivan et ailsurvival- During The First year After A Nuclear
Attackr r system Planning corporation, Final- Report, spc 4gg, Dec L979.
Arthough brown bread might contain more sr 90 than white does, the
addition of fibre may effectively compensate. Fibre absorbs a fraction
of ingested caesium 137, so reducing its uptake by the intestinal tract
(which would otherwise be fairly complete) R.J. carner op cit. Fibre
also reduces the transition time of the intestinal contents, (from 40h to
14h) in some people according to D.P. Burkitt and H.C. Trowell, 'Refined
Carbohydrate Foods and Diseaser (Academic Press, 1975) , p72. About one
quarter of ingested strontiun 90 is normally absorbed and this fraction
could be reduced by the addition of fibre to the diet. A reduction in
transition time woul-d also decrease the radiation exposure of the gut
wall derived from poorly-absorbed radionuclides such as plutonium 239.

(420) C.L. Lomar, J.C. Thompson op cit (ref (4tG))
(42L) P.I'. Gustafson, J.E. Mi11er, rThe Significance of caesiurn tjZ rn Man and

His Dietr Health_pirpics. Vol lG, 19G9, pL67.
(422) Eskimos have 50 oi fOO tines the caesium 137 burden of other trrcpulations,

because they eat caribou which graze on lichens. (Health physics VoI 15,
1969, p167) . Concentrations of caesium 137 in Col-orado deer are 5 to 13
times higer than concentrations in domestic beef and pork (R.J. Garner,
op cit).

(4231 NAs 1975 Report (ref (320) ) .
(424) R.J. Garner, op cit.
(425') Probably about 0.03t for adultsi see J.T. Edsall 'Toxicity of plutonium

and some other Actinidesr, The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientistsr Sept
L976, p27.

(4261 rbid.
(427') R. Scott Russell, op cit (ref (414) )
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tests (e.g. 5t of sLrontium 90 (4I7) ) . Bore water would contain less
contamination than rainwater colrected off a roof (4lg) .

vegetaples and Grains - For present New Zealand dietary patterns, 35-45t ofstronLium 90 and caesium r37 intake from fallout would dlrive from vegetables,potatoes and bread. Although wholemeal bread has twice the sr 90 content ofwhite bread, due to the concentration of Sr 90 in the endosperm of wheat, itsuse, nevertheless, might be preferable(419). Bran stored before fallout arrivedwould be an ideal source of dietary fibre, although increased consunption ofpotatoes and other high-fibre vegetables would be beneficial. Foods low incalcium contain significantry less strontium 90 e.g. potatoes. sone foods mightbe best avoided. significantly increased caesium 137 body burdens have beenfound in those who habitually eat mushrooms groldn outdoors, and seaweed is knownto concentrate iodine 129 and prutonium 239 very effeetivery.

{e?! and Fish - Meat would foltow milk as the largest souce of caesium I37 fromfalrout, although meat would contain rather ress strontium 90 (420) . caesium isconcentrated in food chains - its concentration in body tissues can be threetimes its concentration in food. Two threefold concentrations might be expectedif meat was consumed as an intermediate product between pJ.ant uia'*uni-h;;:;;r-"'there are wide variations(421). Meat from wild ruminants contains more caesium137 than meat from domestic animars (422). popurations subsisting to asubstantial degree on freshwater fish have twice the caesium 137 body burden ofthose on more diversified diets (4201. saltwater fish contain less caesium I37(due to the greater diluting capacity of the oceans), but may contributesiEnificant amounts to a diet, especially if caught in surface waters. Morluscsand crustacea show twice the concentration of caesium 137 that fish do (423).

A comparison of present daily calorific intake (13.5 kJ) with the mininum forhealthy functioning (9.5 kJ), shows New zealanders could readily reduce theirconsumption of dairy products, meat and fish with no harmful eflects, andprobably some nutritional benefits.

food Pr ration
washing can remove significant amounts of contamination from fruit andvegetables. Brief washing removes about half the strontium 90 contamination,
and more assiduous washing (for about an hour) removes Gg-ggt of strontium 90and caesium 137 contamination. Further decontamination can be achieved bypeeling or skinning(424). cooking tends to eriminate iodine 13r. Radionuclidecontamination of meat can be reduced by cooking if all liquids are discarded.

Reducing the plutonium Hazard

rnharation is the only significant route for prutonium 239 intake. only a tinyfraction is taken up by prant roots and the pioportion absorbed by the human gutis arso extremery smarr (42s). cigarette 
"*okirrg, or air pollution, may actslmergistically with plutonium 239 to cause lung cancer. some researchersberieve that smokers are 100 times more susceptiute to radiation-induced lungcancer than non-smokers, although others believe that a 5 to lO-fold increase ismore realistic (4261 . A voluntary reduction in smoking could reduce the incidenceof lung cancers induced by plutonium 239 and other radionuclides for which aslmergistic effect is also suspected, although the risk appears to be fairlysmall (385) .

Other Measures

Procedures have been
society to reduce the

developed which wourd alrow a technologicalry advancedfalrout hazard. ron exchange columns can remove iodine

-
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Relationships of MeasuresTable A10.3 Crude Cost-Effectiveness

cosr
(in terms
of money
and human
effort)

to Reduce Hazard(437).

verv
large

*Dri1ling
bore to
provide
water for
dr inkinE
and irri-
gation

*Moving out
of an arer
with high
rainfall
and yelIov
brown loan
soils

*Constr-
ucting
glass-
houses

large *Liming
soil low
in calciur

*Ion ex-
change
columns t<
remove
I 13I fron
milk

*Post-rain-
faI1
spraying
of plants
with clear
water

*Replantinc
pasture
after
liming

*Prewar
storage
of hav

moderate *Using lake
or river
water in-
stead of
rainwater
for drink-
ing and
irr igation

*Feeding
stock on
cut hay

*Giving up
smoking

*Deep
ploughing
of pastur

*Adding
manure
frequentl'
to crops

*Prewar
storage
of dried
milk

*Constr-
ucting
cloches

*Taking
addit-
ional
10dIne
after a
nuclear
explosiorj
inNZ i

low *Prewar
Storage of
bran to
Iater add
fibre to
diet

*Postwar
storage oJ

dairy pro-
duets for
3 months

*Avoiding
meat and
fish

*Consuming
only planl
foods,
especiall;
potatoes

very
low

*Discard
cooking
water

*Avoiding
mushrooms
Iiver
kidney

*Eating
less of
all foods

*Avoiding
dairy
products

*CarefuI
washing
and peel-
ing of
plant
foods

I slight low I moderate larse I very largr

EFFECTIVENESS

(in preventing human exposure to radionuclides, especially strontium 90,
caesium 137, plutonium 239)

I
I
I
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131 contamination in milk most effectively, and strontium 90 concentrations inmilk can now be halved on a cotnmercial scale (427,) .

Limited amounts of potassium iodide are presentry stockpiled in New zearand fordistribution in the event of an accident to a visitng nuclear-power warship(42g).Non-radioactive iodine can effectively block the uptake of iodine 131 by thethyroid gland. A low dose (15 ng/dayl over several weeks can reduce iodine 131uptake by 98t(429). rt is, however, not recommended for those with iodineallergies, and should not be takelJithcgt meqicar advice(430). rodineprophy1axiswou1d"e.*dwasdirect1yattacked.If
New zealand wereperceived as a possible target for nuclea, ,""troi", additionaliodine(431) might usefully be stored near potential targets sucn as qirports, oilinstallations, and military bases. althoulh personal supplies of iodine offerprotection against iodine 131, a risk of ooerdos. favours its administration byappropriate local health authorities(432). However, concerned and informedindividuals should not be denied access to additional iodine. other neasuresagainst iodine 131, such as the stockpiling of dried milk, the dumping ofcontaminated milk, and a reduction in nilk consumption could u.-p"[""tially morecost-effective (433) -l

rt has been suggested that stable strontium could be a&ninistered to reduce thestrontium 90 uptake by bone, but there is no scientific evidence to support thisprocedure(434). The stockpiling of milk powder before a war would be aneffective way of reducing the strontium risk.

Decontamination procedures would need to accommodate considerable variations inthe radionucride content of milk, meat, and plants throughout the country,
caused by differences in rainfall and in soil characteristics. Taranaki wouldbenefit more than Canterbury from the substitution of uncontaminated dried milkpowder for fresh milk- Glasshouses or cloches would be more cost-effective onthe West Coast than elsewhere in New Zealand(435).

The most significant cancer risk is ,

strontium 90(435). Caesium I3Tposes
assessment of cost-effectiveness of
A10.3 (437).

posed by caesium l3Z, and less so,
t the greatest genetic risk(75). A crude
the measures available is given in Table

(428) New zealand Code for Nuclear Powered Shipping (Government printer, I9?I).
(429) E. Sternthal et aI, !Suppression of Thyroid Radioiodine Uptake By Various

Doses Of Stable Iodider New England J. of Medicine vol 303, No.Igr p1083,
1980.

(430) L.R. Solorlr K. Rosenburg,
potassium iodide, see W.K.
vol 281, 1980, p989.
As potassium iodide tablets or Lugols solution.
L.R. Solan, K. Rosenberg, op cit (ref (430) ) .
These actions (undertaken for several weeks foltowing an attack on
Australia) might be preferable to the adninistration of iodine to the New
Zealand population.

(434) It is extremely difficult to change the retention of strontium 90 when it
becomes fixed in the skeleton. Practical application of a high stable
strontium diet, if any, may be limited to predictable high extrrcsure to
strontium 90 over a short period. Chronic application seems precluded by
evidence of deleterious effects of high doses of strontium on skeletal
tissue, especial-ly in young mammals (see D. Delrczyk et aI in 'strontium
Metabolismr (Academic Press, I957); also ref (414), p5l5).

(435) The volcanic soils of Taranaki fix caesium 137 ineffectively (resulting
in relatively high uptake by crops grown on them); the West Coast
rainfall is prodigious (3000 mm/yr).

(435) NAS 1975 Report (ref (320) ). There is still much debate over the hazard of
plutonium (see J.T. Edsall, op cit, ref (425).

(437) N.A. Wilson, unpublished, 1981.

op clt (ref 402). For the risks of taking
Waterfall, rlodider, British Medical JournaL

( 431)
(432)
(433 )

-,!l
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Labour Exchange 7937

many as a terrible experience,
7.2 (p80) .

{ii}

J

jfr

(438) yet its
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11. SOCIOECONOMIC CRISIS

11. The Impact of Nuclear War on New Zealand

For very understandable reasons, people are concerned, and even frightened,
about the prospect of a nuclear war. The preceding section showed that the
impacts on health in New Zealand of a Northern Hemisphere nuclear war (including
an attack on Australia) are likely to be predominantly psychological and
socioeconomic. It went on to suggest that many of the psychological problems
could be reduced by the dissemination of factual and useful information.

If, then,New Zeal-anders understood that a major nuclear war (in which this
country was not directly attacked) would not cause them harm through fallout andother weapon effects, how would New Zealand emerge from this unprecedented
catastrophe? (438) .

The major impact of a nuclear war in which New Zealand was not directly attacked
would be on the economy, and accorciingly on the lifestyles of New Zealanders.
Depending on the extent of the conflict, external trade would be reduced to a
greater or lesser degree, either immediately or over a short period of time.
Loss of export markets wouLd result in large surpluses of agricultural products,
in particular. Loss of imports would affect production in a1l sectors of the
economy. Some indust.ries woul-d not be able to continue once stocks of imported
raw materials had run down. Other industries would experience the loss of
imports indirectly as inputs from other import-dependent sectors of the economy
declined.

Many associate New Zealandrs current high living standarcl with an
internationally-linked economy, which, until recently, has experienced significant
growth rates- Without a large degree of external trade, living standards in New
Zealand (as indicated by overall consurnption) could be reduced.
Yet it is this international linkage which makes New zealand vulnerable
effects of a major nuclear $rar. ff New Zealand lvas more self-sufficient
Iess reliant on external trade) then the impact would be reduced, but so
be the overall standard of living.

to the
(vi z.
too may

In this section:
(i) Methodologies for exproring the socioeconomic impact of

New Zealand will be briefly outlined.
(ii) The degree of New zealandrs dependence on externar trade

established.
(iii) some indications of the immediate and long run effects on

economy of various nuclear war scenarios wilr be given.
(iv) some scenarios of possible externar determinants of New

in the aftermath of a nuclear war will be presented.

nuclear war on

will

the New Zealand

Zealandr s future

be

(v)

(vi )

Some possible responses by decison-makers in New Zealand to the threat of
a nuclear war will be discussed in terms of different planning modes.
More detailed developments of the outcomes for different planning modeswill be presented.

Four different nuclear war scenarios have already been introduced in section 7(p77). To recapitulate briefly, these are:

Scenario A : global war (NZ attacked)
Scenario BI : global war (NZ survives)
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(439) Professor N.E. Barber, rThe attitude of a physiclstr (inaugural lecture
at Victoria University, 1_963).

(440) New Zealand has the least-diverse economy of all oE€D countries, and in
this respect is akin to a Third worrd country (see M. Kidron and R.
Segal, rThe State of the World Atlasr, (pan, lggl), p2I.

(441) For instance, stagnation, stagflation, unemployment.
(4421 New ZeaLandrs rreal'dependence on ingrcrts ls largely concealed by the

interrelationships between different sectors in the economy (see section
11.3) .

(443) Figures are derived from rNew zealand officiar yearbook 19gl',
(Government Printer, 1981), pp557-580 and relate to the L979/so year.
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global war (NZ, Australia, Japan survive)
Middle Eastern war (oil cut-off)

Note that each, except for the first, is a subset of the one above it. Scenario
A has been chosen as a special case because the outcome for New Zealand is
extreme. A distinction has been drawn between Scenarios Bl and 82 because,
although it is difficult to contemplate global war without involving the United
States and the united Kingdom, the involvement of Australia and Japan is 1ess
certain. While the involvement of Australia and Japan may have little effect on
the global outcome, it would have considerable effect on the outcome for New
Zealand. These four countries (United States, United Kingdom, Australia, Japan)
are by far this countryrs most important trading partners, as shown in the taUfebelow. Scenario C, while not involving the superpowers, has been introduced
because an oil cut-offwouldrotonly have extremely adverse consequences for theinternal economy, but woul-dalsohave adverse consequences for New Zealandrs
trading partners.

A professor once described how a scientist can gain insight into the functioningof a rsystemr by subjecting it to a rstimulus'and noting the rresponser(439).
A similar methodology is used for parts of this section:

- The rsystemr is a model of the New Zealand economy (in
sophisticated computer simulation; in others, a set of

some instances, a
simple statistical

data) .
The rstimulusr is one of the 4 nuclear war scenarios
translated into effects on external trade.

outlined above,

- The rresponser is the effect on the model of the New zealand econony,
(which can then be interpreted in terms of tikely socioeconomic impactsfor the rrealr New Zealand).

Different methodologies are used in other parts of this section:
Published material on the effects of nuclear war on other countries
(notablY the United States) is adapted for the New Zealand situation.

- The response of rreal' people is not amenable to rabstractr computer
analyses, and, for this reason, imaginative scenarios representing
various facets of the impact are developed. Some scenarios are presented
using a taxonomy based on four different ways that people may think about
the future, which in turn give rise to four different ways of planning
(i.e. planning modes)

The analyses are fraught with uncertainties, and for this reason are necessarilytentative and speculative:
- New Zealandrs fate, as an internationally-Iinked trading country is

inextrieably linked with the fates of its trading partners (parlicularly
the OECD countries and these are not analysed(440)).

- Questions arising from the complexity and interrelatedness of a modern
economy are perplexing enough in rpeacetimer (441). A nuclear war
introduces new uncertainties.
Some essential information on basic parameters, such as the effects ofinternal linkages, are not available (or at least inaccessible within the
timeframe of this cFF study (4421.

11.3 Dependencv of the New zealand Economv on External Trade

New Zealand is vulnerable to a dislocation of world trade. As the following
percentages show, the economy depends on linkages with four major trading
partners (443) .

-7

---.|!
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Analysed for Dependence on Imports
, for methodology)

rsimple Dependence' (t)'Linked Dependencer (t)

3

10
38
50
57
58
63
55
68
77
82

Agriculture and Livestock
Production
Other Farming
Meat Freezing and preserving
Wearing Apparel Except Footvrear
Pulp, Paper and Paperboard
Chemical Products
Chemical Fertilizers
Petroleum and Coal products
Motor Vehicle Tyres and Tubes
Plastics
Basic l4etal Industries
Agricultural and pastoral
Machinery
Freight Transport by Road
Air Trans;rcrt

3.6

5.2
0.9

L6.7
9.5

22.7
50. 6

51.8
34.1
2t.4
25.1
24.9

2.4
19.5

12. 0

2L.9
1.3

34 .6
23.9
49.4
85.1
7L.6
76.0
48.9
45. I
47.0

2L.0
45.2

109
112

1444) Op cit, pp594-502, pp607-G11.
(445) S.H. Franklin, rTrade, Growth and Anxietyr, (Methuen, I97g) , p101.
(446) R. Procter, IGDP Growth and Energy Forecasting in New Zealandr r paper

presented at Energy Modelling Synposiurn, Victoria University of
Wellington, Nov 1979, p5.

(447t rnter-Industry Study of the New zealand Economy L9?L-72 (Department of
Statistics, 1980).
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Trading partner

Australia
United Kingdom
United States
Japan

(sub total)

(next 4) Singapore
Fed. Rep. Germany
Soviet. Union
Saudi Arabia

A11 others

* Exports

12.1
L4.2
L4.2
L2.6

(s3.1)

1.4
2.3
5.0
0.7

37.5

* Imports

19.0
L4.4
13.5
L2.6

(se. s)

5.7
4.6
0.4
4.5

2s.3

represented by three major commodities - viz. meat (21.5g), wooldairy products (15.59) - earning 55.lt of foreign exchange.

Major imporlE incrude machinery and transport equipment (29.gt)goods 127-42), crude oir and derivativ." (rg.6ti, and chemicarsrepresenting 89"3t of all imports(444).

Franklin describes New zealandts dependence on foreign trade as forlows:
'rNew zealand's dependence uPon foreign trade - amounting to something between 20and 258 of her GNP - introduces a voratile quarity into her economic life whichis difficult to accommodate. The programme of import substitution andmanufacturing in depth, together with the overall *.".g.r.";-;;'the economy,does noL eriminate the influence exerted by externar trading circumstances, andeconomic conditions, upon internar economic Iife. The rhythm of internaleconomie development often reflects the pursations of the economic activityamong the great industriar nations of the r*Iorthern Hemisphere ..."(445).
The programmes of import substitution which have been undertaken have tended toresult in the setting up of processing and finishing prants which use inpor.tedraw and partry-processed materials as their inputs. production by these prantscertainly means that fewer finished imports arl needed and there is locaremproYment generated. But in rearity one type of dependency has been traded foranother' The need for imported raw materiars ror industry i= ur much aconstraint on economic activity as terms of trade (446).

r00. 0

Exports are
(18.lt) r and

This all-encompassing nature of New Zealandrs dependency can be gleaned from a' the Dept of Statistics (447)
method used is set out in Appendix

100.0

, manufactured
(12.sr),

study of the Inter Industry
Table I1.1 is derived from
11.1 to this section.

Tables produced by
these tables. The

The tabre shows the extent to which a selected group of industries is directlydependent on imports (rsimple Dependencer) ana irso gives an indication of theirindirect dependence on imports through their need for inputs from other sectorsof the New zearand economy ('Linked Dependencer). Thus, present revels ofagriculture and livestock production dlpend on the maintenance of inputs fromsix sectors - chemical products, chemical fertili zers, petroleum and coal,plastics, base metal- industries, and agriculturar and pastorar machinery. Alrsix are themserves heaviry import depenaent, as Appendix 1r.r shows.

---a
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Im;rcrts and Exports (t) for Nuclear War Scenarios BI, 82, CTable 1I.2 Loss of

Commodity
Import

crude petroleun
motor cars
partly refined petroleum
motor spirit
steeL plate
pharmaceuticals
organic chemicals
distillate fuels
ships and boats
synthetic fabric
non-electric aenerators
scientif ic instruments

t of aif
Imtrrcrts

7.L
4.2
3.4
3.1
3.1
2.2
2.2
2.0
2.0
L.8
1.8
r.8

rosGi
B2C

Co*roaiiy
Export

t of all
Exports

i- tT;"il-
Bl82C

t
B1

96 83 6
95922
95 92 22
79792
39323
90 19
92591
91555
94 83 2

weighted means (Ioss of imports) 84r 58t 22 (loss of exports) 88S 78S 7r

79 79 79
97 34
75 61 24
93 75 22
986-
8560:
79 72
92 51 18
81 81
49 18
84 79
79 54

wool
beef and veal
lamb
butter
nilk
wood pulp
casein
cheese
nutton

18.1
10.2
9.4
7.0
4.2
2.3
2.2
2.L
I.9

(448) S.H. Frank1in, op cit, p50.
(449) Manufacturing now generates nearly a quarter of New zealandrs

a quart,er of the labour force, and has averaged 30t per annum
the 1970rs (rGrowth opportunities in New zealand' (Government
1980), p39).

GNP, employs
growth over
Pr inter ,

(450) W.B. Sutch, rGaps ln the New Zealand Economyr, (19G3).
(451) "The type of model to be used in economic forecasting depends on the type

of forecasts required ... rn practice, at the nacro-economic rever,
simple-minded naive models ... have performed fairly well, even when
compared with much more sophisticated models" (P.A. Sanuelson, rEconomic
Forecasting and Sciencet, Michigan euart. Rev. Oct., 1965, p274.

(452') A major Taupo eruption, for comparison, would leave Northland, Auckland,
Taranaki, Wellington, the East Coast, and the entire South Island intact
(see rFuture Contingencies 1: Nat,ural Disasterr (Commission For the
Future, f981).
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Franklin notes that, "The farm is central to a set of inter-industry relations
that link back to the inputs of basic services like transport and finance or
basic commodities like fertilizers and which link forward to processing plants,
cool stores and services. rn sharp contrast are the manufacturing induslries
which, once the pastoral processing plants and fertilizer industry are excluded,
are without very elaborate inter-industry relationships with the farming sector
- at least that was so in 1960. These manufacturing industries are
overwhelmingly dependent for their inputs of raw or semi-processed materials
upon the earnings of the export-oriented sector. They seII their final productsto the consuming public of the rural and urban areas, to a public in parl
dependent upon these protected industries for its livelihood and its high
standard of livingtr (448).

The only substantive change in the picture since the 1959-60 inter-industry
tables were published has been a wider array of manufacturing,
increase in manufacturing as a component of exports (44g). This
however, changed the overall picture, which has been summarised
following way:

and a marked
has not,
by Sutch in the

"If an economic aeographer joined the eeonomic historian to help place New
zealand in its internaLional trading context, he would probably say that theeountry had such special colonial economic characteristics a" io gioop it withSierra Leone, Ghana, Malaya, Bolivia, Chile, Honduras, EI Salvadoi, Venezuela,
and some others. The common characteristic of these countries is a dependence
on the cultivation, exploitation and export of one or at most two products,,(450)
The one product being referred to here is, for New zealand, grass.

The complexity of New Zealandrs dependence has not been fully demonstrated.
Howeverr the material presented supports the view that the New Zealand economywill be significantly, and seriously, affected by any disturbance in the worla
economy for good or ill. The disruptions that a nuclear war could bring to the
New zealand economy, even though direct effects would not occur in the sense ofblast and fire damage,would be comprehensive.

TI.4 Assessments of ImmediaLe and Run Effects of Nuclear

Recent disturbances in the world economy were the 1973
These have severely disrupted Lhe world and New zearand
contributed to a depression second only to that of 193I
have made economic management during the recovery period
task. Yet compared with a major nuclear war, these were

and 1979 oil shocks.
economies, have
in this century, and
a most challenging
minor events.

A simple analysis of the effects of nuclear war on New Zealand's external tradeis represented by Table 11.2. It has been assumed that imports from, and
extrrcrts to, all targeted countries identified by the three nuclear war scenarios
81, 82, C are abruptly terminated(45I). The 12 major commodity imports (34.7t
of total imports) and 9 major commodity exports (57.4t of total exporls) arelisted in the table). To a first approximation

- a nuclear war between the superpowers (Scenarios BI, 82) would cutfour-fifths of New Zealandrs present trade (imports and exports),
- a Middle Eastern war (Scenario C) would cut one-fifth of imports.

Scenario A (global war, New Zealand attacked)

A major nuclear attack on New zealand would be, incomparably, the worst disaster
which could befall this country(452). The opinions expressed below (relating to

_a ____!
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'On the 6th August 7945 ... the Unjted States dropped a sma77 aton bomb on the
Japanese citg of lliroshima. Survivors descri.bed the bTinding f7ash, the
eoncussive b7ast, the raging wind and the searjng fire storm,s that fol7awed.
Theg spoke of the chatred bodies, of the dead piTed high, of the screans of the
dging stripped of f7esh, their egebaTls burned in their sockets, of chiLdren
dging in agong without parents ta comfort themr(455).

'SuckTing infants cTing to charred mothers; a man holds his egeball in his paTn
... a mother driven half nad whiLe Tooking for her chiTd was caTTing his nane.
At Last she found him. His head Tooked Tike a boited octopus ... ,survivors,
wandered about, their skin hanging peeled ftom their hjps'.

/Votes bg lliroshima victims(455)

(4s3 ) Assumptigns
(i) I-3 x 1 Mt non-MIRVed airbursts on urban areas (SS-N-6).(ii) 50t deaths inside 7 km radius viz. 3850 ha exceeding 5 psi

overPressure, 250 km,/h wind btast (refer oTA Report, rThe Effectsof Nuelear Warr, (OTA, 1979) pIS).
(iii) New Zealand urban population density of 20/ha.
Calculation
13 x 0.5 x 3850ha x 20/ha = 500,000 prompt deat,hs.
(Underestimation - high density areas in excess of 20/ha. Overestimation
- lack of contiguous urban areas of 3g50 ha each.)(454) committee on Banking, Housing, and urban Affairs, us senate, .Economic
and Social Consequences of Nuclear Attacks on the United States, (US
Government printing Office, 1979).

(455) Katie Boanas et aI, rsurvlval' (survivar gl, christchurch, rggl).(456) rUnforgettable Firer ed. .rapan Broadcasting Corporation (Wildwood House,
1981) .

(457) Tab1e 5.02, Monthly Abstract of Statistics (Statistics Departmentr oct.1981). There are two other mechanisms for working out the sector
dlstribution of the labour force. s.H. Frankinrs four-sector
distribution figures (for 1971) are: EXO (ex;rcrt-oriented sector) roundedto 18t, rMD (import-dependent sector) 13t, tBs (urban-based sector)
63.5t, LRB (local-resource based sector) 5.5t. (ref. s.H. Franklin, op
cit, p51). Additionally, M.p. conway's four-sector flgures (from 1926
census figures) are agriculture (incruding forestry, rogging, flshing,
hunting) 10.4t, industry (including mlning and c-onstruction) 33.1t,
services (including armed servlces) ZO.7l, and information occupations
35.9t. See rlnformation Occupations: the New Dominant in the New Zealand
Workforce!, (Commisslon For the Future, IgBl) .
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a nuclear attack on the United States) may be somewhat optimisLic in the NewZealand context. The New zearand state is tiny uy comparison. For instance ithas one oil refinery, one onshore gas-fieId, o." saterlite ground receivingstation, and one seat of state government. A singre (obsolescent) Derta-classsubmarine could kilr harf a milrion New zearanders outright(453), and a simitarnumber by disease and falrout within a month. whether tte surviving two milrionwould envy the dead is a moot point.

lrThe complex, interdependent relationships that characterise modernindustriar societies make them especially vurnerable to nuclear attack...The process of post attack economic recovery ... requires the pr;;;;i;;'of surpruses to support expansion beyond th; rimiteJ, survivini economicbase " ' The factors that make rapid recovery from a smarr-scare disaster- limited damage, modest casualties, surviviig leadership and technicalskills, and the availability of external, e"sily rnobilised human andmaterial resources - will almost certainly be atsent...
"The experience of nucrear war is likely to have devastatingpsychologicar effects. The loss of materiar and institutional resourcesin urban-industrial attacks will make survivar in the trnst attack perioddifficurt ... compounding the psychological stresses ... Even thesimplest requirements of survival witr become major tasks ... Famirieswill be particurarry vurnerable ... they wirl be brofen up by death,severe injury or disease, evacuation, or military and rabour -onscription.
The young, elderlyr and handicapped will suffer disproportionatery ...
nAntagonisms wilr develop between hosts and evacuees or refugees ...Major, [:ossibly permanent changes in sociar values and institutions canbe expected as socieLy seeks to adjust to a radicarly altered environment
" ' more authoritarian methods of political, sociar ind economic controlare likely responses Lo post-attack conditions,, (454).

Scenarios BI lobal war, New Zealand surviyes)

some indication of the scale of the economic disruption which courd arise from aBl-type nucrear war in which New zealand escapes atLack is to be found in Table 1r.3(pL42)which gives estimates of agricurtural s-urpluses which would arise from thedisruption of trade. As for Table 1L.2, it has been assumed that all trade withtargeted countries is abruptly terminated. The results are immediate andmassive surpluses

There are a number of ways of describing how the working popuration of Newzealand could be affected by external disruption caused by nucrear rrar.Frankrin and others have demonstrated that virtuarly arl -emplo)rment 
(due to theinter-industry linkages) is in some way dependent utrrcn both export earnings andon the continued flow of imports. rhe export-orienled sector i" ." dependentupon the urban based sector for services and other tu"cti""=-rJ'an" urban basedsector is dependent upon the export-oriented sector for capital frowing from theexport/imtrnrt system of capitar exchange around the world. Thus, arl empro,mentwill be affected by a nuclear \,{ar of the type described by Scenarios eI and 82.

Tl:"i::i:::^-"1::l?::"^::"-* g:"tu.g. i:f" secrors as folrows; a primary secror
Ii:ii:'l'::::-::::t:: :::..:lliillll rishing,-*iii"g '"u-q,".'vi;ni';'ilftil ffi;:;"1l:1]:.1_:.::ld:'I or manufacturins secror-which ;pi;;==;;:;;-;; ;;;r.""(incruding armed forces) which emproy G2.32. rn addition, the registeredunemployed make up 3.7t of the work-force(457). The complexity of theinter-industry relationships make it imtrrcssible, within it," ""ip. of thisreport, to give an accurate assessment of effects through the three empro,ment
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Table 11.3 Agricultural surplus after a nuclear war (scenario 81)

Commodity
Export

wool
cheese
milk
lanb and mutton
butter
beef and veal

tof
Exports

18.1
2.L
4.2

11.3
7.0

10.2
(s2.9)

t
Exported

toss of
Exports (Bl)

t Surplus to
local consumption

9t
90
85
81
78
49

96
91
39
95
79
95

970
820
240
280

90

Table l-1.4 Type-B2 war

I'lode1 Run

modelled by EI{ILY (462)

c220 c225 C226 c227

Private Consumption
Investment
fmp,orts and Exports
GDP

$32.4b
8.4b

13.7b
4s. 4b

$16.3b
3.7b
s.7b

24.h

$r.8b $18.lb
2.0b 4.1b
1.8b 5.5b
7.3b 25.2b

Unemployment (skilled)
(unskilled)

nil 432,000
201,000 858 , oo0

nil
nil

niI
30 r 000

(458) J.L. Robinsorr, pdrs. com. It was developed as a United Kingdom
Department of the Enviroment Systems Analysis Research Unit Model.

(459) J.t. Robinson, rThe Effect of a Limited Nuclear war on the New Zealand
Economy - a SARW Experimentr (June, 1981). See also J.L. Robinson,
rTrade Pattern Scenarios Investigation by SARTI'trr Technical Report 81/2
(Department of Information Science, Victoria University of Wellington,
1981) .

(460) rContexts for DeveLotrment: Clarifying Valuesr (Commisson For the Future,
1981) .

(451) B.P. Philpott, A. Stroombergen, S. Burnellr rEconomlc AsPects of the
Commission For the Future's Scenarios of 2010r, Project on Economic
Planning, Occasional Paper No.45, (Victoria University, Wellington,
1981) .

(462') B.P. Philpott and A. Montrivat, pers. 1982.
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sectors. However, on the assumption that 80t of primary products are exported,
and 808 of these exports are lost, then 54t of the GDP generated by the primary
sector (80* x 80t) is lost as a result of a B1-type war. This would amount to
$11800 million in 1980 dollars, or 8.5* of total GDP. Another It loss in GDp
could originate in lost manufacturing, since few industries are based
exclusively on local resources. Thus at least 108 of GDP would be tost
directly, as a result of a Bl-type war. Internal linkages would almost
certainly multiply this loss several times buL are difficult to quantify. (A
computer modelling of a B2-type war suggests, under favourable circumstances,
the loss in GDP is more like 50t, as discussed below).

Almost everybody, through their jobs and their lifestyles, will feel some impact
from the cut-off of imports, and the overwhelming surplus of goods produced by
the primary and secondary sectors which cannot be absorbed by the local market.
It is difficult to assess the impact of nuclear war on GDP generated by the
services component of the New Zealand economy, which makes up about two-thirds
of all employment irrespective of the analysis adopt,ed. However, much of the
activity within that sector relates to services provided for manufacturing and
for primary production" It is important, therefore, to realise that effects on
primary and secondary production will have ramifications throughout the services
sector.

Two major econometric modelling projects have produced information on the longer
run effects of a major change in New Zealandts trade relationships.

SARUM is a computer model of the world economy, based on neo-classical economic
assumptions, and free of any particular New Zealand bias(458). A New Zealand
response to a Bl-type war, simulated by SARUM, was reported as follows:

'rAs a response to a massive shift in
limited global conflict, New Zealand
manufactured goods which results in
New Zealand can cope with and indeed
self-reliance" (459) .

trading patterns, in this case forced
moves to increased self-sufficiency in

an overall strengthening of the economy
may benefit from such a poJ-icy of

bya

The four rcontexts for developmentr presented in a previous CFF publication(460)
have been quantified and examined using the EMILY version of the Victoria
Planning Model adapted to project ahead to the year 2010 (46I). This model was
set to maximise consumption, given the constraints which are the facts of life
for the New Zealand economy" It offers the following insights about the
prospects of a self-sufficient New Zealand developed over a 30 year time span
"... it appears that a relatively self-sufficient New Zealand could have an
active growing economy without emphasis on trade if people wanted to (or had to)
change their lifestyle".

The Victoria Planning Mode1 EMfLY also offers useful insight on the
socioeconomic impact on New Zealand of a major nuclear war. A rWelfare
Scenarior (Context C in ref.(450)) was chosen as the rsystemr - not so
its full-employment goal, but rather for its emphasis on agricultural
development and external trade. The rstimulusr chosen was a B2-type nuclear
war. Rather ominously, B1-type nuclear wars produced consistently disastrous
outcomes (i.e. in rContext Cr analyses New Zealand's survival in a nuclear war
is linked with Australiars). The 'responset for the year 2010 is summarised in
Table I1.4 (facing page): figures for any other year may be obtained by simple
interpolation. Four different programme runs were obtained (462) z viz

r State
much for

-l-
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WorTd oiL flows

(463) G.E. Preddey, rFast-Track Self-sufficiency: an
(Commission Eor the Euture, 1980).

(454) McDermott Associatesr 'The Social and Economic
Energy Supplies', (New Zealand Energy Research
draft final report:to contract 3206, Nov 198I),

Alternative Energy Planr,

Effects of a Disruption to
and Development Committee
PP6, 55.
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C220 Base Run (Context C) "
C225 Run C220 subject to loss of agriqgltural- trade resulting from B2-type war.
C226 Run C225 plus oil cut-off of 75t (corresponding to B2-type war).
C227 Run C225 except that ethanol and methanol substitute for loss of oil

(B2-type war with energy self-sufficiency).

tot C227 (B2-type war with energy self-sufficj.ency), private consumption is
harved indicating a substantial decrease in the standard of livinE.
Unemployment increases among skilled workers, but to manageable proportions.
However C226 (B2-type war) can only be described as a socioeconomic disaster,
with 1.2 million out of work. This model points to the importance of energy
self-sufficiency, if an oil cut-off due to nuclear war (or any other cause) is apossibility. The same point has been made in a previous CFF publication (453) .
The New Zealand economy in the future may not emphasize agricultural development
Lo the extent assumed in these model runs. Further modelting is required to
explore the sensitivity of other development. paths to nuclear war.

Given the curtailment of traditional exports, it is difficult to inagine Ner{,
Zealanders short of food. The present housing stock is of good quality, and
could be maintained using localIy produced materials (wood products, clay ti1es,
corrugated iron, gl-ass). Although many slmthetic and woven. fibres are imported,
the large domestic wool clip has potential (given imaginative processing) to
provide for a much larger proportion of New Zeal-and clothing needs. A
proportionally large, semi-skilIed workforce exists, and although perhaps
untested for adaptability has obvious potential when a response to nucLear war
is considered. Given the overall interdependence of the economy, a realist,ic
assessment is that, although basic needs of food, shelter and clothing can be
met, almost everybody, through their jobs and their lifestyles, will feel some
impaet from the cut-off of imports, and the large surpluses of goods produced
for export by the primary and secondary sectors which cannot be absorbed by the
Iocal market.

Scenario C (Middle Eastern war - oil cut-off)

Events in the 1970s have shown the vulnerability of Western economies to any
disruption to the flow of oil from the Middle East.

New Zealandrs energy system is presently very vulnerable to any interruption to
world oil supplies; petroLeum imports meet all but a smatl fraction of liquid
fuel demand and just under half of the total energy demand. "The imports are
largely in the form of crude ... dominated by just one or two countries of
origin since the Marsden Point oil refinery was commissioned in I9G4 ... Future
disruptions to suppty arising from trrclitical events outside New Zealand are
almost inevitable. There is the strong possibility that oil exports by OpEC
members could be subject to further embargoes. Even more likely is war or
revolution in the Middle East or Africa resulting in a loss of production. Both
events would probably lead to cuts in New Zealandrs leveL of oil imports. As
well' any event which upset the fragile baLance of world politics could result
in panic moves by some countries to secure their oil future and so endanger
world oil supplies" (464).

Nuclear war also threatens New Zealand's indigenous energy supplies. ,,The
indigenous energy system that New zealand is developing ii chiiacterised at a
number of points by an exceptionally high degree of concentration, and it is
important to consider the potential for breakdown within the system and the
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tTNrc conmon perspective is that a major and pro).anged disruptian to enezgg
supplies wi77 produce severe deprivation and srcial and economic regression.
Il(wever, while energg disruptions wil7 aTwags create uncertaintg and. fear of
the urtfaniliar, it need not evoke a resistant response. Z. djsruption could

ptoduce a shift fton the present pattern of material eonsumption to other, less
enetgg-intensjve patterns. AdntittedTg, New ZeaLand,s xesponse to the oi1 crisis
has been to shote "r':p existing energg-economg relationships at aTmost ang expense,
and there has been no fundamental shift jn attitudes and behaviour.(462).

'Obviously there is an urqencg for N*r Zealand to become more self-sufficient in
transtrprt fue-Zs. PersonaTTg I cannot .see our economg being restored to robust
good health untiT our imporxed oi7 bil"l is reduced significantlg. f d.oubt that
expott-7ed gr*tth aTane can correct our economic problems; to me t.here is a
conpTenentarg requirement to reduce imporxs, and suDstjtution of imported oil
fron indigenous sources offers good prospects'(468).

Y

(455) Ibid, pl. A case in point is the llarsden Point refinery and the Taranaki
Synthetic Gasoline plant; both installations will require catalysts for
their operation, and these could become unavailable in the event of a
Bl-type nuclear war.

(465) Ibid, p101.
(467) rbid, p105.
(458) C.J. Maiden, 'Activities of the tiquid Fuels Trust Boardr, The Energy

Journal, Dec 1981, p5.
(469) E.I{. Ojala, rNew Zealand in the Future World Food Economyr, (!,!assey

University, 1980).
(470) Present reclpients of New Zealandrs traditional high-value exports

(meat, dairy Erroducts) are likely to be hardest hit (viz. trlopulations of
North America, Europe and perhaps Japan). Populatlons most likely to
survive relatively unscathed (in South and Central America, Africa,
India, South East Asia) represent at present a small market for New
Zealandrs traditional products. A shlft fron meat, dairy and
horticultural products towards more cereal production, reflecting shifts
in demand, is possible.
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possible conseqences. Loca1
economic stability as much as
market" (465).
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disruptions could threaten the
any further upheavals in the

countryrs social and
international oil

"A further point to be emphasised is that the strategy of repracing imported oilwith indigenous energy sources only reduces vurnerauirity to the direct impactsof price or suppry disruptions. New Zealandr s integration into the worldeconomy through the trading sector means that irrespective of the degree ofindependence from oil imtrnrts that is achieved, the country wirl stirl be greatlyinfruenced by events in the international 0i1 market. Most industrialisedeconomies will remain heavily dependent on oir for the rest of the century, andNew zealand cannot escaPe their dependence. rn the extreme event of a major oildisruption causing the collapse of the internationar trading order, then thelevel of economic activity within New zealand would be seriously constrained,even if complete energy self-sufficiency had been attainedrr(456).

11.5 Possible External Determinants of New Zeal.end's Future Afler a Nuclear War

The following
outside world
nuclear war:

scenarios describe how some
could affect the recovery of

events, and optrrcrtunities, in the
New Zealand after a major (B_type)

rbreadbasket' scenario

::::::r::u"*: .T,.1iryI:i: *i.: in. the world food eeonomy, espeeially in
"a,"t" i. 

" "iil' 
ri-fi.;;Ii';,#pecrsf or mael- anA mi 1 l, {-}.-^..^L !L^ - ^--r
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L Pt (Ju

:::_H:.-:::-:*: :l':5n_:T-l::r. rwo decadls-nake it feasili" to envisase
::lt::'^.,::,P::"::l-.1?_:?:-l3stoJal indusrries, parricularry;;;;p";r;"oi]il=ou.
l:: ":::ll:::r_::l:Illgln:?1. .A major nucrear ;;;-;iii-;;:d;-;; il;d:;:.:"i,rqt YE cr.f edlj ()f

:::,Y::.t::r: l.Ti"phere becomins conraminared bv direcr farrour. New zearand,sability to provide uncontaminated foodstuffs roi surviving populations in theNorth offers opportunities for food aid, and in time food trade if the Northrecovers sufficiently(but perhaps at a reduced level 0r in differentcommodities) (47O).

B(ii) rrefugee floodr scenario

A large number of refugees from the North is a possibirity. These courd be fromtargeted areas of Europe, North America, ana peihaps Austraria, arriving by anassortment of aircraft, ships, yachts, and suLmarines. Arternatively, or aswell, they could arrive fron densery populated deveroping countries of southEast Asia, themselves displaced by i.ir!."" fron the Northr or by thecurtailment of trade or aid from the tloittr. Further consideration of thispossibility is given in section 12 (rstrategic crisisr p 163).

B(iii) tinvasionr scenario

rn the event of a B2-type !uar, Japan survives but both superpowers do not.Japan presently meets the needs of its large populatio" tlrorgh worrd trade, andthis is likeIy to be disrupted by the loss of tiading partners, and by the rossof oiI. It could respond by a military thrust towards Australia and Newzealand, two countries rich in resources but relatively spars.iy popurated.Arternativery, the complementary Japanese and Austrarasian economiesmight be exploited co-operativery by the three countries.
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)Few of us .be-Zieve that there would be much Teft of out hightg urbanized,
economicaTTg tightTg integrated and desperateTg vulnerabTe socletjes after even
the nost conttoLTed and Tinited strategic nuelear exchange ... Whether the
survivots be many or few, in the mjdst of a Tand scarred and ruined. begond a77
present comptehension, theg should not be expected to shcrtr much concern for the
further pursuit of ytoliti'co-niTitarg objectives, ( 47 7) 

"

(47I)Ir1.E.IIoward,lonFightingaNuc1earwar',@vo15,
No.4, 1981-r p3.

(4721 For further discusslon of these planning modes, see E. Tristr rThe

Environment and Siystem-response Capabllity', BSl ApriI 1980, pI18.
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Economic recovery could occur first in the south, since these countries arelikely to experience minimal consequencs of blast and falrout. rn time, tradinglinks could develop between Austrarasia, central and south America, the ASEANcountries, Southern Africa, and pockets of survivors in }.lorth America andEurope' The survival of Japan (scenario 82) would assist this process, as ithas the heavy industrial- base lacking in many of the other counlries. A shortage ofoif coufd hinder, if not prevent, this type of integration.

It.6 Possible Re of New Zealanders to the Threat qf Nuclear War

For the purposes of this discussion, four
These are linked to how different people

Erpnning Mode r: some people rive in the present. They prefer to ret thefuture take care of itself. rf this is the predominant .L=tro.r". of Newzealanders and their Government to the threal of nucrea, *ui, then it seems likelythat institutional paralysis.would occur in the aftermath of a nucrear war. Thepublic courd lose confidence'in government and other institutions, and in moneyas an exchange device. urban collapse and anarchy could very likely follow atleast for a time.

Planning-Mode 2: some people prefer to react to events as they occur usinglessons learnt in the past. Their response to the threat of nuclear war would beto wait till it happened and then try to restore the situation to normal. Theywould be like1y to support martial law to maintain law and order and provide forthe essential needs such as food, shelter, and energy which could be at riskduring t'he period of econonic disruption folrowing i-nucrear war. For theIonger run, they might support measures similar to those taken in 1g42 duringworld war rr. Essentially, government took powers to allocate resources andmanage the economy in order to ensure a steady supply of essential goods andservices at stable prices to all New Zealanders.

PlaPnilg.Modg 3: Provided they are convinced that nuclear war has a highprobability in the near to medium tern future, a third group of people wiIIprefer to make contingency plans now. These could take many forms. A simplecontingency plan wourd be to stockpile some commodities of strategie importancefor the period following a nuclear war. Examples of these are oil, nedicalsupplies and a good suppry and variety of seeis. An exampre of a morefar-reaching contingency plan would be to start now to move towards a two-tieredeconomy' This has been suggested as a rfall backr position in a deterioratinginternational environment.

Platnilrg Mode 4: A fourth way of dealing with the possibirity of nuclear war isto decide now to create a future for New zealand which would ieduce disruptionto a minimum. eeople who prefer this approach are prepared to give up some ofthe opportunities for development and growth in oveia1t tiving itandards whichcould come from building a strong trading economy. rnstead, by opting forself-sufficiency they would have the security of knowing trrat iire in Newzearand would be relatively unaffected by a nuclear war ersewhere.

Trist lref-472) introduces technicar terms for the four

planning modes have been identified.
think about the future(472).

characterized above viz. inactive, reactive,
should be noted that the ild5Elre nor ranked

preactive,
I or rated

planning modes
and proactive. It

way. They are

--

=-.--
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linked to how different people think about the future. Notwithstanding thisqualification, the socioeconomic impact on New Zealand of a nuclear war will
depend to an extent on the planning mode operating in the intervening period.
Planning in the'real worldr (unlike the rabstraet world'of mo{els1 will mostlikely contain elements of aII four modes.

Planning Mode 1: (inactive)

In the inactive response, the effect of a B-type nuclear $rar on the New Zealand
economy would be prompt shortages and surpluses. percentage surpluses to local
consumption have been listed in Table 11.3 tor a nunber of commodities. In this
moder New Zealand would be largely paralysed. Government aL all leve1s would be
overwhelmed by the tasks ahead of it. There would be psychosis and aII kinds ofneurotic behaviour, including mass panic. The identification New Zealandersfeel with the Northern Hemisphere, which today is still very apparent, would not
have changed sufficiently for the situation to be controlled easily.

Hovlever, the farming comnunity would, by and large7 be able to suptrnrt itself.rn this inactive moder it is likely that those near cities would be overrun byfloods of urban refugees. Large numbers of tivestock would be slaughtered in
order to satisfy the short-term needs of food supply. The more isolated farming
areas would be l-ess affected, particularly those which would be able toinstitute some form of local control. Undoubtedly some remote boroughs and
counties would be able to achieve this by closing the access roads into their
regions.

Manufacturing, services, and unemployed sectors of the economy (representing
88.98 of the present workforce) may be worse affected by a nuclear war than theagricultural sector (which is less dependent on speciatised imports). In aninaetive planning mode, urban collapse seems inevitable. rhe iirst crucial
month or so, in which fuel, raw materials, and distribution systems are still
available, is likely to be wasted. A gradual, and visible, deterioration wouldlead to a loss of confidence. Direct barter, a black market, and systematic
crime would flourish as desperation set in. rn Lhe cities, looting and other
violence (especially near food outlets) would encourage an exodus. The only
outcome which can be reasonably trnrtrayed is a total breakdown of society.

Planning Mode 2: (reactive)

In this mode, government would respond to crisis or disaster as they occurred.
usually in a reactive situation, the responses would be directed at naintaining
continuity of a society. rt is unrikery, however, given the .scale of
this disasterr that continuity coul-d be rnaintained, unLess
government assumed greater powers. These would be required to avoid the
outcome already described for the inactive mode. A crucial aspect would be the
recognition that the time scale involved for recovery is not just a few monthsor several years but the foreseeable future. To all intents and purposes, the
Northern Henisphere would no longer exist. GovernmenL wouLd undoubtedly have to
ensure- continuity of supply of foodstuffs, particuJ-arly to urban centres. In
addition, some form of currency for exchange wouLd have to be maintained, sothat barter on a direct basis did not return. A strong reaction would occur
immediatery to control such deviance as rioting, looting, etc.

An appropriate precedent is the allocation economy adopted during the Second
World War. In the sense that goals rirere established and achieved, this was
the most successful period of economic management the country has ever seen.
The key feature of this period was the econornic stabll.ipgtion scheme introducedin December 1942. ,!rThis. at,tempt .at detailed stabiU.sa'tion of tfre economy was a
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(473) J.F.V.
tforld

(47{) rbld.

Baker, rWar Economys
Warrl (Delnrtment of

Offtcial History
Internal Affalra,

of New ZeaLand in the Second
1955), P298
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formidable administrative task, but it was one which offered some hope of
success if tackled with sufficient determination. This was more than could be
said of attempts to stabilise prices alone or even to stabilise prices and
wages. Such limited attempts were doomed to failure from the sLart because the
attempt at stabilisation was undermined by the infiltration of cost increases initems which escaped the net of price and wage control. Sharply rising costs of
imported goods for example, had helped to defeat stabilisation plans in theearly war years" (473).

For the period 1940-45, literally all physicat goods in New Zealand wereallocated by central authority. The capital-Iabour ratios were determined, andthe ability of aII sectors of the economy to produce were effectively controlled
by central government. A result was an essentially stable wage and price regimefrom 1942 to 1945. The consumer price index was essentially constant for thisperiod. Production was geared to ensure a steady supply of- 

-sefected utilityarticles at stabilised prices(474) .

An early reactive response to a Bl-type war might be the establishment of aMinistry of supply. rts first functions could be to produce (from scratch) aninventory of New zealand's remainin!, resources, and some form of allocativedistribution system. PubIic confidence would be crucial, especially for thesurvival of the services sector (52.3* of the workforce). e collapse of banks,
insurance companies, and lending and investment institutions would be extremelydisruptive, and undermine confidence in money. Manufacturing for export wourdsurvive only in as much as a switch to alternative markets or to imporL
substitution were Snssible.

New zealand is a major participant in worrd agricurturar trade. Notsurprisingly, most local production is destined for extrrcrt; v!2. raw wool 9It,
cheese 908, dried milk 86t, Iamb and mutton 818, butter 7Bt, and veal and beef49t. The loss of export markets according to the three war scenarios has been
estimated already in Table II.2. A useful factor would be the large surpluses(see Tabj-e 11.3). There need be no problem in providing low-cost food for aI1
New zealanders for a very long period. The avaj.Iability of food would depend onproduction and distribution; both would be weakened in the post-disaster period,distribution perhaps more so. The production of crops and iivestock depends on
manpower, fertilizer, pesticides, irrigation, fuel, farm machinery, and electricpower. Agricultural inanpo\.rer is likely to be more than sufficient, especiallyif urban depopulation occurs. Fertilizer loss, however, wiII have a substantial
impact on crop and livestock production. Nitrogen fixing is presently achieved
by the application of superphosphate to encourage clover. rn a reactive mode,greater efforts would be made to ensure that supplies of superphosphate from
Nauru and christmas rslands were maintained. The output from the ammonia-ureaplant, presently destined for export, would be diverted to local use. The
Chatham Rise phosphate deposit, presently under consideration as a substitutefor imtrnrted phosphater is like1y to remain untapped, because of the loss of
Northern Hemisphere technology required for its extraction. obviously, withoutfertilizer, crops and grass could be grown for several yearsr but soil depletion
would occur after a time. It would be particularly imtrrcrtant that fertilizer is
available for horticultural production, because crops such as potatoes, fruit
and vegetables would tend to reduce soil productivity very quickly withop! nitrogen.

Extensive pastoralism is least likely to be affected. However, decisions in theperiod following the nuctear disaster would undoubtedly relate to the total
stock carrying capacity of New Zealand. Given the chanEed circumstances, a
reduction in the number of Livestock seems tr-ikely. Nevertheless, even taking a
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(475) Recent research on the production of ethanol from milk by-products by the
Forest Research Institute (Rotorua) is an excellent example.

(476t Dairy farms run by the Anish sect in Pennsylvania produce more milk per
hectare than farms run on conventional methods, and use 80t less energy.
Amish farms are broadly diversified, and are less vulnerable to pests or
climate than orthodox farms. see The Futurist, Dec 1981, p36.
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pessimistic view of the decrine of production, it is stirr rikely that at reasttwo or three times the totar amount of calories reguired for adequate nutritionin New zearand wourd stilr be produced. A further margin is provided by alikely increase in human consumpti.on of cereals, which previousry had been usedinefficientry as animal feed. .Food wastage wourd arso Le decreased by a declinein food processing, much of which is done"for export markets. The production ofhome-grown food is also Iikely to increase.

A great deal wourd depend on how self-sufficient in liquid fuers New zealand hadbecome at the outbreak of hostilities. Diesel- fuer, in particurar, would becruciaf if it retained its importance for al1 forms of bulk transport andagr icultural machinery.

Planning Mode 3: (preactive)

rn the preactive mode, emphasis is praced on contingency pranning. Thisrequires a preparedness to initiate change, now and in the future, to avoid theforeseen consequences of nucrear war. rt is not suggested that. New Zealandshould undertake large programmes of shelter construction, because New ZeaLandwill not experience dangerous revels of fal]out unl-ess it is directly attacked.rt may, however, be prudent to set up some form of stockpiling of processedgoodsr EtDd contingency measures by which fresh agriculturar produce could bedistributed in a crisis.

A more serious problem arises over the predominance of agriculture in the Newzealand economv" Preactive planning *ou,ta note rhe rik;ii;;;i ot a shift ofresources out of the agriculturar sector into other sectors of the economy.This shift could be necessitated by the initiar- ross of export markets foragricultural products, an<1 a need to manufacture goods with local- resources.How it might be achieved preactively i" . perfi"*irrg problem. A usefur startingpoint might be increased research and aeveiopirent on ways primary exports courdbe reallocated as inputs to domestic consumpi:."n (475) 
"

The agricultural sector is 1ike1y to experience a murtitude of more specificproblems which contingency planning .ouid mitigate. The loss of pesticides, forinstancer could result in significant losses oi pinus-radiata Lo dothistromapinea' and the loss of potatoes to bliEht. shortages of imported veterinarysupplies coul-d cause poorer hearth of iivestock, perhaps manifest as moreinternal parasites, brucerlosis, and tubercul-osis. Noxious weeds and animalscould become an increasing probrem. Many New zearand crops are 5:otentiallyvulnerable because of their lack of g.n"Li. diversity: foi exampre, important
;;:::.include 

pinus-radiara, one rype of hybrid ;;;;;-.;;-";;-rype of hybrj.d

Environmental modifications may arso impact on production" rncreased ]eve1s ofurtraviolet radiation may ..ru. damage,-especiaily to sensitive crops, and asignificant short-term decrease in .riurug.'iu*p.ruture is also a possibility.Preactive pranners would move towards sel-f-sufiiciency in essential vaccines andpesticides to maintain production and animal hearth in the aftermath of anucrear war. Biorogicar pest control measures may become increasingtycost-effective' Through the greater use of human labour, horses, and organicfertilizers, some farms in the united states are producing more at ress expensethan surrounding farms which use pesticides and diesel-driven imprements (476) .The probrem of ptant pathogens cour-d be reduced by a shift away frommonocurturaJ- practices. The estabrishment of a seedbank would ensure themaintenance of Eenetic diversity in the event of a Northern Hemisphere nuclear war.The developrnent of species resistant to the envir""*"r,1ui ,noilii"utionsmentioned earl-ier would be a preactive response.

-
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(478)

J.M. Hunn, tDevelotrxnent Prospects for New Zealand Industryr, Decision
Analysis Group paper 84, (Comnission For the Future, 198I).
Ibid, p5. fhis line of reasoning requires that Australia and New Zealad
continue to trade (viz. if nuclear war occurs, it is not A- or B!-type).
J. Iloadleyr rswedenrs defence policy: Six dilemmasr, NZ Int. Rev.
Jan/Feb. 1981, p23.

(47 9)
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An exampre of a more far-reaching contingency plan would be to start now to movetowards a two-tier economy. This has been suggested elsewhere(477) as a rfal1
backr position in a deteriorating internationil 

"ituation, and was originallydesigned to cope with adverse terms of trade, but it appears arso applicable tothe context of a nuclear war:

"... the approach should be aimed at'getting the logic right'. Theworld has entered a period of considerable uncertain[y, so a mixedapproach allowing for a diversity of development and tr,. ut ility to changedirectionshould be preparecl for.'A two-tiere.l approach could be the mostappropriate: establish a modest subsistence levei economy, topped up by aPanglossian rbest of all possible worldsr economy which in times of waror recession courd be scaled back relatively paiilessty and quickly.
The modest economy woul-d aim for a level of self-sufficiency which couldbe sustained in difficult internationar periods. New zearand industryshould be capable of producing all products required for a,subsistence'level: food, shelter, clothing, fuei and maintenance of essentialcapital assets- Aspects of the modest economy wourd be: 

- 
.:

- energy independence,
- foundry and machining capability to provide spare parts for maintenanceof all essential capital assets,
- expansion of steel making facilities,

sLepped up exploration for essential raw materials and stockpiling ofquantities of imported materials.

A second phase of development wourd be to utilise production capacityinstalled for this purpose to move these industrie" into exporting.rmports in these product areas should be arlowed subject to normar tariffprotection, in order to stirnulate diversityr choice lnd quality, butmainly at the ruxury end so that they can be curtailed easiry, ifnecessary. The higher, but terminable, standard of living would bedeveloped on.a philosphy of increased world trade and interdependence ofnations' This wourd involve the development of trade in products derivedfrom our natural advantages, but recognising the volatility of tradebarrj'ers, commodity variationso transiort costs and the disadvant.ages ofdistant markets. The principal thrusl would be the processing, tovarious stages, of indigenous products utilising meaium levels oftechnology, and in manufacturing, a concentration on smalr run/high valueproducts' Tourism and export of services would also form part of thislevel of actLvity.

New zearandrs recent trading experiences indicat.e that in a deterioratinginternational environment it is 1ikely from Lime to time that we willhave great difficulty in maintaining i viable economy which is totallycommitted to export earnings. rt is cerainly in our interests toestablish maintainabte falI back positions. rn this contexL Newzealand/Australian links should be strengthened and both economies
developed to support each other" (47g).

There are two working examples which approach preactive planning for nuclearwari both are found in Europe, an area in which the popuiation has a highexpectation of one being for:ght locally. sweden offers a good example of theIogic underlying a preactive mode. "one of the major tenets of Swedish defenceis economic self-sufficiency, so sweden can withstand economic pressure inblockade" (479). similarly, the swiss have chosen to assume that nucrear war isas likeIy as any other foreseeable future event, and have adapted their economy

I
I
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nA countrg enjoging comfortabLe distances from the worLd's troubLes, ampTe food,
enviable sociaT weTfare, energg abundance, participatorg civiT traditions, and a
highTg skiTLed and homoger?eous population has advantages other rightTg envg.
CuriousTg New ZeaTand does not readiLg discern mang of the opportunities these
beneficiaT traits confer. Distance, in patxicuTar, pernits a vatietg of
poTicies in internationaL affairs. Ix afso gives sna77 states mang pureTg
dipTonatic opportunities; theg mag offer brokerage services, undertake tasks jn
sensitrve regions or simplg stag out of other peoplest troubTe ... Distance
afTans resil"ience, flexibiTitg, more rationaT choice of poTicg and even
seff-sufficiencg in event of trade disruption"(484).

(480)

(481)
(4821

'Contexts for Developnent: CLarifying Valuesr, (Commission For the
future, 1981) .
Ibid, pp41-49.
B. Philpott, A. Stroombergen, S. Burnell, 'Econonic AsPect of the
Commission For the Fut.urets Scenarios of 2010t Project on Economic
Planning, occasional paper 45, (Victoria University of Wellington, 1981) "

(483) J.I"1. Keynes, rNational Self-Suff iciencyo, (1933).
(484) See for example, E.L. Wheelwright, rcapitalism, Socialism or Barbarism?

The Australian Predicamentr, (Australia and New Zealand Book Company,
1978). The quote above is from J.C. C1ad, op cit.

-....--
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to include the construction and furbishing of fallout shelters sufficient fort.he entire population.

planning Mode 4: (proactive)

rf New zealand were serf-sufficient, it courd avoid (except for the psychorogicalimpacts) the consequences of 81- , B2- and c-type nucl-ear wars. peopre whoprefer this approach would have to give up some of the oplrcrtunities fordevelopment and growth in overall living standards which woteld come frombuilding a st.rong trading economy.

As a first step towards proactive planning for nuclear war, New zealand mightadopt Inegative design criteria'. This, simply, would involve doing nothingfurther which would increase New zearana's aependence on external trade. A keyfocus would be on ways of reducing imtrrcrts wihout adversely affecting exports.some bilaterar trading agreement would need to be sacrificla to reauJe imlrcrtdependence' Trade barriers would be required to protect local industry againstforeign competitors. .

Possible deveropments in New zearand, if this mode of pranning for nuclear warwere to be adopted, could lead to a rcontext Dr future, described in a previouscFF publication(480)' trn a rcontext D' society..."basic requirements for allare satisfied at the communi,ty level ... Exports and trade are no longer thedriving force of the economy,,(4gl).

The victoria Pranning Model EMrLY has shown that a reasonabry serf-sufficientNew zealand courd have an active growing economy without emphasis on trade ifpeople wanted to (or had to) chante their rj-feslyle. Nevertheress, GrossDornestic Product (for the year zoiol would b. $ze bilrion, which can becompared with $37 billion for rcontext A' (high Erowth - large-scare industrial-economy)' $33 billion for rcontext Br (sustainable - mixed-scale economy);$33 billion for 'coutext c' (agricultural growth - we]fare economy) (482). Thecomparison does not take into account a raige 'i"f".;;i' economy which is afeature of rContext Dr.

The reduced consumption refrects the trade-off between Egtr:egrslgiengf, (whichprovides security against the impacts of a nucr";;;;; or other globalcalamity, at the cost of reduced consumption) and efficiency (which providesthe benefits of an internationarry-linkei t.uaiig-".of*y and maxinnrm overarrgrowth) .

some economists have suggested that the trade-off may not be clear cut.Keynes (483) has argued that world peace, prosperity and freedom courd best beachieved by emphasising national setr-surriciency rather than internationalmarket capitalism: "r sYmpathise, therefore, with those who would minimise,economic entanglement among nations" rdeas, knowredge, science, hospitarity,travel - these are the things which should of their iature be international_.But let goods be homespun whenever it is reasonably and conveniently lnssible,' and above alr, ret finance-be primarily nationar,,. Keynes, in part, based hisargument on economic efficiency. tte aigued that the sireaa of modern technotogymakes it increasingry easier to produce J-ocarly the basic needs of a comrnunity,and rnakes the argument for international specialisation and extrrcrt-orientedgrowth less compelling(494). Toffler, in ,The Third Wave,, makes the samepoint.

someoptions raised in the above discussion are summarised in section 1,3 (p.169)rDirections, 
.

l
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Appendix 11.1: Methodology Used for Deriving Table lI.l (pL35)

Two values indicating imporE dependence have been calculated for 14 selected
industries. 'Simple Dependencet is the percentage value of total transactions
within each industry that imports represent. Some transactions of a purely
financial nature (viz. categories 104 to 1381 140 in ref (447)l add value rather
than augment content. These have been subtracted from total transactions within
each industry in the calculation of rLinked DependeDC€r r so giving a morerealistic dependence of each industry on imports. Categories 1 (agriculture andlivestock production), 3 (other farming), 10 (meat freezing and preserving), 57(chemical products), 63 (petroleum and coar products), GB (prastics), and-g2(agricultural and pastoral machinery) have been selected as key factors
influencing agricultural production. Categories 38 (wearing apparel) and 50(pulp, Paper and paperboard) are examples of manufacturing industries, the first
representing a highly-protected industry and the second an industry based on New
Zealand resources. Categories I09 (road frieght) and II2 (air transftrnrt)
represent transport networks.

A disruption to imports witl have a direct impact on activity throughout the
economy. For example, within industry I (agriculture and livestock production)
the following transactions take place with other industries:

r.0t with category 57 (chemicar products, rLinked Dependencer = 49.4t)
4.3t with Category 58 (chemical fertilizers, rLinked Dependencet = 85.It)
0.5t with category 63 (petroreum and coar, rLinked Dependencer = 71.Gt)
0.2t with Category 58 (plastics, rlinked Dependence' = 49.0t)
0.4t vrith Category 77 (base metal industries, !Linked Dependencer = 45.gt)
0.58 with Cat.egory 82 (agricultural and pastoral machinery, rLinked Dependence'

= 47.0t)

For these six industries, the cumulative total of transactions within Category Iis only 6.98, yet they are all crucial in strategic terms. Since the averagerLinked Dependencer is 58.0tr the continuation of inputs to agriculture and
Iivestock production from these six critical industries is largely dependent
r:pon the maintenance of imports. With these cut off by a nuclear war, New
zealand may experience difficulty in maintaining agriculture and livestock
production at present Ievels.

a
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(485) The Philippines and vietnam harbour united states and soviet nuclear
weapons (see Defence llonitor vol 4, No.2, L975, P9). Controversy exists
over the pres.icu of ^rcl.ar weapons in Japan. However, in a war

situation, united states weapons (e.g. in B-52 bombers) could wel-I be

moved there.
(485) "A Few Explosions WiIl. be Necessary", The Bulletin of the Atomic

Scientistsr Oct l-977r P51.
(487) ,And-If (nuclear war) should come to pass - what then? No more war?

That would seem possible only with a fundamental change in humanity and

that most woutd agree, seems extremely unlikely. If then vrar is part of
the human condition, so now is the nuclear weapon. As Koestler
concludes:

... an invention once made, cannot be disinvented. The nuclear
weapon has come to stay .. Man will have to live with it
permanently: not only through the next confrontation-crisis and the
one after that; not only through Ehe next decade or century, but
forever - that is, as long as mankind survives" (Arthur Koestler,
Janus: A Summing UPr (Pan, 1979), P2l '

(488) It is of note that the only successful sea invasions this century were

from close land bases e.g. China and Indonesia by Japan (f939-40), France

by the Allies (1945) and ,rapan by the united states (1945). AI1 these
relied heavily on huge navies (with aircraft carriers), strong air
support and large armies.

(489) fhe rapid deterioration of sophisticated military
regularly resupplied has severely restricted the
military within a matter of only 3 years'

(490) !1978 Defence Revier'rt, New Zealand Department of
Printer, 1978).

equipment if not
capacity of the Iranian

Defence, (Government

(491-) .Present day regulations on immigration are already restrictive'
Northern Uemisphere residents did not flock southwards during the
missile crisis nor when Afghanistan was invaded'

A1so,
Cuban
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L2. STRATEGIC CRISIS

12.1 New World Maps

Assuming that the events outlined in scenario BI occur in 1990, and that
naLions not devastated slowly recover their economic and military pori,rer,
state of the world in the year 2000 might be:

Viable economic powers: India, Brazil, South Africa, Argentina, New Zealand,
lndonesia, Mexico, Pakistan, Venezuela. (Australia, Japan and China may be thefirst attacked nations to recover, if any do so. The trrcorer countries of Africa
and South America may suffer greatly from the abrupt terminaton of development
and investment aid. )

Nuclear weapon capabitity: India, Brazil, South Africa, ArgentinaT and pakistan
will have at least the weapons they produced by 1990. other nations such as New
zealand, Australia and Japan might well acquire unused weapons from'refugee' United
States or Russian ships and aircraft after the war. Devastated areas of the
world that may still contain nuclear weapons, but lack the military organisation
required to retarget and deploy them include present-day NATO and Warsaw pact
countries and China, Vietnam, the ehilippines and Japan(485). From these areas,
nuclear weapons or weapons-grade plutoniunn (from reactor or reprocessing
facilities) could be scavenged by neighbouring countries e.g. Mexico, Iian,
Algeria. Weapons are also Iikely to survive on undetected submarines.

Leading economic powers would continue to have the greatest capacity to deploy
nuclear weaponsr dnd to manufacture conventional and chemical weapons. How
these [rcst-war weapons might be used has an historical precedent viz.
deterrence, aggression, terrorism. Some commentators believe the demonstrated
horror of nuclear war would provide the necessary impetus for nations to
collectively destroy aII nuclear weapons(486). Others disagree, and believe
nuclear war would occur again in the future(487).

There woulti be little chance of any nati"on invading New Zealand for at least a
decade after the war. The present navies of potential invaders such as
rndonesia, Vietnam, Japan or China are dependent on diesel fuel, are unsuited
for landing troops or armour, and courd not. provide air support from
carriers(488)" Even if they wished to invade New Zealand (whose only strategic
material- is grass), the termination of the present arms Lrade would cause them
major difficulties in maintaining their remaining military equipment (489) .
Nations which survive the nuclear $rar may also have to use their military forces
against separatist movements. It is likely, therefore, that New Zealandrs
present defence posture would continue viz. "For the time being there is no
obvious threat. to New Zealand's security. The problems this count,ry (faces)
are economic rather than military". Remoteness in the future, as now, confers
some insulation against international tension (490). e possible qualification
is represented by the rinvasion' scenario (see pt47).

12 " 2 Refugees

It is probable that people witl want to emigrate from the Northern Hemisphere to
New Zealand in greater numbers immediately prior to a nuclear srar. Such a
movement could, however, be managed by New Zealandts present immigration
controls, and if these continue it is unlikely that large nurnbers would be let
in(491). After a war, migration may be restricted by damage to fuel
infrastructure, aircraft and ships, port facirities, airports, and from
casualities and absenteeism among transport crews. For the countries not

-------
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l4g2) rVietnamese Refugees' N@7 Nov. L979'
iagSt This action is historicaffy a common way in which human society deals

with the problem. l4ost recently, this was how the Malaysian navy dealt
with some Vietnamese refugees.

(494) Australian refugees would be the most likely ones to provide skills
useful for New Zealand society. Others, such as Indonesians, could
provide useful skills in low technology agriculture, craftsmanship,
entertainment and the arts. Language and cultural differences cou1d,
however, raise Problems.

(495) At present, New Zealand defence policy emphasises the inportance of
nuclear weapons control and New zealand has ratified the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (see 1978 Defence Review, op cit) '

(496) Examples of such military action abound in history. Winston Churchill
suggested that nuclear weapons belonging to the Allies should be used to
destroy the soviet union before it too had possession of them.

-...--
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directly attacked, the problems of continuing military and civil conflicts, andshortages of supplies, would make long distance travel very difficult.
Governments could well prevent their elite from leaving, (and thereby taking
away expertise, wealth and transSrcrt facilities). It i.s difficult to preaict
whether people would elect to leave their homes for a long and perilous voyageto an alien country which may show hostility to arriving ierug.Ls.

Refugee ships are like1y to be attacked by pirates and foreign military vesselsseeking fuel, food, sex or gold. Grossly overcrowded and lnorly equipped shipscould have high mortality rates from disease, malnutrition and dehydration.
About half of the recent vietnamese refugees are thought to have perished duringtheir 2000 km journey (4921 . Although Northern ttemisphere refugees may tend togo to Southern America, Southern Africa, South East Asia, the pacific Islands
and Australia, rather than remote New zealand, many thousands may stilJ- arrivehere, especially if Australia was attacked.

seamen from remnants of the merchant marines and navies of targeted countries
may elect to return to their home ports to seek surviving relalives. Manyvessels may simply be unable to reach New Zealand, unless additional fuel was
somehow obtained. If, however, one-tenth of the United States submarine fleetelected to come to New Zealand, II submarines would arrive, carrying about 1r300crew. They could arso bring severar hundred nuclear weapons.

New Zealandrs Stra se to a Post-War World

rn the inactive mode, New zealand would make no attempt to re-establish 1inkswith the rest of the worl-d" Refugees would be able to l-and unchecked, possibJ_yattacking civilians or spreading communicable diseases throughout the country.rn a reactive response, fast patrol boats would sink refugee vessers or restrictlandings to makeshift quarantine areas (493) " Refugees es-aping from insecurequarant.ine areas may readily spread epidemics.

rn a preactive mode, quarantine areas would already exist to cope with the refugeeinflux. offshore islands (such as Stewart, waiheke, and GreaL Barrier) wouldprovide adequate security. After individual refugees had been immunised, andcertified free of disease, their assimilaLion into socieLy, and the economy,
could proceed(494). Limited international trade could be re-established,
although merchant ships travelling in escorted convoys might be required.
Renewed trade finks could complement efforts by New Zealand to achievedismant,ling of remaining nuclear weaponsn and initiatives towards a rastingworld peace (495) .

As an interim measure, New zealand may elect to incorporate nucl-ear weapons(e.g. from surviving united states tactical or strategic submarines) into itsdefence fr:rces, and becorne a nucl-ear powerl rt could even use these weaponspre-emptively against any nation it perceived as a threat(496). alternalively,the hazards of being a nuclear target (through the possession of nuclear
weapons) may spur the dismantling of such weapons.

Relief expeditions to North America and, if necessary, Australia could be
mounted by New zealand, to suppj-y humanitarian aid to survivors. Expeditions
seeking essential resources in short supply (e.g. catalysts, siricon chips,pharmaceutical-s) might also be required.

New zealand's current defence forces would be of i-imited effectiveness in
meeting such new challenges. Defence spending, as a percentage of, GNp, amountsto 2-It (or $1I4 per capita), compared with 3.3t ($272) for Australia and G.0t($644) for the united StaLes. I'Countries like Switzerland, Sweden, yugosJ-avia

a
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rrhe most persistent sound which reverberates t?tough man, s historg js the
beating of war drums. Tribal wars, reTigious wars, civiT wats, dgnastic wats,
nationaf wars, revoTutionarg wars, coToniaT wars, wars of conquest and of
l-iberation, wars to prevent and end a77 wats, foTTott each other in a chain of
conpuTsive repetitiveness as fat as man can remem.ber .l:js past, and there is
everg reasan to beTieve that the chain wi77 extend into the futurel ( 498 ) .

'Yuugumc' (Jaqan) and 'Ivan Rogov' 9oviet IJnion) - foteground

('497) J. Turner, rWhat

No.5,1981, P14.
(498) Arthur Koestler,

Price New Zealandrs SecuritY?r,

op cit.

NZ Int. Rev. VoI 6,
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and France are convinced that meaningful national security can only be bought at
the national levelr and at considerable cost... These countries ridicuJ-e any
belief in the fidelity of an alliance now that the nuclear age is with us ...
Shou1d the United States or Australia deem it necessary to deny this part of the
world to a would-be aggressor, then (New Zealand's) military mite will not count
for much. Should they not deem it necessary, then not only does (New Zealand)
have an ineffective defence force, but (it has) one that is geared to the wrong
type of conflict" (497). The problem, then, may not be the size of the defence
vote, but how it is spent.

The Leander- and whitby- crass frigates may usefurty comptement the
anti-submarine defences of a carrier task force, but could prove overly-complex
for the interception of refugee-Iaden fishing boats. Fast, ocean-going patrol
craft could prove equally adeguate, and more cost-effective. The p3B Orions
could continue to provide useful maritime reconnaissance, but larger numbers of
less sophisticated aircraft similarly may prove more cost-effective. The A4
Skyhawks may prove ideal in dealing with uncooperative intruders. M4l battle
tanks, armoured fire support vehicles, and I05 mm howitzers are unlikely to '
serve any function at aII.

Far enough South to escape the worst of global fallout, far enough East to
escape direct faIIout, far enough to the South-East of densely populated
countries not to be ovdrrun by refugee.s, New Zearand has the option of
planning to survive a worst-case nuclear war (scenarioBl). By doing so, New
zealand would be in a trrcsition to offer at least some humaniLarian assistance to
the survivors in the North.

ar --
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" . -. we are the locaL embodiment of a Cosnps gtown to seLf-ar4Tareness . We
have begun to contempJate our origins: starstuff pondering the stars,.
organized assenibTages of ten biLLion biTTion biTlion atoms considering
the evoTution of atoms; tracing the Tong joutneg bg which, here at 7east,
consciousness arose. Our 7oga7t:es are to the spectes and the planet.
Our obTigation to survive is owed not just to oursel-ves but aTso to that
cosmos, ancient and vast, fromwhich we spring. we speak for Earth,, (4gg).

Dresden after firestorm
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13. DIRECTIONS

In the past New Zealanders have preferred to cope with disaster either by
dealing with it on the basis of past experienee, or by predicting its outcome
and implementing contingency measures in advance. These two restrronses (reactive
and preactive) reflect how most people think about the future, and imply no major
change of direction in the countryrs development.

The preferred response to the threat of nuclear vrar will depend on how people
assess its probability and its likely impact on New Zealand society. This
Report attempts to provide an objective basis for such an assessment.

We, the contributing authors, have analysed the implications of nuclear war for
New Zealand. In researching, and living with, the subject for some time we have
reached our own consensus on some of the issues.

We believe New Zealandrs trlosition in the world gives it the opportunity to
avoid the worst consequences of a Northern Hemisphere nuclear vrar.
We believe, by proactively planning to survive a Northern Hemisphere
nuclear war, New Zealand would be making a statement of greater impact
than the past forty years of debate on nuclear disarmament
conducted in the international forums of planet Earth.
We believe such planning, while being the most effective contribution New
Zealand could make to world peace, would require a new direction in this
countryrs affairsr both internally and internationally.

What is your answer to the questions raised by this Re5rcrt:

Should New Zealand continue to ignore the possibility of nuclear war?
If not, what measures should New Zealand take now to reduce its effect?

7 =.-
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Part Four a Fictitious Account

Apocalypse 1989
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No Ordinarg Sun

nTree 1et gour naked arms fa77
not extend vain entreaties to the radiant bafT-
This is no gallant monsoon's f7ash,
no dashing trade wind' s b-Last.
The fading gteen of gour nagic
emanations sha77 not make pure again
tiese poTTuted skjes ... for this
is no ordinarg sunn(500).

(499) Carl Sagan, 'Cosmosr, (McDona1d, 1980), p345.
(500) Hone Tuwhare, rNo Ordinary Sunr (Longman) , P23 (excerpt).
(501) This account, writEen by P.C. Wilkins, llas first published in the

collection ,pictures of the Futurer (Mallinson Rendell, 1980), and is
reproduced here in abridged forn with the kind permission of the
publisher s.

(502) Nostradamus was a sixteenth century astrologer and prophet (see rThe

prophesies of Nostradamus, ed. eriia Cheetham, Corgi 1975), Aldridge is
best known for rThe Counterforce Syndromer (Transnational Instituter
]-978); R.F. Ryan is a former director of the Commission For the Future who

has writter, *ia.ty on the subject of nuclear war; General Sir John Hackett

is author of rThe Third World War: August 1985' (!'tcl'{illan, 1978).
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14. APOCALYPSE 1989 (501)

Thirty years ago, in 1982, New Zealand was bucking along in the midst of anothereconomic and social crisis, one of many experienced since social and economictheories were first applied to the business of managing a trade-dependenteconomy' Few people in the boisterous early eighties, seriously considered thatthe world as they knew it was going to end ... within their lifetimes! Fewseriously imagined Lhat a new society with a quite different base was a realpossibility within a generation.

Dominating debate and political dissension in the early eighties was thequestion of growth - how was economic growth to be achieved? This question waspursued with vigour by successive governments through the seventies and into theeighties without any one answer being found. There were concentrations onexternal diplomacy, internal structural changes and population support atvarious times and in varying combination. ai every stage, new factorsintervened to frustrate the orderly pursuit of one economic schema afteranother ' rn the seventies the escalation in the price of oil and subsequentworld currency ftuctuations proved to be the bogies. As the eighties moved oninternar confrict rose to new heights around the questions of wage rerativities,inflaLion, the introduction of new technologies, the degree to which parliament
had the right to direct the inhabitants ot [rre country, and whether or notminority groups shourd function onry at the behest of the majority.
Foremost in New Zealand producersr minds was the rearisation that competition,tariff barriers and spirarling transportation costs were rendering New zearandexports both unattractive and unsellabre to traditional markets particularly inEurope' The opportunities being created by improved marketing techniques didnot prove sufficient for an economy stiJ-I g"ur"a to the nuropian parate andincapabre of the necessary rapid change. rtris lacn of adaptabitiLy proved to bean ideological barrier that was quickiy broken down during the reconstructionperiod out of sheer necessity.

rnternar confrict was to a rarge extent regarded as insignj.ficant when rangedagainst internationar problems. chief amongst these was the growing antagonismbetween the major military alliances. Nuclear arms testing proceeded, althoughalways officiarly denied by the governments invorved and spoiaaic revorutionarystruggles took on ominous overtones as more and more trnwerfur weaponry becameavailable to the.various protagonists. ANzus began seriously to be questionedwhen heavy fighting erupted on the borders of Afghanistan, Kashmir and chinaover possession of a small valley. This incident wourd normally have beenpassed off as of rittle importance but the three major po$rers, in. unit.d states(as aIly of Pakistan) the ussR (as de facto rurer of afghanistan) and china alrdecided on a heavy propaganda exercise in which various scarcely veiled hintswere made regarding the use of nuclear weaponry (these events took placeJuly-August 1983).

Amidst such tensions the 1984 elections took place in New Zealand. voterturnout was the highest ever.

one of the first acts of the incoming government after its victory was thesevering of all mutual defence ties with other nations. rt opted for anon-arigned politicar role in international_ politics ana sup$rt for anuclear-free south Pacific. This meant that ANzus became AUS, the few Americaninstallations of a military nature were dismantled and the New Zealand armedforces stationed in various parts of Asia were recaLled. Reorganisation deartmainly with the formation and training of a civilian self aefeice corps partry
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armed by the state and clothed by private sponsorship. A notable feature of
this corps was the inclusion of many devotees of martial arts as non-armed
units.

Together with most of the Polynesian nations and such geographically spread
countries as Tanzania and the Maldive Islands, New Zealand founded an
association of non-nuclear trading nations with the express purpose of
overcoming many price and supply barriers dogging primary producers. By 1988
this association had some forty-six member states and was beginning to exert
significant economic leverage. Given twenty years of trading opportunity this
organisation (ANNTAN) could possibly have caused redirection of major profit
flows between rfirst', 'secondr and 'third! worfd countries. The implications
that such a change suggested in the late eighties were of such magnitude, that
had such a body been established a decade earlier, Apocalypse 1989 might have
been avoided. That is unsubstantiated speculation, however.

Many confrict theorists (Nostradamus, Aldridge, Ryan, Hackett (502) ) had
predicted nuclear war in the mid-eighties, before the signs became
incontrovertible as they did in 1983. By that time nuclear proliferation was so
advanced that security measures were ineffective in preventing 'unauthorised'
use. Theft of nuclear devices and 'illegalr construction of various nuclear
mechanisms increased following the first incident in the USA in June 1978.
Various ransom demands had been made using such devices, the most extensively
publicised being that in Brazilia in April 1984" On Lhis occasion a group
opposing the ruling military junta released a statement saying they had planted
a nuclear device (20 kilotonnes) in the newly completed House of the Ruling
Assembly; they demanded the resignation of the government, the release of all
political prisoners, the redistribution of land titLe and the disbanding of the
armed forces. Acting on the advice of their American military advisers
President Suarez and the junta refused the publicised demands. The president
and a large number of his neighbours died when the device was triggered. It had
actually been planted in a vi1la fifty yards from his own on the outskirts of
Brazj-Iia. The small size of this device meant that only one eighth of the city
was badly damaged by the explosion. Continuing radiation problems are being
experienced, however.

The nuclear scene was not dominated by such isolated acts. Tensions between the
main blocs, i.e. warsaw Pact, NATO and china were rapidly intensifying, a
situation that was much alluded to when New Zealand withdrew from ANZUS in 1984.
The SALT agreements were not considered binding by the signatory nations and all
military efforts l^/ere poured into enlarging the tactical ICBM forces available
and developing defence mechanisms capable of ensuring the success of a
pre-emptive sLrike. As world-wide economic inequalities grew, uneasy detente
gave lray before the desires of the military-industrial complexes in each bloc,
hastening the aforementioned proliferation. The Soviet invasion of Iran in
December 1986 ostensibly in support of the Kurdish fighters, led to a series of
very strongly antagonistic statements between Washington, Moscow, and peking
(IJSSR and China were involved in heavy border clashes along the Assur River at
that time) and the Russians withdrew after a protracted period of political
manoeuvre.

Ironically, poor security conditions were the factor of crucial importance in
June 1987 when the first international nuclear event took place. A rFascist'
political group in West Germany captured a military installation and made off
with a nuclear warhead as fitted to tactical missile systems. With a homemade
delivery system the warhead was targeted on l,lagdeburg, a city which it largely
destroyed. The East German response was immediate - Kassel was selected and
obliterated. A total nuclear debacle was avoided by swift ciiplomatic action,
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protestations of innocence and immediate prosecution of the 'allegedr West
German offenders. Throughout the entire episode the major nuclear po$rers, the
United States and USSR, remained relatively unmoved although much threatening
dialogue took place. The non-involved world mopped its feverish brow while llaro
and warsaw Pact forces renewed their ostentatious preparations for a land based
war in Europe" The next year and a half saw a world remarkably free of major
confLict although, like the heavings of the volcano prior to ils cataclysmic
eruption, it was obvious that the world was experiencing a false peace. only afew non-aligned governments pronounced themselves hopeful that 'the balloon
might not go up' (to employ a corroquiar New Zearand phrase). They were,
however, like people addressing two opposing thunderstorms, bl-ack of brow andlightning crowned, that rush head on towards each other - mindless of
consequences, feering only the forces driving, towards the ultimate
confrontation.

At 3.00 a-m- GMT on Tuesday ITth September 1989 the president of the United
states ordered a pre-emptive strike against all military and industrial targetsin the USSR (and against its known bases around the world), a move that
effectively destroyed the entire Soviet population.

Lack of data has hampered a complete and accurate explanation of that decision.rt does seem reasonably cLear, however, that the American military \./ere worriedthat Soviet expansionism was proceeding faster than they could strategically
accommodate; that USSR armed forces had achieved clear superiority; and thal aIand war in Europe could not be won. rt is also fairly clear that the Americansfirmly believed that they then possessed a defensive system capable ofneutralising any soviet retaliation following a pre-emptive stiike, and thattheir intelligence was good enough to ensure them an eradication of almost thetotal Soviet ICBM capabi.lity.

The Americans were misinformed on two counts: the accuracy of their intelligence
and the efficacy of their defensive systems. soviet r""po.". was effective andwidespread. Mainland united States defence systems were overwhelmed by vast
numbers of multiple warhead deliveries" chinese population centres were
destroyed and every American ally from West Germany and Britain to the
Indonesians and Australians found themselves denuded of population
concentrations of rstrategic' significance. Second and third wave replies byall sides effectively ended the first nuclear and third world war. rt has beenestimated that approximately 1.3 bitlion (a f,igure 400 times that of New
Zealandrs current population) people died immediately or from resultant.radiation sickness.

The sheer magnj-tude of destruction was illustrated to New zealanders first bythe sudden loss of news and other current, affairs programmes of overseas originand, shortly thereafter, bY a specially equipped orion overflight of Australia.High altitude photographs showed catastrophil destruction from Adel-aide,
Melbourne, Hobart, Sydney and Canberra all the way to Brisbane. Their glowing,irradiated centres at night and the truncated twisted and fused sydney HarbourBridge by day will live as visions of horror for aI1 who 1ived at thai time.

Additional millions of people died in the forlowing decade as spasms of violenceswept through the majority of Asian, African and South American countries that
had been supported by one or other of the major powers. Governments fellregularly although the rconventionalr (non-nuclear) weaponry generally employeddid not significantly extend the destruction caused by the apocalypse.

Many immediate effects for New Zealand had been predicted in the event of suchwarfare. WorId trade certainly was completely disrupted, an event having
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profound structural implications for New Zealand as wiIl be discussed Iater.
There was no massive movement of refugees to New Zealand. Indeed world wide
there was very Little migration, due to the spread of destruction and the
breakdown of high speed communications networks. Migration did occur from Asian
countries, but that only returned the trnpulation to 1980 levels from which it
had dropped markedly during the rausterer eighties (as the first six years of
the decade were known).

The years immediately following the war were chaotic. Although some
infrastructural- adjustment did occur (1985-9) it was in no way designed Lo cope
with a New Zealand that suddenly was totally isolated from the world in a way it
had never been before: 17 September a member of a living functioning world
community ... 19 September a survivor in a charnel house!

The event was totally shattering - many thousands of New Zealanders suicided or
went insane in the traumatic few weeks that occurred when the sheer extent of
destruction became apparent. Internal communications were largely unaffected by
external events and government continued to function. Mobilisation of the self
defence corps proceeded quickly and emergency legislation ensured continuation
of society (Parliament extended itself by regulation for an indefinite period
immediately following the events in September 1989).

rt soon became apparent that life could not continue as it had for much longer.
The only information garnered from around the world originated in a few of the
intact surviving nations in Asia and South America. Australia no longer had any
coherent structures still functioning.

A period of stocktaking took place. In New Zealandrs favour were its energy
supplies, agricultural base and adaptable industries, plus a largely untried
commodity - the productive adaptability of the populace. It was obvious that
the pre-deluge debate over the advisability of emphasising trade was defunct.
Government did recognise that decision-making by the executive was not
necessarily the most creative course of action to follow given the changed
realities. New Zealand was an isolated country thrown on its own resources,
reliant on itself, with no one else to do the trail blazing.

Consultation and opinion-forming went on over a period of eighteen months; it
was the sole concern of over thirty thousand government employees and some
twenty thousand private individuals. At the end of this period, in August I99I,
the Joint Parliamentary Cornmission put forward a series of measures designed to
streamline and co-ordinate Lhe societal change that would occur in the next
decade. There was an interesting mixture of regulations which emphasised strict
control of the economy and widespread dispersal of authority regarding social
issues. Selected features hrere:

- The current Iegislative assembly to continue in operation until November
1994 at which time a revised system of proportional representation would
be introduced. (It is important to remember that many party standpoints
had been rendered irrelevant by the elimination of the trading economy).

- A new regime of manufacturing production was instituted emphasising a
range of 'essentialt goods and mechanisms. Significantly energy saving
devices such as solar panels, windmills and clivus multrum-type waste
disposal devices were given high priority as was the production of
portable communications devices. (The importance of such an emphasis had
become apparent because of the impossibility of maintaining the huge
network of electrical cables throughout the country and of the piped waste
disposal system).
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Research emphasis was placed on developing mineral and chemical extracts
from the plentiful supplies of biomass available, especially for medical
use.

Agriculture was to be gradually revolutionised. Horticultural diversity
especially vras to be encouraged as was the cropping of as much arable land
as possibre in an effort to extend the production of ethanol fuer.
Erosion-prone land was gradually abandoned. Programmes of encouragement
for labour-intensive, self-sufficient farming were instituted and proved
highly successful.

In order to make reconstruction feasible a neh/ paper money issue was
created - the Kiwi. A11 pre-r991 currency was recarled, the paper money
destroyed and coinage returned for use as raw materials in industry.
Government established the level of currency in circulation and made it
roughly equar to the varue of goods and services avairabre. The
international money baseT gold, was no longer important. 

,

A11 foreign owned and controlled companies \rere to be acquired by the
state.

The Joint Parliamentary Commission decided on a number of measures in the
social field. Most resented of these was the running down of the
breweries and tobacco industry. Home brewing and the legalisation of herb
cultivation ameliorated some of the dissatisfaction, however.

Regulations $rere made more flexible, notably those concerning energy use.
Active encouragement of migration to ruraL areas and of co-operative title
to land was given" This was especiatry significant for Maori and
Polynesian peopJ-e who wished to re-establish close relationships with the
land.

Networks as large as Lhe education system were rapidly broken down.
Curriculum decisions were transferred to local communities. Health care
received a proportional increase in resources and personnel, as well as
being gradually decentralised. (rt is now organise<l on a township medical
centre basis).

Regional authorities were modified and became completely dependent on
locally gathered revenue.

Extended suburban areas were seen as unsupportable and to be gradually
dismembered. Residents thus displaced were either assisted to take up a
rural lj.festyle or joined the centre city redevelopment programmes in
high-rise buildings. (Many companies, whose onry reason for existence
disappeared with international trade, either voLuntarily liquidated
themselves or donated their buildings).

A standard wage in kiwi currency was to be paid to every person to provide
them with the necessities of rife until 1995 at which stage a gradual
shift towards private acquisition would again be tolerated. Work itself
underwent redefinition at this time. Unemployment through lack of skill
became almost unheard of.

Many co-operative ventures in every area of socio-economic endeavour Led to this
redefinition and channelled energy usefulj-y. By the time the 1994 elections
were held vast efforts had been made to successfully inititate the original I99I
progralnme. The new legislative assembly gradually took control amid an upsurge

______.-
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in political repartee, and a resurgence in representative sporting fixtures,
coincidental perhaps!

In order to eradicate black market profiteering, particularly in spare car
parts, currency with an eighteen month lifespan was introduced. This measure
had some effect since speculation was rendered extremely difficult. Bartering
continued to grow in importance as the nineties unfolded and still remains a
major source of acquiring goods.

'Reconstructionr has continued apace with mixed success, huge sacrifices, many
readjustment problems and the occasional power struggle, until the present day.
A number of significant events must be detailed before an overview of current
conditions is given. The year 2000 AD (or 11 PA - Post Apocalypse as it is
commonly known) was notable not only as the end of the second millenium after
Christ but as the year in which the basic work of reconstruction was mainly
accomplished and the frantic pace of work began to diminish. It marked the year
in which diversity of endeavour began once more to expand dramatically as people
repumed interests long abandoned as unwarranted luxuries in the crisis. For the
first time in twelve years the work-scarred legions of the self defence force
found a reduction in demand for their extra labour in various parts of the
country.

It was the year of the first official visit by another Head of State, the
greatly aged Julius Nyerere, President of Tanzania. One of the few long
distance jets still in operational condition served as transport powered by New
Zealand turbine fuel from Taranaki. (The lifespan of the Maui field was
extended to forty years by careful rationing). Sea-borne trade also found its
rebirth in 2000 AD with the launching of the first solar and sail merchant
vessel in Auckland. Such vessels, of which there are now fourteen in service,
manage a return trip to Africa in a month and through South Asia and Polynesia
in a similar time. Through international agreement trade is now strictly by
barter with pre-agreed exchange rates.

Channelling effort and energy into research in the nineties proved its worth not
only in the areas of industrial and nedical development, but also in a vitally
important field - that of communications technology. New Zealanders have always
been an information-hungry group of people and though the pursuit of external
information was reduced in favour of internal unity during the nineties,
maintenance of surviving international communications links and installation of
new types of links sti1l were accomplished.

An early expedition to Singapore resurrected several score crates of
microprocessors, sufficient for the expected IIew Zealand demand to 2020 AD (31
PA). Research priority has been allocated to the production of domestic
versions Lo satisfy need beyond that date.

These have been used in a further level of industrial development including that
generation of the word processors from which this re5rcrt has been produced.
Since President Nyereret s visit there has been an upsurge of diplomatic activity
around the globe. It is sobering to remember that it is confined almost
entirely to the southern henisphere although Central America, Northern Africa
and areas south of Burma have continued to function as national entities having
been spared radiation counts of significance. It is known that some North
American and Chinese people exist in communities of sorts but few efforts aL
contact have been made by individuals and none by governments. A sense of self
reliance and insular strength is the most imtrrcrtant characteristic among naLions
in todayrs wor1d. While trade does occur and while messages of goodwill are
frequently exchanged, most modern New Zealanders are unwilling to travel and
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discover world conditions first hand; the desire to know has been largely
submerged by the desire to be informed. The post-apocalypse generation,
hr:wever, are freer from this unwillingness than their older fellows.

The apocalyptic event and thirty years of hard work based on a detailed yetflexible plan have created a Neh, Zealand that will survive and prosper in theyears to come- Adjustments in lifestyle have, it seems, produced a nation whichvalues its cultural diversity and has a less emotional vilw of the pre-I9g9
worrd than did the peopre living at the time. popuration is arso ress
concentrated than it was before the deluge, with between thirty and thirty-fiveper cent now living outside the major urban areas. Architectural layouts have
undergone much change. open spaces in the cities have been largely utilised forthe provision of necessary foodstuffs. BuIk commodities including grains, rice,meat and some fruits are stilt rimportedr from farming districts. Diversity incropping has meant both a rcheaperr and wider selection of foodstuffs thanpreviously. The enforced insularity of comrnunities has meant that culturalinterchange has occurred in some at an inereasing rate, in others hardly at aII.Minority languages such as l{aori, Samoan and Cantonese are now taught and learntat a majority of the formalised educational institutions throughout the 1and.

Thus as the second decade of the new millenium looms ahead, New zealand society
and its trnsition in the world are infinitely stronger and less demanding thancould have been imagined only thirty years ago. The country is a united whole,inward-l-ooking it is true, yet more sure of itself as a result. Obviously intime the living wil-I no longer include any people who can remember the actualevents which ended last century in tragedy. rl is certainly to be hoped thatpeople will in the future possess the ability to look at " *up of the world, seethe death in the iridescent yellow areas and vow - never, never again - and havethe humility to keep the vow.
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